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WO WtU OtMliiMtly diOOvMO lis 
•rt MM onbjeel of Mate 
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I  .   Ul fMt ttM OOmOO* plMt WM WOll bttilt M»* UNI high 
ajnnjitjr aouipmant. U is «tpwlt of producing SIC t. daily of elinkor 
wbinh oorraopondo. unéor normol oporationa Mi ftvmt toni conditio*«, 
tiN.Mi. annually of clinker, or, following M» addition of gypoum, 

of 91, OCC t. of o an > ant 

i . In point of foot, it «u only tolo to produce 45,000 to SS. 000 t. 
wife M inlar madiata yoar approaching 70,000 t. Thio otegnatton is 
ajgpjfloant and diaturbing. oopoctatty lineo it woo accompanied by 

stagnation in quality which romoined highly insufficient. 

TM! roftooto MM inadoquaty of Ino toohnieal start and pornapo 
MM nomo of orgMÉMtioA and austerity of Mio fonorai nmnagemant 
oblili tltff changed loo often in MM pant, ün Mio oMior bond MM now 
g—ril nianagsmont IMO beoon a aware of technical neede, and Milo 
IHM) already produced « «light but impreeaive financial recovery. The 
dlffteultMo which have )uot boon roantionac. however» poroiot ; 

recovery hno net yot boon achieved, nnd on offort nt training 
romaine lo bo année. 

S - The n attor of quality romain« fundamental for MM futuro of 
MM fimi te MM competitive climat« to bo encountered to-morrow. As 
It hnajpini. it ia irnpoaoiblo M manufacture good clinker atnrting with 
bui raw materiate. Uniform, carefully proportionod motorinlo oro 

end ir copter «able in abtoining good cornant. 

4 - The iunpiy of bood raw motorinlo io o mattar of MM quarry 

Ai it 

. et 

, MM ojunrry woa 
witttouta 

MMTO in o major 
prooont liana, oontrary 

of good 

neglected by MM buildor nnd acorns 
atudiea. te addition, although 

oourca with fovornblo proa, 
to widoopriad opinion, thora 

which eon bo uood in MM 

Gtvea MM quarry* a 
to bo too frssjusnUy bote« MM acceptable limit. 



Finsing and using to-morrow'e metértela ia on« of tho oaaontlal 
tasks to bt carried out in euceeeiion, and O detailed chapter io 
efevsted to tili« problem in thie report (homofoneoue or heterogenoui 
ouarry with oorroetion n ateríala to bo eaploited at another location, 

and oo forth). 

3 - Not only io tho row meal's carbonate oontont too olooo to tho 
limit, but it io unovon,  since tho homogoniiotion unit at tho plant 
io not oporativo. Of that, tho equipment, inoufficiontiy changad o vor 
by tho oontraotor at tho tima of tha oonvoroion from tho wot to dry 
procaaa, io moro responsible than tho poroonnal. A« it happens, tho 
hsenoganisatien procaaa. alwaya difficult, ia a major atop and will bo 
of o<jual importance to-morrow if, ao ia likely, it wiU bo nacaaaary 
to work with correction m «tarlali. Concorning thie, tha roport givaa 
rooonmondationo lor an improvement progran. 

8 - Othor imperfeccione influencing aquipmant afficioncy concern 
tbo raw matarial dryor, kiln oporotion and tho camont grindar which 
I« too ofton out of adjustment. Thooo impar fact ioni ara looo important 
thon dtfoeta in m startela and homo, enitation, »ine© thoy aro oaoior 
to aolvt. 

? • Eaaantial for production without any hitches, tha maint enanca 
program muat bo improvod by instituting vioibla ragular m aintonano» 
and by tho atocking of bottor choaon roplacomant parta. \ 

• - Improvod productiva   muat aloo bo appliad to managomont and 
admlnlatration. Thoro ia an axcaaaivo numbor of operating poroonnal 
in virtually all aroma. Aa haa boon aaid, tho numbor of high technical 
staff and auporvioory poroonnol muat bo added to with individuala of 
kr own capability. Analytic bookkeeping muat be aot up, and thio will 
contribute considerably to auporviaing eoato and tha proper opération 
of each ahop. 

• . Wo have opocifiod technical coefficienti of consumption and 
afficioncy which can bo achieved uaing prooont equipment but at the 
coot of training and disciplining personnel which must bo carried out 
without any delay. E von oo, however, resulta will ahow a deficit in 
that the plant, although able to more than moot ita direct manufacturing 
oeste, will only bo able to provide for some of ita amortisation and 
financial expensee. 



At IfeMtt time, evan taking into account a poeelble increase in tht 
ooet of eupplies to uniformly obtain batter raw materials, the financial 
burden of tha naw ina talla ti on muet ba easily mat. 

Evan when output will reach naarly tha oapaoity of tha two kilna 
thara must aveu appaar a margin to halp with tha amortisation 
daficit of tha first plant. How«vor, it is worth aaying this result can 
only ba givan as an indication, since tha corresponding o api tal 
expenditure has only been too briefly evaluated. 

10 - The margins created, however, will nmvr make it possible 
to rapay the indebtedness acquired as of this day and which ia 
excessive.   As it happens, this indebtedness is certain to grow for 
the present plant alone by tha amount of investments correeponding 
to reorganization of ita operations (prospecting for correction lima- 
atona, adjustment of the homogenaation, varioua improvement and 
pereonnel training). 

Aa it ia, it is unquestionable these varioua investments, which it 
is virtually impossible to datali dus to tha unpredictable nature of 
geological prospecting, will total aavaral hundred thousand N Pounds. 

11 -  From this must follow tha financial reorganisation of tha 
company in order that, with ita naw structure, it will ba able to 
oparata profitably. This maana a considerable reduction in capital, 
tha partial or total wiping out of tha present indebtedness and a naw 
call for funda. 

Tha rata at which debts are to ba wipad out will be determined 
by the amount of costs healthy, technical perfected administration 
will allow it to cover. 

12 - The question of an increase in capacity mentioned earlier 
doea not arise a» concerns obtaining these reaulta, since, brought 
about under present conditions, there is an excellent chance it would 
ba diaastrous. No plant, no matter how large, can aurvive with tha 
two praaent handicapa : merchandise of quality inferior to that oi 
competitors possibly available on the same market at the same price ; 
and insufficient operational ratio of ina tailed equipment whereas the 
investments were planned for amortization with much higher output. 

To summarise, reorganisation ia eaaential  b for. a..y i:ver 
in capacity. 
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ti - To aawunariao. it it at mort • quootion of giving up tao 
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to moot tht toftit mittakot. whioh coukJ only gradually tati it lota 
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opacifie orfaniting proiaatftea. ooporvitlaf it tai tralatag 

. «M financial topport oooéti ta rocttfy oonoattoat olroaiy 
anta*«* ia t etrtaii* aumbor of tailoring araaa olroaiy analtanai 
oorlior (ajaarry, itomogonitatioa. roptactmtat parta aai tt fur*) 
•ai iaaaffteiontly ntuditi tt tht bogtnning. 

Tht examination alrealy corriti tot givoa rtottt ta fctak 
if thoot ttopt tra taken, it will be aaa or two yart**^J** 
eoenaany con develop it« output and mar'eta ani roootaattth a 
flnanrlii batanee in a bottor netting wMtii »oro 
aai fiaancltl ttaütt will bo aalt ta oof loo. 
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ABOUT THE 3YMBOL3 AND MEASURES 

t* • In the text, we uae the nr.etric tons   -   t * metric ton. 

!• - For the currency, we uae thi. Nigeria pound, £ N, with decimali- 
Mtion ; anyway, this docimaliaation will be legal January lat, 1973. 

!•- For chemical analyaie, the following symbola are internationaly 
adopted : 

S        for       SiO2 

A        for       Alio8 

F       for       FeaO* 

C       for       CaO 

•», C,f   mean«    Trlcakic liticate (CaO»f mO% 

C*F   meant    Tetracaleic alumino-feinte 

(CaO)4 . A1|03   .   FeaO| 

LJF   mean«    Lime Saturation Factor 

MS     mean«    Silica modul 

#•• For atatiecal matterà, we uoe aymbola  m   and    - for the averages 
Mi ra*l typical difference of the population, and aymbola  m'  and 

•    for the averages and typical difference! of the •amplea extracted 
from «ila population. 



CHAPTER 1 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT 

I - BACKGROUND 

At wt said in the Introduction, the history of tht Sokoto plant 
is rather complicated. Originally, it was designad to be operated 
using the semidry process with a granulator directly feeding the 
kiln with granules. 

Subsequently, to take into account foreseeable drying difficulties 
due to the water contant of the raw materials, the project was modified, 
and the plant was constructed to be operated using the wet process 
with a calculator. 

As soon as the plant was started up in 1965, however, it turned 
out to be impossible to operate it due to : the excessively high water 
content in the raw slurry ; and décantation phenomena. 

Thus, without attempting a virtually impossible adjustment, the 
engineers then decided to convert to the dry process. Naturally, the 
oost of this conversion, resulting from the insufficient preliminary 
studies, had to be borne by the supplier. 

This explains : 

- that the converted section was built at lower cost than the unit 
constructed in 1965 ; 

- that the plant's lay out is not the sama as it would have been had 
it been originally designed to use the dry process ; 

- and, lastly, that the characteristics of certain units (the kiln, in 
specific) are unconventional for an installation of this type. In spécifie, 
the kiln diameter (3.4m) is instead that of a kiln normally designed for 
140 to 150,000 T. of clinker using the dry process. This kiln is very 
short, however, since it was equipped with a prehester, the calculator. 
Similarly, the homogenization silos do not have the conventional 
dimensions associated with the dry process. 

The wet process plant was designed to produce 100,000 t. of 
cement annually. 

The newly installed equipment was modified to existing equipment 
and at the time of the conversion to «is dry process output of 115,0001. 
annually was announced. 
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H » FLOW SHEET 

On the reduced flow sheet attached we have entered the 
eliaracteristics of each major equipment unit« characteristics which 
appear on the documenta provided by the suppliers or which we 
consider to be reasonable. 

On the much more detailed flow sheet (Appendix I) appear the 
circuit« for the : 

- materiale 
- fuel oil 
- hot gas leaving the kiln and then the dryer 

A - Circuit for the materiale. 

Following blasting, the raw materials are loaded by mechanical 
shovel« on dumpers which feed the crusher. 

un leaving the crusher installation, the crushed product is sent 
either for storage or directly to the dryer. 

On leaving the dryer, the rock is sent either to storage or 
directly to the grinder. 

The raw meal, following sifting on leaving the grinder, is brought 
by a Fuller pump to the storage and homogenization silo. 

The meal, drawn from the silo, is brought by a Fuller pump toa 
reserve hopper from which the kiln is fed by means of a constant 
level buffer hopper and a POLYSIUS variable-speed chamber. 

The meal is placed in the fume jacket preceding the cyclone 
collectors. Thus, it is centrifugad and preheated before reaching the 
kiln. 

On leaving the kiln, the clinker is cooled in a quenching cooler 
and brought to the storage bay by a conveyor belt followed by a bucket 
conveyer. 

The cement grinder hoppers are filled with clinker and gypsum 
by a travelling crane. Two adjustable, vibrating extractors draw off 
the clinker and gypsum to feed the grinder. The grinder is ventilated 
and Its tube mill la cooled by sprinkling. 



SOKOTO    CEMENT     FACTORY FLOW    SHEET 

CRUSHING 

oí i;ARR_Y 

3 Veserhtttte excavator 1,25 m3 

5 Fodden dumpers 

1 

RAW 
MATERIAL 

STORAGE 

10 000 t 

CRUSH WO PLANT 

i Mi'ag hammer crusher 
TITAN 40 D 50 

160 t/h 

i 
DRYING PLANT 

1 Bflttnerverke dryer 
0 2,3 x 19 m 

27.5 t/h m 

i 
RAW MILL GRINDING  PLANT 

1 Miag compound mill  500 kW 
0 2,2 x  m m 

CLINKER 
STORAGE 

1R 000 t 

* 
ITOHAQE and HOMOGENEISATION 

4 Cl. Peters Tilos 
0 7 m x 13 m 

Storage 1  2 SOOt 

i 
ROTARY KILN PLANT 

1 Miag Kiln 
0 3,4 x 60 m 

330 t/à 

. 
COOLING PLANT 

1 Puller quenching cooler 
6«  x 25» 

330 dà 

STORAGE 

1  000 t 

CEMENT GRINDING FLANT 

1 Miag compound Mill 650 kW 
0 2,2 x 13 m 

I 
O    principal points of sampling for 

laboratory 
PACKING   PLANT 

2 silos  (3 40••' t  each) 
2 Haver machine 

(30 t/h each) 60  t/h 

~1 
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A Fuller pump sends the cement to the 2 oilos tapped by 
fluidità tion. 

Tha packing station irakés it possible to simultaneously load the 
bags onto trucks. 

B - Fuel oil circuit 

The fuel oil, which comes from the Fort liarcourt refinery, is 
heated and brought into the kiln by a mechanical vaporisation burner. 
Lightweight fuel oil is used when the installation is started up in the 
dryer furnace and kiln. 

C - Fume and dust circuit 

The hot gas leaving the kiln following centrifugaron is removed 
by a fan which can theoretically handle gas at temperatures of up to 
0CO* C and is teat through a long conduit to the dryer operating in line 
with the kiln with ell the drawbacks this implies. 

After passing through the dryer, the cooled »as is centrifugea two 
time? and removed by the chimney. 

Dust collected at the bottom of the first cyclone collector aftsr 
the dryer is returned to the kiln. 

This results in : the dust coming from the kiln being recovered 
in fee dryer installation and returned to the raw materials going to 
the raw material silos ; and the dust produced by the dryer being 
recovered in the "kiln cyclone collectors" and returned to the kiln 
feed. 

Consequently, the raw material/clinker ratio is very difficult to 
obtain without accurate meaourements (In any event, very difficult 
especially in the gas at a temperature of 500* C leaving the kiln) of the 
duet concentration in the gas (cf. attached diagram). 

The clinker/raw material ratio is influenced : 

- by the ignition loss of raw material« which has varied from 
O.tt to 3.8?, or 5 percent ; here, a check can be performed by 
analysée. 

• by the presence of "parasitic" materials, those from the 
quarry Introduced into the system by the dryer. 
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- by tea MM of Ait« ooajtáng frwi fea litte whian MA M rateraa* 
ÈB frteaor ayataat by ti» dryer Mí If MM eyatea» eeparetere At 
éryer output. 

TIMM teat two frétera are very diffieult lo nMMurt. 

111 * JttJ£TRfÇ rowfjfc 

Power i« provided at 33 KV by Ih« fotteto ECN power etettea. 
An appended not« outlines the preeant and future problema of thla 
pewer elation whioh» moreover, it loMted a long way away. 

Two «ori«« trenaformere atop down the voltage : 

Ma fitwr S3 0C0 to 11, 000 volta 
freon It.OOO to I.OM volta 

Tb« two f rtadora art operated froan I. tOO volta «od fee root of 
fee ptent te fed with operetta* powar by RIMM of two litt KVA 

whteh atop down Ih« powar to 400 volte. 

te ooMteaioa, thie ptent. built with hlfh.eeelity oojaipmant (I), 
pur le be telly vtebte. but wo will aM later on thot it la 

dUTiiuU te afferete tad that eortate problema (te opeci/ic ho moga ni 
lobo eoi vea. 

• 1   TM 

WM MIAO. Tho oteara teateded : 
, BUTTHER WERK! an« M torte. 
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& • ?yH<T COOT AXL ffHANCIHg 

It 1« rnthar di/'icult to Meurataly d«t«r«rOn« «it WUil 
«f th« JOIJOU» plaut propur, iu ot;«r word« kowing out tha GtaÜM 
storag« focili a«s Mid «dditioae which oama oftar tttt «tant woa 
ploaad in operation. 

J*ow«v«r, W0 eui U • to bo ««curat« Mi« fijar« for ajaota 
aanwarinf on tho Slot rt?.y 1MY ottano« afcoot. tho doto of Ino CCMf 

Thio fifur« WM I 4,448,870, not taking into «ccouot % Ml, lia 
«oirainondlng not to «ajuipmanl ont to Mi« nofatlv« balaaoa of 

and inaoma M of Slot May IM?. 

Th« dotaited breakdown of tho $ 4.441,110 la gtvon in in« attaahad 
tanto in ordor to p«rmlt « rapid «vahtatton of «apon««« wfcich would 
aarriapond to « twofold ineroaao in «tant «ta«. Ut*«Junti©n of tha Ont 
nt ino «ni of 1Mi hn« not b«a:¿ takon into ««count. 

Financing WM providad by « capital of f 1, IOC, 000 in % 1 «tosti, 
of which it paro««* ni providad «y «M KKOC «nd 10 porooat by 

In «édition, NNDC had advanced f. 70.000 from « curr«ot «nd 
«count and «romiaoory noloa to III« «ontraator written in DM, 

oovoring « fifur« of U *. IM.Mi <•* *» iMhanji ml« In «float nt 
that Um« of DM 11,a for ¿ I). A bank ovovdraft eovorod th« batan««. 



•QKQTG FACTORY 

CIST OF aiUIPMBNT 

• («Mewry 179 4IS 
Crusher 118 051 
Raw mat« rial «tort 4ft 128 841 888 

1 - Dryer and hot gaa lina« Sit »43 
Raw mill US 381 
Raw mataría! pump houaa 88 251 
Raw material ailos ana 188 880 
houiogsr r<s»tion 
Cydonaa preheat 184 108 
Kiln 884 108 
Cil firing plan 67 478 1 SSI 887 

• - Gypsum crushars 11 230 
Cam ant mill 217 281 
Camant silo plant 95 154 
Cement bagging SS 920 
Compressed air 7 003 390 BSS 

IV - Switch and tranaformer plant 132 877 
Laboratory equipment 17 035 
Water aupply 42 212 
Workahop equipment 43 741 
Office equipment 4 456 
Weight bridge 2 713 
Outside lighting 8 432 
Fire brigade and firat aid station 8 370 
Emergency power aeta 11 468 
Lorriea and trauere 78 146 880 480 

V - Spare Parts 111 088 

VI - Roofing of equipment 149 613 

vn - Land and buildings of the factory 848 087 
Staff house and club 10C 675 

VIII- Miscellaneous : staff cars, radio, 
furniture , fixtures, etc... 

41 323 

Unidentified (about 10.') 502 307 

4 448 870 

For doubling the factory , item 1 is sufftcisnt . but it would be necessary to 
buy items H and III, about 140 000 £ from IV and 130 000 from VI and spare parts, 
that ia to say about 2 6CC 000 £ , with contingencies and growth of prices , the 
total would probably reach 3 000 000 £ . 



CHAPTER II 

I - PLANT OPEOATING RE3ULTS 

We have taken the main operating result« from the log kept dally 
by the laboratory cince the first month the plant was taken over by the 
CCÎJN, in other wordo June 1S67. Earlier, the Ferrostahl Company 
had operated the plant for one and one half mon the to perfect ite 
functioning and perform dry procea« acceptance tests. 

As a criterion of regularity, we use the operation of the kiln and 
ita accessorie« which, until now. unquestionably conatituted the weak 
point and bottleneck. Kiln operating days were divided into three 
categories : 

- virtually without incident (continuous days or with stoppages of 
less than 1 hour) 

- with incidents (stoppages exceeding more than 1 hour) 

- complete stoppage 

In Appendix II appears an even more detailed breakdown. As much 
aa possible, for complete stoppages we tried to indicate the technical 
reason. In moat instances, however, the former personnel who were 
present were no longer working at the plant and, aa such, information 
ia incomplete and sometimes, to a certain degree, inaccurate for the 
earliest incidents. 

From the beginning, plant operations can be summarised as follows: 

- the period from June 1867 to April 18Ì8 seems to have been a 
period of breaking in and apprenticeship with equipment adjustments and 
tríala and errors. Operations were irregular and output very poor. 

- the period from I ay 1963 to Rarch 196C saw financial crises 
frequently interrupting operations and leading to a aearch for new liquid 
asoets. Production wae very chaotic with a complete stoppage of three 
months and no Judgement can be made concerning the plant. 

- during the period from April 1969 to February 1970 the equipment 
seemed to be broken in and more familiar to the personnel who, in turn, 
gradually succeeded in training themselves. During this period of Urne, 
the beat plant resulta were obtained with 4 months of eeemingly normal 
production (at least in tarma of quantity), theae being the montha of 
April. July and August 1M9 and January 1970. 
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- between February 1970 and April 1971» production once again 
became more irregular, and uninterrupted days of operation became 
leas frequent. In addition, the lack of replacement parts prolonged 
the stoppages. In addition, though, stoppages of several hours during 
the day became more common. This may be related either to more 
extensive wear of the equipment or a change and lowering in the 
quality of staff personnel or both reasons at the same time. 

Quantitative Cutout 

We will not spend any time discussing the production of clinker as 
it appears in the daily operating log and which we have reproduced in 
Appendix II. 

In point of fact, this output is determined from the quantity of raw 
materials multiplied by a coefficient which has varied over time 
between 0.6ft, a value clearly too high and maintained until the end oí 
1989, and 0.55, probably too low. It is still being adjusted and will 
perhaps stabilize between 0.55 and 0.60. 

Thus, we will go on the quantity of cement actually sold which is 
surely the quantity known most accurately, since a weighing operation 
it performed at the time of bagging and the loaded trucks are weighed, 
although these recorded figures do not always coincide, but deviations 
do not exceed 5 percent. 

This quantity differs from that of the produced clinker by the 
addition of gypsum totalling 5 percent by weight as well as due to bad 
clinker which, on several occasions, was manufactured, rejected and 
only recovered and reground in a mixture in small quantities. 

? oreo ver, the removal of the clinker from stock and its grinding 
were generally performed during stoppages for technical reasons or 
kiln breakdown. Thus, cement output to be indicated cannot be strictly 
compared with the kiln operating hours given earlier. 





r RUN OF  THF  FACTORY FROM  THF   BEGINNING 

TABLE 1 

1 Year A B    ! 
1 

C      ! D R«**°M °f tflff «WJflfft ilSP!   j 

1967 1 
1 i               ._..    _._J 

June 0 13      1 17     1 262       ]    j A • days of continuous or          < j 
July 10 

3      1 22 190       ¡    !        pratically continuous work J 
August 17 2      ! 12 ...   i    ! B • davs with some noticeable   i 
September 
October 

1 
9 

3      Ì 5      1 
26 
17     J 

68,5 
274,5 

stoppage 

November 7 3    ! 20   : 197 j C * days of complete stop i 

December 2 2      ! 
i 

27 63,5 
D * working hours of the            j : 

1968 Kiln / month                          ' ' 

January 8 5 18     ! 281 unitherm (fuel pre ho ato r) 
February 13 8 8    ! 420 | 
March 18 4 9 493 
April 16 2      i 12 406,5 vibratory conveyors 
May 0 0      1 31 0 
June 15 4      I 

11 425 
July 5 1       1 25 125 ) no supplies by lack of money 
August 0 o    ! 31 0 )                                           i 
September 0 0     ¡ 30 0 ) financial reorganisation               \ 
October G 0   ! 

31 Û >                         ; 
November 0 13 17 293 )                         i 
December 18 2    ' { 12 438 belt conveyor and raw mill         j 

1969 

January 13 3 15 353,2 ) cranes failure 
February 0 o 28 0 ) and primary  air blower 
March 7 5 19 231 
Aprü 27 2 1 660 
May 4 4 25 135,3 ) raw mill bearings 
June 12 1 17 297        ¡ ) 
July 22 3 6 581,3    j                                                                     ] 
August 24 5 2 682,6 

i 

September 17 3 10 465 
October 17 3 11 i       453,7    ! 
November 25 1 4 1       618        1 
December 13 5 13 374,3   ¡ 
1970 ¡ 

January 22 9 o 677,7    I 
February 11 1 16 270,3   i     rebrlcking 
March 10 3 i        18 276,6        bad clinker - hop gas fem 
April 12 9 9 397, G   1     vibratory feeder 
May 17 9 5 481,7   '     power failure 
June 5 5 20 170            roller dryer - hot gas fan 
July 16 4 11 442,5   >     power failure - hot sas fan 

200,7   ¡     power failure           Breakdown August 5 6 20 
September 
October 

13 
9 

11 
5 

6 
17 I    ln,l    )"brickin« 

November 6 4 20 i       204,3 rebricking - fuel heating disposal 
December 20 6 5 1       575 roof collapee - hop gas fan 

1971 |                        pre heater explosion 

January 11 
!    12 8 |      435,4 Fuller cooler - power failure 

February 14 >         8 6 1      416,2 lack of water 
March 7 ;    i4 1        10 j      356,4   j     roller dryer 
April 9 7 

!     u 337       '     roller drY9«\ - Fuller cooler 
j 
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IMS - tS70: ©8,140 tont 
Ufo . im   17,00© toni (51,000 M of lire April 71 

+ tho ••limato© proéuotion 
for 38 amy*) • 

—aiiilnoUuii of Uta opor© Ilona ha« ••wwn, it WM tho porlod 
lo Jomaory 1170 which WM the moot productivo with 

for 7 monta. I.Mtl. monttiljr 

Prom July to Jotohor. 30,000 t. wort producod or 7, SO© t. 
for 4 »*oatha in a row. 

tal 

tho »am« arrang tmoat ciinkor output for tho tomo ported 
atollad 34,707 t. in 7 moaoj (7,800 t. monthly) or Sl.StOt. 
(7, trot, monthly). 

Thto oanphaait«« tho us« of on •»•••ivoly high clinker/row material 
ooofflciont tit that Uno (0.85), •epocially «IM« tho com ont 

S poreent gypsum lo Iht weight of th« clinker. 
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II. 6 

II - ANALYSIS OF QUALITY 

The quality of the products has been examined at various stages of 
production : raw material, clinker, cenrent. 

A - QUALITY OF RAW MATERIAL 

The chemical properties of the final product are determined by 
those of the raw material except for the adiinr of gypsum. 

a . Gauging and Correcting Raw Material 

The gauging of raw material is made only at the mill. After that, 
there is no other correction in order to ameliorate composition or 
regularity of the material. This composition is determined at the de- 
livery of the mill by hourly samples of which the only carbonate tenent 
is gauged by chemical analysis.The silica, alumina and iron, which are 
also likely to vary, are note gauged. 

The considerable variations in quality observed at this stage of 
production are slightly reduced when the materials enter the kiln, thus the 
is no use for the homogsnization facilities which would be clearly out of 
service. 

For this reason, the chemical properties of the raw material are 
highly variable. 

1. Period from June 197Q to February 1971 

The table below gives the monthly averages of the C03Ca 
content of the raw material fr:m June 1970 to February 1971 (1). 

Month 

Raw mate- 
rial 
leaving 
crusher 

Entering 
kiln 

June    • Jul.    J Aug. ; Sept.  ' Oct 
1970 I > 

72.7     i 73.1 75.9! 74.9 

71.2 72.5      75.2 74.8 

(I) Figures recoiled in SOKOTO 

 _ -, ....   ••>—• -, 

Nov. IDec.« Jan. ! Feb ! 

¡1371  Î1S71 \ 

75 74.6 

74.4 

74 

75      74.3 



II. 7 

ThiB correar n"s to the following average : 

Raw irill leaving crusher       74.4 
Entering <iln 7'* • * 

These tw   averages whicr are significant only f-f pr-;vi.l-na 
r *.   -i    ,„,„,,i th-,t thvj ^au-nn** of tiic; raw material ID arders ä magmt-ule reveal that tiiv- ga.it ,"*ts ^ 

apparently quite- inaJ-quaU (1). 

2 - February 1971 
The graph  3  appended to the present page gives the daily 

averages for the mo nth of February 1971 for the CC^Ca content .f 
the raw material leaving the crusher and entering the kiln. 

These daily averages vary, in a month, between 72,9 % et 
75,1 % of CCBCa at the exit of the crusher and between 73 3 et 75 8 % 
of C03Ca at the entry of the kiln, that is to say."^n. ^ 2,2 % 
an 2,5 %. The extend of these variations must be Î 0,3 % as it is 
the case in a well regulated plant. 

3 . Hourly Variations 

In order to appreciate the regularity of a raw material, it is 
necessary to examine non only monthly and daily averages, (these^ve- 
•" "vi a first idea) but also the hourly variations that reflect instan- 
taneaous variations of the C03Ca content. 

Th. table below and graph 4  oh.w the average  C03Ca content 
(m«) of the hourly samples and the corresponding daily vananct  , 
between February 12 and 21 1971. 

,lí/í|l3/2 114/2' 15/2 |»/2 • H/2 |l8/2 119/2 jíO^H/íj 
!l971       '    ' ' ! ' ' •**• * 

4- 4- •4- 

Rav/ 
¡ mill 

¡m'   73,6| 72,9: 73,C! 73, 8| 75,2 
\- 
i       ; t 
¡fi   •    0#8l! 1,44   1,68! 2,03 

! m' 
Kiln 

74,3! 73,3 
X  

73,5! 73,5 

75,0 

0,61 

73,8 

0,75 

1 H 

74,9 Î 74,7   73,7| 73,9 
1 . 

0,87 

i 
0,70 1,22 

4 1 

<•.-•}  1,05| 0,67   0,8S| 1,40 0,74 
i 

75,1 

0,67 

74,9 

0,46 

74,7 75,3 

1,00 

74,2 

0,44| 0,49 0,69 

(1) ice Chapter IV paragraph      B on chemical gauging. 
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I!. S 1 
From all the camples N taken duriwii 10 days the following 

figurée aro obtained : 

Riw iVill Kiln 

m« 

243 |      264 

74.2 74.2 

1.40 1         1.C2 

I 
The average figure for the ten days gives the percentages of 

COaCa fairly well identical to those obtained for the ninthly averages 
fron> June 1G70 to February 1971 (1). 

Raw Mill IT 

m' 

June 1970 tJ 
Feb. 1971 

74.4 

(2) 

Feb. 12  »0 
Feb. 21/71 

74.9 

1.40 

Kiln 

eb. 12 to ' June 1970 to!   F< 
Feb. 1971   J   Feb. 21/71 

74.1 

(2) 

74.2 

1.02 

This table shows that : 

l6 there was no change in the C03Ca content of the raw mill 
cince June 1S70, thus thw raw n ill remains apparently un- 
dergau¿"v. 4.(3) 

2* th* typical iifference is very high, this fact thus confirming 
the wide variations already indicated. Within a well adjusted 
factory having prehoirogenization facilities the percentage 
of CO3 varies from "t 0.25 and the LSF of t 1. 

"(X These art daily av¿ra¿>s. 

(2; Th^ typical difference- i.ac not bc.n cale -Lit. .*. for the 9 luntha 
for all the correcp n.\i.ii£ fi¿íur~i¡ w.r^ :A available (.a t/u ran/,* 
ox 3 to *OC0 reo ili s . 

(3) S*.- Chapter IV paragraph B  on civirical gaucfing. 
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b - Influence cf th.. Clay Phaaw on the Con:position of Raw ivuU 

In order to determine the hourly variations in the composition of 
the raw mill, comprehensive analyses have been performed in France 
on hourly samples taken in 3OKOT0 during our visit of th* factory. (1) 

The average figures obtained for these camples are as follows : 

N»ll S A 

3.8 

F 

2.0 

C        t Mgo C03Ca 

no' 13. C 43.5 1.2 77.7 

i 0.74 eia CUI           1.Ó4 
i 

C.08     '. 

Which corresponds to : 

LSF       '    1.03 

MS s    2.2 

A/F       '    1.85 

This average raw mill is thus overgauged, but the variances show 
considerable irregularity in the composition in particular for lime 
and   silicium, which thus results in major variations in the LSF : 
between 0.87 and 1.13. 

The graph 5   appended gives the variations in the percentage of 
CC>3Ca and CaO for these hourly samples taken during the night hours 
from 5 PM to 4 AM during our visit A the factory. 

The difference between the Lafarge and CCNN analyses stem 
from the methud of analysis. The CCNN measures all the carbonates 
whereas Lafarge measures the tctal lime content (lime in the form 
of silicates, phosphates. . . and lime in the form of carbonates). 

The method used by the CCNN results in systematic under- 
estimation of the percentage of litre within the raw mill. (2) 

(1) V/e"give in*appendix the total results of analysis made in 
France. 

(2) Thk. nrübleir ;>f method of analysis is lealt with in a special 
paragraph (cf. chemical jaugingr $ B Ch. IV). 



VAR;ATIC:ISC? THE PUR CENT   CF   CO3CQ   OF THE 

SAW   MIX     FROM     I7h TO    4h    AVRIL   71 

-& CoO     TOTAL 

V TOTAL CARBONATES 

_•   TOTAL CARBONATES 

17      la     id    20      21 »    24     I       2       14 
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e - Instantaneous Variations in the Raw Material 

In order to dot-rmine with greater accuracy the extent of the 
instantaneous variations in the raw mill when entering the kiln, a sene 
of samples have been taken at an interval of several minutes on ApriU7 
between 5.30 PM an! 6.50 PM. 

These samples have been analyze', by the Central Laboratory 
of CIMENTS LAFARGE. 

The table Kjlow given the averages and typical differencec of 
the components   of the nam pica :    (N   =   15) 

- — — —-— .__... ._—,-•--. -    -•!•      -y -     -—.—». 
1 

N-15   j 
1 

s     ! 
 j 

14.0 

A F       |C03Ca(l) Mgo Ti02 K2O 

| 

»• i 4.0 2.2     j     76.0 

i 
1.4     , 0.15 

! 
0.18 

l   r,i 
0.42  ! 

! 

C.13 0.08   !        0.10 
; 

•.;.lü 

1 

O.GC 1     0.C3 

'                         M                                   i 

•     0.93 LSF 
MS «    2.2 
A/F -    1.8 

This tabic reveals thus the extent of the variations in the CC>3Ca 
and the silicium during such a short lapse of time, as has already 
been observai. These variations are illustrated by the graph IV ap- 
pended : within jne hour and twenty minutes the percentage of C03Ca 
varied between 77.15 and 74.85, thus rn^re than + 1 %. The silicium 
varied between 14. 75 and 13. 25. 

Graph 6   appended also shows the variations in the LSF, which 
is especially the result of the variations of the C03Ca and Si02. The 
LSF varies between 0.99 and 0.9C. It should be noted that the curve of 
variations in the LSF is more or less the san-e as the curve for varia- 
tion in the C03Ca content : it would thus appear that the silicium and 
the lime vary in not a cjmpletely independent manner. 

{1;   Calculated on the basis of the total CaO 
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II. II 

A« an initial approximation, it should be possible (to be verified) 
to gauge the raw material by measuring only the C03Ca content  or 
that of CaO, provide! that these  lata are Supplemente J quite frequen- 
tly by caverai complete analysée to rrake sure that the CaO content is 
representative of th e real quality of the raw notorial. 

Systematic quality controls pfrf.rirc.! on the raw material bear 
only on the content of carbonates.  For this reason, besides the several 
analyses of the rax material made in the factory and except for the ana- 
lyses which we have performed on several samples,  lata is available 
on the other elements : S, A, F and MgO only through the analysis of 
clinker and cement. 

The table on the opposite page consolidates the analyses of average 
daily samples of clinker for the month of December 1C70. It sh-uld 
be nateci that the contente of magnesium vary between 2.0% and 3.5 %, 
which is far from being négligeable, although it is bel w the allowable 
limit within the British Standards. 

In the table bel ,w are shown the minimum and maximum values 
for lime, silicium, alumina and ir un for the m nth ^f December 197 

Component Minimum Maximum 

CaO 63.4 67.5 

Si02 21.04 22.72 

A1203 4.4 9.2 

Fe203 3.2 

T 

4.5 

;. . .   - —       — 

The extent of the variations in lime and silicium has already 
been pointed out and are further confirmed in this table. 
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d - Phosphate o with the raw material 

In conclusion, it should be nted that tero is a presence- of 
P2Oj in  the raw materials. Out of 13  samples taken from the factory 
hall, the average content jf this element is P205 * 0.32 (1). This 
content   cornee  within the generally accepted limits. 

It may well be that the P2O5 plays an essential role in the 
formation of chalk-stones on the blades of the hot gas fan. This for- 
mation can give Jesastrous effects). 

The analysis of these concreti ns has provided the following 
results : 

S A F C MgO     S03      C02        H2OMVW 
28.45   8.35    4.55     31.15     2.4C     1.15      20.00     3.75 

K2ü      NaaO   P20$   CI TÍO2 
C.73     0.06    4.9c    ;\033   0.45 

Total 
100.37 

Analysis by the X defraction has revealed the presence within these 
components of calcite TF, quartz tf and a hydrated phosphate compound 
of iron and aluminium (Fe AI2 (1*04)2 (CH)2 8 H20  -   metavauxite). 

e - Conclusions on Raw Material 

It may be that there is a certain interdépendance between the va- 
riations in the lime and silicium. This interdependence is however 
Inadequate for controlling the quality of the raw mill by limiting 
oneself only to the measurement of the percentage of C03Ca. In order 
to produce a regular quality raw mill, it would be necessary to gauge 
the four main elements (S, A. F ani C) to carry out the correcting 
allowing to obtain a raw mill with always the same LSF. 

(1) Nurse P. W.   IS52 "Action   u ohos; hate aur la constitution et 
le durcissement du ciment Portland". 

Cuyt F. 1£54 "'nfluencv. du ; h^ephate sur le ciment Portland. 
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II. Il 

» - OUAUTY Off THl CUWK1 

Th«. Btu 'y   f tht quality   f th* raw n ill has 1«? 1 •*  Mu? analysts 
of the ch*n acal i r pertica   f cHnkwr au wUl. It »tat b##n p inte ' * »t 
that tht mutent   f th« variata IM in thv ch^n icnl c mi > «iti n is . f 
inprtancv a«1, it brinda   n variations in th* potential e n r •'** '"• 

Tht tabi,    n th«. pr*Cv 'in   pa*;* sh wa th» potvtitial e «trp »iti m 
obtain*. ! fr it thv !aily -in« lye va   f thv av*rnr %•   t mn\t Uè fri« 
ir <nth of ütCvtibvr 1. Î 

Minlinyni an' n aalt* un c nt«.nts ar«. ai f II wi : 

Minimum Masiir in 

c,s 33.1. ••.7 

|C|S '-.It STI 

'c,A i. >J 1 ..Î1 

!   4 1 
1S.T 

Thv irr., ularitU» in thv eomr  »**> « l f •»- raw ,riU 

which have b^«.n n.U ! arv f «n ! in tlu p Untili e »mr^M^   ' clUsVvT. 

fn orlvr lo tappivi ~nt this lat*<, t n icr* acopie Tnalyaie haa b«,\a 
inaW of thv auctions with clink r fr it. SUKCTt). A  UtsiWe r*\  ri 
of thie etu !y ia >'ivv«  in th, ap¿ < «!i»    Thv e ne lue i ne itrv aa Ml we : 

t\ cUnkvr which is knmn t   b», p or in quality, pr   liicv ' pri r t 
.hily W , Haa , r Vv ' t   b. v*ry IhUr^n, «i an! IMI Wr»;***** 1. Thvr*. 
is a c Ml Urabk an   unt   f Cji. that ia '.    t   In %, ani Mu cUttfcvr la 
sjuitv p r uà. 

H clinker which is an wn t   bv   f   ,     ! quality, pr   hic. ! in 
April li*TI ivv.aU n n> mal aliUc Çmm« elth iigh a bit 1 « (Cai • I, %*. 
Th* lar» v sis*,   f th« e rye tala ( ia. • 1 t   1      ) m Ucatvs that it r«#- 
irata* lai ni tin w In ttw kiln. 

Tt* WUtlc èhaav ia a mal (CtS •!•*». Thv crystal« ar. w#U 
Ustrtbutv' 
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In b Ih caovFj, th*?iv iti a lar*'* percentage   f magnesia 

(I I   S %) the ia hte 1 an ! ,jr. up« 1  crystals with o lia.    f S t<  3 
»re in tht  f^rrr,   f periciaoe. tt sh> ul ! be recalle ! that pericias« can 
tEbSmetm^mEtt-em^tim^mmmm ut tha?t fm&émtmmm^m- in the 1 ng run be the 
ê^urte   f c  «urtderabk aw   llin   which may Ion 1 t^ the leatructi n A 
tht structure. H ia n   ro-vtt in   r 1er t   c^ mbat thia harmful effect 

f magnesia that the An erienns have  level pe.l the quenching c    1er. 
Thia ivvctls the imp r tane e  »f stee<pin¿',. 

H spwyl 1 be iv t. ! thnt in b th cases a n aj r liqui 1 phase hao 
alh tu 1 ft^r bakin at a relatively 1 w temperature, bel w 145c* C 
(1 Seruc in «tria   a CjS). 

In b th casea, there ia a rather al w c    linr which resulte in the 
f rinati n   f fino crystals. T'ai« cry&talitati n which ia lue t   p    r 
aUetin   résulta in a 1 w   level pn.ent    f resistance strength at e*arly 
atar>a. 

a - MiUii^ 

In   r'.er t  cm pi«U the stuiy   f the characteristics   f clinker, 
milling teat« have been ptrf rmt 1. They were carri- J   ut by c mpa- 
Hm¡] with clinkera fr n   the wh le CIMENTS LtiFARGE ^r up (1). 
Graph   t   appenV. ah WG the resulta    f this teating which was c n- 
iuctel in th j f 11 win^, n anner : 5 k^,    f clinker are place! int, a labo- 
rat ry n ill. Tie iunior    f r tati na    f the mill ia ree rJt 1 nal 
per 
the 

icn W\ r J .TtM'i ;iun ' er   f r jtPti no (1 
i >•    '.ict    Ltainel is measure 1. 

15CÍ-,  2 tc.) 

it io c. uclu V. fr m thie t^atiiu; that the clinker fr m 3QKOTO is 
har'.er thaii any th.r Lafarge clinker.  This nn n nly arises fr^m the 
v Yerbakin,r which pr   'ucee a clinker which is titremely hard t_ mill. 
Normal b«kin,  an! steeping woull c usU lerably impr ve the millin? 
p »sibiliti«« f jr tilia clinker. 

(1) Franc* - Cuna la - N rth Africa 

• • 



A   COMPARISON    OF   THE   BROYABIL1TY   OF   THE   CLINKERS 

OF   SOKOTQ   a   LAFARffi 

U.    LJ LA.Aí 

1000 idoo 
NO OF NOTATIONS OF M ILL 

2600 
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b - Conclusions on Clinker 

The irregularities noted ,n the raw mill can be applied to those of 
clinker. The irregularities bee me even worse   ue t-, the absence of 
steeping an! the variations in the kiln fee Hn¿: which results in to. much 
baking. 

An improvement in steeping an J baking wjuld result in two aï van- 
tages : the milling would be improve J and the risks due i, magnesia 
would be reduce!. 

C . QUALITY OF CEMENT 

The quality and the mechanical strengt* cf the cement have been 
examined. 

As far as finess A quality is concerned, the monthly averages, 
both for the samples taken when leaving the cement mill and during 
packing, are irregular and the typical differences quite wide. This 
variation in quality is a disadvantage t   the user f~r it influences the 
cement hydration speed. 

It should moreover be noteJ that the quality A the milled product 
is quite go.,i which, in view of the crystalline form of the clinker 
and at times its potential composition, is necessary for obtaining early 
strength. Clinker with a ulightly higher C3S contint and one which is 
especially more regular would undoubtedly make it possible to reluce 
the milling process which would save electricity. 

The mechanical strength is controlled on m-rtar. The averages and 
typicalc  Ufferences have been calculated for each month, thereby ma- 
king it possible to make the following commente : 

- The mechanical strength varies considerably. 

- The mechanical strength after three and seven days is sometimes 
below the standards ( see graphs    •    and 9   appended). 

These results are confirmed by the tests which were performed 
at CERILH (Centre VEtudes et de Recherche   de l'Industrie des Liants 
Hydrauliques). 
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1 

CEMENT MILL 

SPECIFIC SURFACE BLAINE cm2/gr - 

STRENGTH (lb/sq.in.) 

T 

BRITISH STANDARD SPECIFICATION 

3 clay«    22GO lb/»q.in. 

7 îay«    3iC0 1b/»q.in. 
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i 

PACKING PLANT 

SPECIFIC SURFACE BLAINE crc2/gr 197C - January 1071 

• September October     i November December ¡January lü71 

[         —4— 

m' 39a6 33 S4 3358 3446 346S 

,-i 187 218         í          18Ü 256 576 

N 17 23                     22 22 17 

STRENGTH (lb/sq. in. ) 

1   dr\y 

m' 

j » 

, _— 1 

" 

1846 

426 

3531 

i                    I 

n TO      1     nei 
1          376        !         21S 

!        2453                  2444 

| 

3 Jays 

IT;' 3553 2385 

! '   1 8v7 1 :J45 709 |          791 

L ,—i 

4
C
J9 

7 days 

m' 5151 
A  -v ri o 4754 

1 
3541 373C 

t » rJ40 1        12C2 847 1046 715 

N 21 23 J            23 22 14 

BRITISH STANDARD SPECIFICATION 

3 lays 22C0 lb/sq.in. 

7 Jays 3400 lb/sq.in. 
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a - Testi on Strength of the material : 

Cement from SOKOTO tested according t > BSS standards on mortar 
with BSS sand fr^rr. Groat Britain). 

Compressive Strength ..' 

Cement 
freir 
Sok.to 

1  lay 

15C psi 

3 days 

175.  ;si 

7 '.ays 

2tCO psi 

BSS 12-1958 
standards 

2200 psi 3400 psi 

Testing time :     starting   : 3 . 55 
finishing : 5.20 

Ne stiffness was observed. 

b - Physical tests 

Solid volume = 3.21  ;   Specific surface Blaine • 3770 gr/cm2 
This test which was performed on any sample has only an indicative 
value. A series of samplee along with statistical processing of results 
would be necessary to determine the quality of the cement. 

However, it turns out that the sample tested has a lower mecha- 
nical strength than required by the British Standards. In view of the 
solid volume and the cpecific surface Blaine which is large it would 
appear that there io a retarding admix in the cement. (Is this the 
result of the action of the clay of the gypsum additive or that of the 

P2O5   ?) 

The chemical composition and potential composition are not exa- 
mined in detail herein for they have been dealt with in reference to the 
raw mill and the clinker. 

However, the complete analysis nade in the CERILH is given 
in the tables below   and in appendix   : 
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S 

21.85 

A 

6.C5 

P 

3.40 

C 

61.45 

MgO 

2.40 

Ti02 

0.32 

K2O 

0.27 

Na20 

G. 04 

P2O5 

0.68 

so3 

1.85 

C02+MV 

0.85 

The following shjul3 be note! : 

Io the presence wf a large quantity of F20g which has delayed 
the    development of the mechanical strength. 

2° the large MgO content. In ^rder to check the effect after a 
long   period of this magnesia the cement has b^en tested for expanaion 
by means of autoclave and on the basic of the /iSTM standards.  This 
teat showed an expansion of C.87 % while the n^aximum tolerance in 
the standards is 0.8 %. 

The harmful effects of these two elements on the properties   of 
cement have already been discussed at length. 

c " Gypsum Additive 

F^r the m_nth of December 1.7C,  the chemical analyses of cement 
provide the resulte ^n the 0O3 c. ntent : 

2 3 9 13 15 IG 17 2r 

2.60    2.18    2.20    2.C?    2.4C    2.5C    2.20    2.30 

21        22        23        24        25       27 28        29 

2.40   2.44    2.20    2.30    2.00    2.25    1.84     1.98 

It appears that in the course of the same month, the SO3 contents 
varied between 1.84 and 2.60 V. 

Under these conditions the quality of the product can ^nly be very 
irregular and the users of this product should be aware of the varia- 
tion« in the setting times. 
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d - Concluoiona on the Cement 

The characteristics of the cement from Sokoto are very irregular 
and sorr.©times under the British Standards thereby affecting the 
setting, handling and the strength of the product. To these must  be 
added the risks of expansion after a long period.   The same irregu- 
larities exist in the cement as in thcj clinker and the ravmill. 

These major irregularities finally run the risk   f having effects 
on the behaviour of ccnsuirers who may thus prefer other competitive 
cement to cement from SOKOTO. 

One could imagine that the results -as well f^r the quantity than 
for the quality-   would be improving from the beginning in 1S67. In 
fact, the precedent analysis show that this was not the case. This 
appears to proceed either of insufficient technical knowledges for 
detect the reasons and promote the necessary instructions, either 
of the general discipline in order to make these instructions applied. 

Perhaps the two reasons have joined in the post ; for the present 
time, the first hypothesis seems the more probable as the action of 
the actual general manager appears to be well orientated. 
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10 - yyAHClAL BALANCE SHEET 

The length of Um« required for adjustments tad inadequate 
Initial output could only rtflect heavily on financial romita. 

Those loss»» can be ipeoiiiod by analysing the balance sheet« 
from the first fiscal year of operation (1st June 1967 to 91st May 1968) 
until the last fiscal year for which information was made available to 
us. 

These results have been assembled in Table 1, preceding it with 
the results for earlier months. The latter show s loss of #N 363,1*2 
which, in point of fact, wsi listed among the assets, since these were 
setting up expenses, and appears under the "quarry" entry. 

In this table, operating expenses include manufacturing costs, and 
administrative and sales expenses as well as the excise duty collected 
by the federal government totalling : 

- 33,666 I/, for 1967-68 
- 46,130 If. for 1968-69 
- 72.935 ^ for 1969-70 

As required, sales expenditures include the costs of client 
delivery in the form of very large transportation expensee whose sise 
Is estimated in Table 2 using the annual reports somewhat arbitarily. 
It can be seen these were quite high (from £ 3.5 to ¡6 4 per t.) and 
constitute a siseable share of the deficit, since this nearly represente 
the difference between manufacturing expensas and income. Thus, an 
observation which should be taken into account in establishing the 
company's new commercial policy is that excessive delivery costs 
should be eliminated through the uss of s single, ex-factory price. 

The information in the fifth column in the table takes into account 
other factors which are present apart from cement sales. 

Thsse include sales of sesets, outside services, the product on 
capitalisation and stock variations taken into account in the balance 
sheet and which figure in production expenses. 

Thus, the agreement with the figures in the balance sheet is 
reestablished. 
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TABLE  I 

Exercise 

Before 1.1.61 

January to M|H 
 67 

1967.68 

1968.69 

1969-70 

sales 
in 

! manufac« dia«» ! adjatg 
| turing    | (nega- 1 to the tat» 

• coots in tive)     janee cha* 
! ^                          Kafceps po- 
! ;dtw) 

losses 
balance 
sheet 

none       !    319.u05 • 319.G05; ) 
; ! ) ¡363.152 

105.007     189.310;   84.303  40.956)! 

exchange 
losses 

(ieevalua 
tion DNi 

depre- 
ciation 

1 

f 

total 
losses 
in balan- 
ce sheet 

none 363.152 

719.C71J    846.698 ; 126.827 36.392 90.475 

616.792,    795.469    178.677119.957    | 158.720 

1.080.462!1.267.807' 187.345 114.998  '    72.347 

. 492.849 

—-i- 

4— 

171.307  1321.542 

6.889 

190.620 

498.100 

469.711 

250.911 

137.309,1.21872*1.731773' 

588.575¡ 

635.320 

513.878 

TADLE 2 

1967 - 68 1968 . 69 

Sales. £ 

Tons sold 

Price % I t. 

Difference to 13,5 % 

Sales if price was 13,5 f, 

Difference in sales (attributed to 
transport invoices paid) 

Real cost of transport (in 
balance sheet) 

Loss for transport operation 

Loss per ton (^) 

719.871 

42.260 

17 

3.5 

570.577 

146.294 

294.614 

145.320 

3,45 

616.792 

42.518 

14,4 

0,9 

573.993 

42.800 

209.704 

166.900 

3.8 

1969 - 70 

1.080.462 

69.140 

15,6 

2.1 

933.390 

147.070 

364.134 

217.064 

3,15 
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Depreciation hag been listed separately since it does not figure in 
financial losses and could appear in a provisional "postponed depreciat- 
ion    account. However, the supplier credit has been paid, and this 
was done from public funds, since the company is unable to make 
available the corresponding amounts. To be noted is the nearly 50 
percent reduction in 1S69-7C in depreciation reserves. It would 
clearly seem that here the change was from excess to flagrant 
insufficiency. 

Due to the long stoppage at the end of 1968, the corresponding 
fiscal year is not significant. The 1969-70 fiscal year is not significant 
either due to the loss attributed to the exchange rate of % 190,620 
which appears under the Ferrostahl annual payments entry due to 
revaluation of the DM in 1969, an event for which the company cannot 
be held responsible. 

The 1969-70 fiscal year includes jL 95,470 in stripping work at 
the quarry and %. 100,352 for the purchase of spare parts, expenditures 
which can probably not be entirely charged off to this fiscal year alone. 

The deficits listed in Table 1 were covered as follows : 

As concerns the payment of installments corresponding to the 
supplier credit for equipment, by loans : 

- either contracted at 8.5 percent from the ICSA, the financial 
agency of the 6 Northern states, for a total of ¿  503,259, 

- or contracted directly with the 6 states and paid in fact by the 
federal ministry of finances which substracted the amount from 
its allocations to these states. Total : % 1,053,157. The same 
procedure will probably be used for 1970-71 payments or 
% 493,184. At that time, this will leave total installments to be 
paid amounting to #  1.278, 700 with the interest as of 1st June 
1971. 

As concerns operating deficits, by various financial means such as : 

- advances from the NMD C account totalling nearly % 300, 000 
- bank loan of % N 200,000 
- current supplier advance of approximately % N 230,000 a portion 

of these advances is now being repaid. 

There is no question the company's results would rnvw allow it to 
rid itself of these financial handicaps for which, moreover, it cannot 
be held fully responsible. 

Thus, it is essential to reduce and consolidate the indebtedness. 
In Chapter VI we will give an idea of what can be done to Ibis end. 



CHAPTER IH 

ffrW MATERIALS AND RECOM*ff1fpAJKffi| 

I - GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

A - Geographical location 

The state of Sokoto take g up the north-we it corner of Nigeria. 
It extend« west,  north and north-east a« far as the bordera of the 
República of Dahomey and Niger. The western part of the state, 
stretching over a uniform region of some 45 000 sq.km. is made 
of sedimentary cretaceous and tertiary rocks lying on Precambiran 
granits. 

B - Geological Past 

At the beginning of the Cretaceous period,  sands and clays 
resulting from the erosion of the Precambiran shelf were deposited 
on the north-west part of the province of Sokoto. In the middle of 
the Cretaceous period,  a slight movement of the earth's crust gives 
these deposits a slight slope towards the east and north-cast and 
then sedimentation of the same   kind continues. 

A shallow sea which extended over what is now the Republic of 
Niger then covers these deposits. Depo«it« of the same kind continue 
to settle in sea into which also settle some calcareous deposits 
as well as some gypsum deposits in the lagoons cm the edge of this 
tea. 

At the time of the Eocene period,  the sea deepens and deposits 
with greater calcareous content appear. However,  the settling 
conditions varied considerably and the depositing was intermittent. 

At the end of the Eocene period a slight movement of the 
earth's crust gives all these layers a slope towards the east and 
north-east. This movement is accompanied by the withdrawal of the 
sea. 

After this withdrawal, continental deposits continue to move in 
with materials from ero«ton of the material« previously described 
and of the Precambiran shelf. 
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e - rnwn »mm 
Tilt present deposits are a* Ml«*« (beginning wMi tha moat 

recent) : 

porr EOCENE Gwandu clay and 
Grit group 

Discordance.  

Coarac  eandatone a and 
continental clay» 

F OC r WE        Soke*« group     calcareo«« ted       calcareo*»« and city 
Dang« had ffi 

UP ITU Rim« group 
CRETACEOUS 

Wurno bad 

UPPER Gundumi 
CHE TACE (MR   ¿Ht and 

clay group 

detrital aundatonea 
and clay a 

Moaaaaurua ah ale a     whale a and 
Tlmeetonea" 

Taloka bad detrital aandetonee 
and claya 

Dlacordancc 

Gundumi bad coaraa a andatone» and 
continental claya 
(continental intercalary) 

In thia whole, the limeetonea notad in the Moaaaaurua dapoaita 
form only nodulaa and amali baile without any economic  importance. 
Tha only plainly limeatone    level ia th* calcaraoua bed of the Sokoto 
group. 

On the regional acato, the pattern of eedlmentary rocka in the 
province of Sokoto ia quite simple. The depoaita are located in tha 
aauth-aaatem part of a ay ne linai the center of which ia in Niger 
Just north of Niamey. 

No geologie al fault haa complicated thia pattern. The dip ia 
low,  a to 4 m per kilometer, in the vicinity of the town of Sokoto 

layo r a are directed 20* eaet and incliied towarde the weet. 

E roe ion shaved up the calcaraoua bad which forma a "cueata" 
wfcich peeeaa through Sokoto in a eouth-weet/north-eaet direction. 
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II - BASIC MATERIALS or SOKOTO 

A - De poi it 

AU the document« received on the survey of the Sokoto depoBit 
have been examined and the data contained therein have been 
completed by observations  made within the context of the present 
mission as well as by laboratory tests. 

a -  Location of the quarry (General Vicinity Map - Figure X) 

The quarry of the Sokoto factory is located about 300 m south 
of the cement factory. The quarry was opened in a hollow area of 
the plateau stretching out along the southern bank of the Sokoto river. 

The present deposits are composed of : 

0 to 1 m    ) 
7 to 12 m )   overburden 
0,5 to 5 m) 

) 

- reddish brown alluvial sands 
- laterite and ironstone 
- greenish white clay shale 

- limestone  series  : limestone blocks, 
very hard calcareous nodules,  chalky )   Partly worked 
calcareous formations,   white marls, )  deposit 
grey clay 10 to 12 m) 

- Dange blue clay 

The quarry is worked on two faces : 

- the upper face  : overburden composed of sand,   laterite  and lamellar 
clay. This  overburden is to be discarded ; 

- the lower face which supplies the cement factory with a part of the 
calcareous deposit which is worked. 

Atthe present time,  the quarry is being worked towards the east, 

b -  Survey of the deposit 

The localizing of the deposit for the Sokoto cement factory 
was performed in three stages  : 

- Regional study by the Geological Survey of Nigeria 
- More detailed study of the vicinity of the town of Kalambaina 

located to the west of Sokoto,  by the Geological Survey of Nigeria 
- Study made by the Contractor of the factory and covering a smaller 

area west of the town of Kalambaina. 
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Ths chronological progress of this research work was outlined 
in the March 1971 report produced by ARTHUR D, LITTLE (1). 

The first research investigations on the regional scale were 
carried out in 1959, together with 43 exploratory borings and 500 
analyses. These works revealed in the calcareous bed the existence 
of an area richer and mainly thicker in limestone,  west of   Sokoto(2) 
beside the town of Kalambaina. The results  of these initial investi- 
gations are however very inaccurate due to the poor recovery of 
boring samples  (on an average 72 % in the  calcareous deposits). 

An additional investigation was conducted in 1960 near the town 
of Kalambaina and involved 11 borings and  3   pits (3). The average 
recovery of the cores of the second campaign was only about 69 % 
and for this reason the results are also very inaccurate. On the 
other hand, among the three digged pits the  only one completed, 
N* 2, allowed to identify the geological cross section. 

The most important result of this additional investigation within 
a small area is a change in the interpretation of the results of the 
first survey campaign. 

In the course of the first survey campaign, the variations in the 
thickness of the calcareous deposit and the presence of clay and 
marls between the blocks had been interpreted as the result of erosion 
before the appearance of latérites. 

Taking into account the observations  made in the course of the 
second survey campaign, the geologist in charge of the mission 
interpreted the  presence of limestone    rocks covered with clay as 
the result of dissolution of the calcareous  deposits. Thus the disso- 
lution would be  greater near the outcrops  and in particular on the 
slopes of the valleys,  where the topography cuts through the calca- 
reous level, which corresponds with the field observations. 

(1) ARTHUR D.  LITTLE Inc. Technical and Economic Evaluation of the 
Sokoto Cement Factory - March 1967 - Ministry of Trade Industry 
Norther Nigeria Military Government. 

(2) GSN Report 1182 - The Sokoto Limestone  Investigation 1959-1960, 
M. P. JONES,   Senior Geologist,  and J. P.  BELL, Mining Geologist. 

(3) GSN Report 1184 - The Sokoto Limestone Investigation 
mentary report on the Kalambaina area. 

a supple- 
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The Contractor then undertook the survey of an area of 105 aeree 

west of Kalambalna by meane of 18 boringe (1533 ft of drilled boring 
holes). 

Ae observed by A.D. LITTLE,   thie area covers only 2/3 of the 
CCNN concession of land. 

In addition,  from these 18 borings holes which should have allowed 
for satisfactory identification of the deposit, only 4 were used for 
chemical analyses. In any case, the percentage of recovery of the 
cores extracted during this last campaign was only 74 %. It is 
consequently difficult to obtain from it any valid information on the 
chemical composition of the deposit  ; and that,   all the more so since 
the quarry wai in fact opened more than 100 m north of the investi- 
gation area. 

Finally,  due to the poor quality of the survey work performed 
on the calcareous layers of Sokoto,  very little information wai in 
fact provided. 

On the regional »cale,  it is fairly certain that there is no 
formation of compact limestone within a radius of 20 km around 
Sokoto. 

AB far as the deposit is concerned,  the results are the same ; 
the boring holes samples revealed that the calcareous series are 
a mixture of limestone, marls and clays,  but the average chemical 
characteristics of the series are unknown and the chemical charac- 
teristics of the deposit even less so. 

c - Characteristics of the Deposit (Figure XI) 

The observations and sample analysis performed in the conte* 
of the present mis«ion have made  it possible to distinguish the 
following characteristics : 

1 - Surface Formation 

The surface is composed of red brown sands the thick- 
ness of which varies from 0 to 2 m. 

M'he analysis of a sample has produced the following results : 

S A 

•0.10   4.40 

F C MgO 

3.25      0.45     0.OO 

T102     K20 

0.40     0.05 
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2 - Laterite and ironstone 

Laterite and ironstone combination! which appear in the 
quarry are very compact. Their thickness variée from 7 to 12 m. 
They are definitely thicker on the north face near the small thalweg. 

Analysée of two e amples,   one from the lower part of the iron- 
stone, the other from the middle part and the last two from the 
upper part have provided the following results : 

Sample S A F C MgO C0_+H_0+VM 
2      2 

Lower 64 16.40 11.45 58.40 1.00 0.15 11.75 
Middle 65 18.40 9.15 61.15 0. 10 0.05 9.60 
Upper 68 53.40 4.25 35.20 0.30 0.10 5.40 

69 53.00 

3 - Clay 

1.60 

•hales 

40.55 0.50 0.15 3.30 

The formation of white clay shale with greenish shades 
which are found beneath latérites are the base of the overburden. Its 
thickness varies inversely with that of the latérites, i.e. between 
0.5 and 5.0 m. A phosphate level which is intermittent lies at the 
base of these clay shales. 

Chemical analysis of two samples of clay has revealed the 
following results : 

Sample S              A F C MgO Ti02 K20 

8 • 
S 66 

56.95       14.30 
53.40       16.65 

8.45 
7.80 

1.65 
1.80 

4.95 
5.10 

1.03 
0.97 

0.35 
0.63 

4 • Calcareous formation 

DGeolofir 

This formation is covered on the top by a level 
of phosphate limestone appearing intermittently and which has been 
mentioned previously. 

On the basis of the Nigorian Geological Survey Department obser- 
vations,   it is possible to distinguish two layers in the calcareous for« 
mation : 

- at the top Just under the clay shales, the  limestone series 
• at the bottom, the lower calcareous clay shales. 

This distinction is analysed below and corresponds to the obser- 
vations of the present mission. 
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-   Limestone gerle» 

This term,  in a wider seme,  It applied to the part 
of the formation in which the limestone la more abundant. The lime- 
stone exists in the form of intermittent large blocks,  white,   chalky 
and friable,   measuring 0.50 to 2.00 m in height. These limestone 
blocks are covered with a mass of chalky white to soft beige nus wii 
numerous fossile imprints. In places,  0.20 to 0.05 m thick     beds 
of grey clay are found in contact with limestone blocks  and seem 
to have slid with the blocks they ccver. 

In various places very hard recrystallized limestone nodules, 
several centimeters in diameter,  can be found. 

The limestone block area is,  generally speaking,   separated from 
the clay shales which cover the blocks with 1 to 2 m of white chalky 
marls. 

These series are particularly intermittent and,  as stated in the 
first GSN report,   it is impossible to make a correlation between 
the boring holes. Thus the information obtained from each boring hole 
has,   as far as quantity is concerned,  only a punctual value. 

This intermittent nature of the formations,  along with the 
phenomena of dissolution has not sufficiently been taken into conside- 
ration in the course of the investigations which followed the regional 
survey. 

The whole limestone series have a depth of 7 to 8 m. 

-    Lower Calcareous clay shales 

At present, the floor of the quarry is located at the 
top of this level which is not quarried. 

On the basts of the observations of the present mission made In 
the quarry and which are confirmed by the interpretations of the 
GSN and the ARTHUR D. LITTLE geologist, this layer is outstanding 
for its regularity and lithology. 

These series are composed of chalky fawn beige marls with 
greenish effects. The interpretation of the croas section of the pit 
digged in the series has made it possible to conclude that progres- 
sively the shales change to clays which then become sandy when in 
contact with the lower formation. 

The lower series are about 3.5 m thick. 
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2) Geochemistry 

- Limatone leritB 

Analyses of various types of rocks constituting 
this series have led to the following results : 

Formation    Sample       S t A 7 F y C     iMgO   Ti02JK20jP20B 

Clays covering    3      54.8 J15.9 ¡7. 85| 2.75   4.40  0.85' 0.65  0.19 
limestones    I       4   ¡ I i 

Chalky white 
shales 

Chalky white 
limestone 

Decomposing 
limestone 

Limestone 
| nodules 

5 ! 11.7 

0.7 

4.2 

0.15 

2 
7 

3.7  11.40 

0.2  ¡0.3 
I 
í 

1.2 0.85 

44.65 

54.7 

1.10 

0.2 

51.4   0.40 

0.05 0. 2   i 55.35 0.1 

0.16 

0.00 

0.04 

0.00 

0.12 

0.00 

0.2 

0.00 

0.16 

0.06 

I.UU    u.uu 

These analyses reveal the heterogeneity of the deposit since, 
within one formation, the lime content varies between 2.75 and 
55.35, that of silica between 0.15 and 54.8, that of alumina^ between 
0.05 and 15.9 and that of iron oxyde between 0.20 and 7. 85. 

At present, the entire limestone series are quarried. An average 
of 6 samples taken from the entire height of the working face provi- 
ded the following results (major elements) (see details in the table 
on the following page) : 

S A F C MgO C03Ca(l) 

13.9 3.8 1.8 41.9 1.55 74.8 

(1) This is actually lime expressed as CO,Ca. The same applies 
to contents of CO Ca dealt with in this chapter. 
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Which corresponda to : 

LSF •     0.93 
MS    »    2.5 
A/F»     2.1 

Those figures call for two comments : 

- These series are slightly poor in lime content, but this fact  may 
arise from the representativity of the sampling. This fact is of 
major importance and should be kept in mind for plant operation. 

- The heterogeneity of the formation is again revealed by the wide 
variation of the content of its components. 

Maximum Minimum 

S 22.70 8.35 
A 6.65 2.10 
F 3.10 1.00 
C 47.40 33.10 
MgO 2.30 1.10 

In order to attempt to identify the average chemical composition 
of the quarried formation,  two series of samples have been taken 
in the raw materials storage hall. 

At present,  the material coming from the quarry is stored in 
the factory hall in 2 clearly separated piles so as to have theoreti- 
cally a pile of material with a low CO Ca content and another with 
a high CO Ca content. 

Samplings of the low CO Ca content pile have provided the 
following averages (11 samples of several kg)   : 

N * 11 

m' 

6~ 

MgO   Ti02     K20      COjCa S AFC 

16.0        4.4       2.9    40.1      1.5     0.18     0.17     71.0 

0.45      0.14     0.15     0.34   0.07   0.01     0.01 

Which corresponds to : 

LSF • 
MS   - 
A/F - 

0.77 
2.17 
1.48 
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Sampling! of the high COgCa content pile have provided the 
following averages (24 samples of    several kg) : 

N - 24 S A F C 

 1 

MgO Ti02 K2° 
C03Ca 

m' 13.5 3.9 1.9 42.7 1.3 0.16 0.16 76.3 

<s~ 1.08 0.31 0.18 1.10 %-M 0.14 0.02 
L                i             *—      •                           - 

Which corresponds to : 

LSF -          0.98 
MS    *          2.32 
A/F * 2.0 

For all these samplings, the heterogeneity of the products 
should be noted. This heterogeneity is apparent through the variance! 
exceeding 1 for silicium and lime content. 

The average chemical features of the quarried formation may 
thus be estimated without considerable risk of error to be  : 

S A        F        C 

14.5   4.0     2.5     41.5     74.0 

COgCa 

The presence  of P0   should in addition be noted in the limestone 
formation, which may liaVe consequential effects on the clinker. Out 
of the 13 samples trox» the factory hall and on which analyses have 
been performed,   the avorage result obtained is  : P^  = 0. 32. 

This P 0   content is within the allowable limits but has harmful 
secondary ¿fflcts  such as the depositing of material on the blades of 
the hot gas fan,  which led to the unbalancing and then the explosion 
of this equipment. 

The diBtribution of the PO   in the worked formation and the way 
of eliminating it should have^o be examined in a special detailed 
•tudy. 

- Lower calcareous clay shales 

Chemical analyses of this formation were 
performed on samples obtained from the pit digged in the floor of 
the quarry. 
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The 1.5m thick upper part which is under the floor of the 
quarry has the following characteristic« (sample 56) : 

S 

16.15 

MgO   TiO        KO       CO Ca '2      "2"       ~  3 

4.20   1.90   39.55    2.10   0.17      0.20      70.63 

The 2 m thick lower part which forms the base of this formation 
has the following features (samples 54-55) : 

S AFC MgO   Ti02      K20       COjCa 

28.1        9.3     3.5    27.8       2.4    0.4       0.5       49.6 

- Dange formation 

Two samples have been taken in this formation : 
one in the sandy brown clays which form about 1 m of transitional 
ton« between the limestone formation and the Dange blue clays ; the 
other in this latter formation. The results of analysis of these 
samples are as fellows : 

Sample MgO   Ti02   K20    C03Ca 

Brown clay      55.0  13.65   7.10  4.50     4.95   0.80  0.90   8.03 
53 

Blue clay 57.85 19.95    6.40  1.40     2.45   1.15  1.35   2.50 
52 

d - Conclusions on the characteristics of the deposit 

Upon examination of available data,  it appears that there is 
not enough information on the Sokoto deposit. 

At present,  there is even none   who can tell in advance what the 
characteristics of the extracted material will be nor all the more 
what the overall characteristics of the deposit are  : 
is the  average CO Ca content of this deposit greater of smaller than 
the usual content of cement raw mixes ? 

Boring holes made by the GSN were very far from the quarry. 
From among the boring holes made by FERROSTAL,   only several 
were actually analysed. 
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In any case the data provided by these boring holes have only 
an indicative value in view of the low percentage of cores recovered 
i.e. between 69 % and 72 %. Consequently,  the deposit remains to 
be investigated and this is most essential. The methods to be used, 
either pits or drillings,  should allow for all the material to be 
sampled and analyzed. 

Although the characteristics of the deposit are not known in 
detail,  observations made within the present mission point to the 
fact that this deposit is very heterogeneous. 

Utilization of the limestone series in the cement factory will 
thus demand 'as much homogeneity as possible so as to be aDie to 
obtain a product having regular chemical characteristics from highly 
heterogeneous materials. 

B - Utilization in cement factory 

At present,  the entire limestone series are being worked. A 
distinction is,  however, made between the high COgC a content pro- 
duct and the low CO Ca content product. 

In fact,  the "high CO Ca content" product sampled rfiows a very 
slight excessive CO Ca content compared with that of a raw mix of 
cement factory. Its characteristics  are as fellows : 

S A F        C MgO      C03Ca 

13.5 3.9 1.9     42.7       1.3       76.3 

Which corresponds to : 

LSF 3        0.97   - slightly high 
MS   -        2.32   - slightly low,  but acceptable 
A/F »        2.0- slightly high 

Upon adjustement of the clay content this product could be used 
M raw mix in the cement factory and would produce a cement with 
an approximate potential composition of as follows (in percentage) : 

C3S 

63 

c2s 

15 

C3A 

12 

C„AF 4 

10 

Total 

100 

thus, a product of excellent quality. 
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These result« have been confirmed by the cUnkeriatation test 
performed in the Central Laboratory of Ciments Lafarge in Viviers 
(see Appendix). 

It should, however,  be kept in mind that the characteristics of 
this product have been defined with quite rudimentary means and 
thus our sampling may be tainted with errors.  Moreover it is very 
Important to state    that,  in view of the heterogeneity of the deposit, 
it is impossible to guarantee constant characteristics. It is felt herein 
that at times the so-called "high COXa content" product is very 
slightly richer in lime than necessary for the cement factory raw 
mix and at other times this product is definitely too low in lime 
content. 

Correcting a material having a slightly too high CaO content for 
a cement raw mix does not raise  any problem.  The Sokoto quarry 
containts sufficient clays and shales. The same is not true for 
correcting a product with a slightly too low CaO content. In this case, 
rich limestone will be required. But no rich limestone has been 
found in the deposit. Thus,  under the present conditions the factory 
cannot at all correct its raw mix,   thereby making the preparation of 
a regular product impossible. 

The necessity of obtaining a regular raw mix of good quality 
thus makes it indispensable to have limestone available for correction 
cither within the quarry or otherwise (1). 

A detailed investigation of the  quarry should make it possible   to 
locate areas  rich in CO Ca and areas poor in CO Ca. 

Provided that the differences between these areas are large 
enough, it would be possible to have material to correct the  raw mix. 

Should it not be possible to locate high CO Ca content areas,  when 
quarrying the entire depth of the limestone series,   it should be possi- 
ble to enrich a part of this level,   in view of the fact that the limes- 
tone masses and blocks are generally surrounded by two layers of 
marls. However,   the removal of marls surrounding the limestones 
would increase the waste rocks. 

(1) Practically speaking and for evident economic reasons,   a ground 
raw mix cannot be eliminated whenever its lim« content is too low. 
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Another solution would be to find h if h CO Ca contant Urn« it on« 
In tiff vicinity of Sokoto. In the Malbaaa dcpopft ion« one hundred 
kilometer« north of Sokoto there arc  auch layers although they are 
alio quite irradia. Similar deposita should be Investigated in the 
vicinity of Sokoto. Such investigation work could be assisted to the 
OSN Which is highly qualified for aoiving this type of problem. 

C   -   Reserve stocke 

Calculation of raw material» reserves for the Sokoto factory 
is significant  only    as far as the  quantity of overburden to remove 
in order to make these  reserves available   is also evaluated. As a 
matter of fact,   leaving aside the  ratic   limeat ne /overburden,   it is 
possible to consider that the  reserves are unlimited,   since  a large 
psrt of the formation has the chemical composition required for 
producing clinker. 

At the start,  the GSN identified an area of 32.77 million square 
feet corresponding to 109 million abort tons of limestone  reaervea 
with a ratio limestone /overburden  of 1/1. This  area is located beyond 
the CCNN concession of land. 

In fact,   the quarry waa  opened  outaide the area designated by 
the GSN and it has turned out that  the  ratio between the  overburden 
and the limestone waa  in the vicinity of 1.8. For the preaent, 
quarrying leaving in place the lower calcareoue clay shalea,  the 
ratio should be about 1.5.  In any case,   in view of the necessity of 
enriching the limestone  seria« by  leaving in place the lower calca- 
reous clay shales,   it is felt heroin that,   ut best,  within the area 
designated by the GSN,   with a aimilar quarrying method ae that 
uaed at present at Soke to,   the ratio between the  overburden and the 
limeatone  should 3till  remain at  1. 3 to  1.4. 

On this hypothesis,   the  reserves of the present conceaaion are 
catlmated to be between 6 and 6. 5   - 10 tons of clinker,   by assuming 
that the limeatone formation can be  quarried to a depth of about 7 m 
and that the overburden is 10 m thick. Only the results of a detailed 
investigation could provide precisely theae figures. These  reserves 
correspond  to 100 000 t of annual production during 60 year« or 
200 000 t of annual production during 30 years. 

In any case,  there are large possibilities of increasing the 
rettrvti by o «tending the concession. 
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D - Quarrying operation! 

Quarrying operations are composed of two parti 
overburden  uid extraction of marl« and limestones. 

removal of 

a * f*Gmoval °f overburden 

Up until a recent date,   overburden removal wai performed 
by an outerdo  sub-contractor. For about a year,  this operation haa 
been carried out  by the factory with ita own equipment. 

At present,   the overburden to be removed ia a masa of some 
10 meterá deep.  It includes sands, latérites,   clay shales and several 
detached patches  of limestone with phosphate. 

The sands  and upper part of lateritos are  removed by meana of 
a bulldozer. The hardness and compactness of the laterite and iron- 
stone  require  blasting so that thia material can be removed by means 
of a shovel and then loaded into dump trucks. 

The deposit of waste rocks  ia located north/north-west  of the 
quarry about  300 m aw ay from the working face. In the future,  when 
ever the quarrying operations will be sufficiently advanced,   it will 
be  possible to place the overburden material on the floor of the 
quarry behind the working face. 

b - Extraction of limestones and marls 

The extraction of limestones and marls  goes down 7.0 m to 
7.5 m in depth,   with the lower clay shales being left in place. 

These materials are removed by means  of a shovel and loaded 
into trucks which deliver the  material to the  factory. 

On the basis  of the areas from which these materials  have been 
extracted, we  have noted that the factory attempts to obtain twe 
types of products 
low CO Ca content. 

cne with   high CO Ca content and another with 

The material extracted from the quarry is normally sent to the 
crusher and then to the factory hall. However,  during the dry season, 
part of the material extracted from the quarry ia stored within the 
factory,  before- crushin , fur the • r   lucti.n m?e Is  Hiring the rainy 
season, at which ti^ e the quarry is not easily  accessible. 
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e - Quarry equipment and haulage facilitici! 

Quarry equipment currently  includes : 

- 3 Weser-Hutte TW12 1.5 eu. m.  diesel shovels 
- 1 compressor and 1 wagon drill 
- 5 Fodden trucks in more or leas satisfactory condition 
- 1 bulldozer. 

When ihe factory was opened,   6 new Zettelmeyer Type A6 85 HP 
dump true 's were purchased and after the first year of service they 
were completely worn out and their motors were used to replace 
that of the bulldozer. 

The operations   were then carried out with 9 Fodden trucks 
purchased second-hand and 2 new trucks. At present,   out of the 9 
second-hand trucks,   3 are in serviceable condition as well as the 
2 new trxicks. 

Two other Fodden trucks have  been ordered. 

It thus  appears that the quarry is adequately equipped for the 
time being. However,   the equipment is not carefully used. It is partly 
almost worn out and in no case could handle an increase in producta*. 

d - Drainage of the quarry 

Water seeps into the quarry from two hydrostatic levels 
base  of the latérites  and the limestones. 

at the 

At the end of the dry season,   there still remained several 
inflows  of water from the latérites,   but these should be especially 
abundant at the end of the rainy season'when the water empties 
from the ironstones. 

Inflows of water from the limestone layers are  more abundant. 
They are located in the cracked area of the central part of the limes- 
tone formation,  the part with the highest limestone content. 

This water is collected in ditches of which one  is located at the 
foot of the working face being quarried. The water is then drained 
out of the quarry by means of a pumping station.  At present,  although 
considerable effort has been made,   the floor of the quarry is very 
irregular and sometimes sloped in the opposite direction thus making 
itéfficult to drain water,  in particular during the  rainy season. 
A highly valid project plans to reverse this slope  so as to allow 
quarrying in any season. 
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Ol - ADDITIVES 

The only additive used at Sokoto if gypsum of which theoretical- 
ly 5 % are added to the clinker. 

After various  testi,  the gypsum currently used come» mostly 
from Malbasa and partly from the vicinity of Sokoto. The gypsum 
In both cases is  extracted from the same geological level in which 
it  U found in »mall beds 0. 5 to 2 cm thick,   in various layer« 
within clay layers. Thug, the product used contains a considerable 
amount of impurities and it should perhaps be  washed to remove 
some of these  impurities. 

Analysis of three samples  of gypsum has provided the following 

results : 

Samples   S and A 
insolubles 

MgO   SO, CO     K20    Na20 

36 

37 

70 

20.20 4.00   3.50   22.95   0.80   27.85   0.50  0.35   0.12 

19.70 3.80  5.15   22.35   0.70   27.75   0.60   0.36   0.11 

17.90 3.30   3.80   23.75   0.55   29.85    1.85   0.36   0.10 

These analyses reveal the poor quality of the gypsum used and 
the large portion of clayey gangue previously  referred to and which 
results in abnormally high silica,   alumina and iron oxide contents 
and low SO   content (1). The clayey gangue has  a harmful effect on 
cement (shrinkage,  cracking,   poor resistance). 

Without purchasing imported gypsum which is very expensive, 
the quality of the product delivered to the factory should be better 
controlled and the factory should be more demanding as far as 
quality is concerned so as to have a minimum of clayty quangue. 

(1) Thttheoritfteal maximum SO   content in gypsum is 48.5. 
Fine quality gypaum has a S0$ contsrrt of 40 and poor quality gfpeum 
has a 80, content of 38. 
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IV • COHCLUiiONS Off HAW MATERIAU 

Moat of the difficulties facing the Sokoto factory lince Iti start 
up come from the  raw materiali. 

At the very itart,  the Geological Survey of Nigeria warned the 
Contractor who built the factory ai to the riik  of opening the quarry 
in the area quarriod at the preient time. The GSN foresaw that 
Util area would be poor in limeitone and alio suggested,  in view 
of the heterogeneity of the depoiit,  that a gurvey of the formation 
b» carried out with a 90 % recovery of the cores. 

Since this advice wai not heeded from the very start,  the 
factory hai had lome difficulties producing a raw mix rich enough 
in CO.Ca. Thii fact had been frequently noted and the raw mix waa 
often lent to the  rotary Kiln with too little COgCa content. 

However,  the chemical character latici of the limegtone leriei 
are on the average  adequate for producing raw  mix for the factory 
with latiifactory quality. The irregular CO Ca content resulti from 
inadequate knowledge of the deposit and from  its heterogene!^ In 
order to solve this problem,   it is necessary to have a high CQjCa 
content correction material. 

It would be possible to obtain a higher lime content product 
lither by enriching the formation currently quarried or by orienting 
the quarrying activities toward« +he areas with higher limes content, 
or by finding elsewhere limestone with a very high lime content. 

The enriching of the limestone series would ine re aie the 
proportion of the  overburden and would thus result in an increass 
in costs. 

Orientation of the quarrying to areas with limestone having a 
higher lime content is imponible at present du« to the fact that 
tin depoiit hai not been lufficiently investigated. A detailed reeon- 
neümmci survey of the depoiit thus appears to be ncceiiary. 

Utilisation of an outside source of limestone with a high CaO 
content would require a regional study. 

The heterogeneity of the raw materiali which contain products 
with highly varied chemical characteristics would require a more 
efficient homogénéisation method than the one used at the présent 
Urne. 
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During quarrying and haulage, the material» **• 
homogenteed, but the product delivered to the ci - 
very heterogeneoue. 

il itili 

Ai a reiult of the inadequacy of the homogen i*ation   facilitici, 
a largo part of the «e heterogeneoue materiali arrive in the kiln, 
which leade to cement buning difficulties and produces clinker 
of variable quality which impede« the cement grinder from operating 
at maximum capacity. 

Provided that modification!,  it it herein proposed for the 
preparation of the  raw mix and ite homogeneiaation be made,  the 
raw materiale of Sokoto can be ueed for the " production of Portland 
cement for which they are perfectly adaptable. 



CHAPTER  IV 

PROCESS AND   RECOMMENDATION 

la this chapter wt will first examine present operating 
eonditlonü of the equipment and will progreesively indicata our 
reoomnrendetloni to improve plant operation*. 

Than we will study present manufacturing optrationa and 
Improvements which can be made. From them we will deduce the 
potential the plant would oave were it located in Europe. 

I • E^qWATIGN °5 Pgg^gNT CONDITIONS C? EQUIPMENT 

A " r>f>w material drying 

Aa Important observation is to be made concerning the dryer, 
la point of fact, any atoppage of thie unit exceeding 1 hour atop« 
me Win. 

From 19 March 1970 to 1 February 1971, equivalent to 
approximately 179 daye of kiln operation« 19 kiln atoppagea were 
due lo the dryer. Theae were the result of various causea including : 

- breakdowns in the equipment used to handle dry producta 
• breakdowns due to one at the rotary dryer's carrier rollere 

It la unfortunate the chimney which eeeme to have been designed 
to remove the fumes from the kiln without paaaing through the dryer, 
should the latter or an auxiliary unit break down, is not in eervice. 
It would make it possible to avoid kiln stoppages due to the dryer. 
Thus, It must be used, and for this purpose it has to be equipped 
with cyclone collectors or connected to the normal circuit uaed to 
remove fumee from the dryer using pipes paaaing through this unit. 

la the latter instance, special attention must be given to the 
operating conditions of the kiln exhaust fan (gas temperatura and 

drawn). 

Operation of the hot gaa fan is interferred with by depoeita 
It will be difficult to avoid these dopoeits 
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Thus. epeeial attention mutt be fftVvA to «ftonlloring ti» 
operation of thie unit and Lavina th« «•«••••IT r«pl«««m«nt putt 
on hand. 

In «pacific, it it nao««8ary to : 

. wrtfy that tht m««»uring unito and gas tomperaeure •igaalHag 
dericee are in good oonditton 

- •ystonatioftlly organiae outoide and inaia« inapMtion of tat 
fan and periodically clean the biado« 

- toko «atnptoe of th« deposita for purposes of analyeia to keep 
track of changea in tht i*enomenon and poeaibly datormiM thoaa 
•lementc which might toad to diacovorinf ito oauaaa. 

B - Raw grinding 

It to eauippad with a aaparator for ctoaed-oircutt operette«, but 
it fucattona to an opaa circuit atoa« «to fiatohed product leering «to 
griaefer i« rather fin« and grind«- rohiane i« «ufftotont. 

It ia unfortunate th« «er«an at th« grinder'• output wy not ptoc«d 
alraetiy «•**«•• it and «to Fuller pump, «we «mking it noe wary to 
IMMWHHJ tw« th« «torator originally daoig—d to «parato to a clocad 
circuit leading to u«eto«e «aar of thto «nit aad equally uaal— 

of kWh. 

C - IlomogcnUation 

Kemogenisation of raw material« i« a prabtom which haa «••« 
poorly «©Wed in Jokoto although Ferroetaal aupptied an Installation 
far homogenlreUon by fluidUatlon of the Airan«rge typ« (eyeteni 
évretoped in th« USA by the Fuller Company). 

Ut uà ftr«t review the operating theory of «tic Installation. 

•aoh hoenogeniaattoA alio la iquipgwd with poroua «urfacea dirtotod 
i 4 «tiadranto 

Th« ftoidteatioa air to divided «etwa«« a «a-oeitod ectiv« 
ito tiweeewtor 
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A large quantity of air is sent over the "active" quadrant« 
whereas a amali quantity of air la distributed ovar the three othar 
"inactiva" quadranti. Tha mattar abovt th« "aotive" quadrant is mora 
fkiidised and thua loss danse than that ovar tha othar quadrants and 
it risai higher conning down on the remainder of the matter. 

The dense matter of the "inactive" quadrante in turn slips under 
the highly fluidlaed matter of the "aotive'' quadrants. Thia leads to a 
sort of vertical,continuous boiling creating an affective mixture and 
providing homogenitation of the materiale. 

Using the air distribution valve, the "active" quadrant ia 
periodically changed, making each of the four quadrants active in turn. 

The "high pressure" active air compressor roust be capable of 
delivering this air at 1.2 to 1.4 bar, the pressure needed at the start 
of the operation to change the matter to an emulsion ; once die emulsion 
exists (normal operation), pressure of 1 bar ia adequate. 

The so-called "low pressure" "inactive" air compreaaor must 
deliver ita air at 1 bar at the outset followed by 0.7 bar (normal 
operation). 

The Fuller Company claims the Airmerge reducea deviations 
(of Ca COj concentration for example) by a factor of 10 (1). In point of 
fact, industrially we have never encountered aa high an improvement 
aa that announced by the Fuller Company. 

However, eometimee (t) a reduction by a factor of 7 ia obtained, 
and, normally, it should be neceaaary to obtain a reductio« by a factor 
af at least 5. 

Maximum efficiency, however, can only be obtained if the equipment 
is in perfect condition and if it is operated under good conditions. 

(I) In ether words, if the homogenitatioa suo is fed with a product 
when ooneentratlon varies by + I points around the value of 71, the 
homogenised product will have a ooncentrmtion of 78 • 0.1. 

(1) I« point of fact, this reduction ia the variations is very closely a 
function of Hie heterogeneity of the materiale entering the homogcnisatlon 



Wt feel tht difficulties 
•hop originated in : 
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by th« plant in this 

1 - contradictions between documents providsd by th« 
constructor». The homogenitation systsm was sst up according to 
th« plans of Claudius Peters N* PO 324 US E. With this Installst ion 
and existing equipment it cannot operate according to the plans of 
Miag Z 39 264 (and the note from Miag V 645*53 of June 1966). In 
specific, the high-pressure "active" air which, theoretically, must 
be sent to but a single quadrant is sent towards 3 quadrants and the 
"inactive" air, which should be sent to 3 quadrants, is only sent to 
1 quadrant. 3ci omatically : 

Air 
blown 
over 

This should give us 

Pressure 

Actual installation 

Pressure 

One quadrant ¡ "active" air 20 m3/mn ! "inactive" air    20 m3/mn 
|      1.6 bar 0.6 bar 

The other 3     ! "inactive" air 6 m3/mn I "active" air         6 m3/mn 
quadrants       •       0.6 bar !          1.6 bar 

2 - an unclear definition of the method to be employed in 
effectively using the homogenization process. 

3 - the need to hand operate the air distribution valves. This 
maneuver must Lo performed every 15 minutos for a silo undergoing the 
homogenization process. For storage silos or for tapped silos, it is 
desirable that the air distribution valve be operated every 30 minutes ; 
however, this is less important than for the silo undergoing homogeniz- 
ation. As it is, it is very difficult to get operators to systematically 
repeat the same gesture every 15 minutes. To avoid this dull work, 
motor-driven valvas have been installed for the fluidization of cement 
silos (where they are less indispensable). Valves of the same type have 
been installed on raw material silos, but these are not motor operated 
(1 ) (a proof that the changeover to the dry process at the plant was 
performed at less cost than the initial construction in 1965). 

(1) This operation will successively require the immobilisation of each 
silo, and this will considerably interfere with the manufacturing process 



Til« economic report shows that thin ft cannot be otherwise ftv«n 
Hit competitive climate created by cement plants in the South which 
enjoy considerably better manufacturing conditions. Apart from 
virtually identical coats of manual labor and electricity, this laavts 
two factors : 

• tho price of fusi oil which io 3 to S timas higher than in tha 
South, 

- tho aiie offset (for example, a plant which is 5 timas larger 
has production costs which are 40 % lower) which ie unfavorable 
to the North. 

As it happens, Sokoto is also handicapped by its distance from 
to-day's major consumer markets and especially by the 130 miles 
separating it from the railroad. Moreover, it has already been 
pointed out that a large shars of the deficit ia due to plant sharing in 
the costs of shipping the csment to far-distant customers. 

Thus, major efforts ars to be made in commercial and gouvern- 
ai entai areas which can bs summarized as follows : 

- regional salta ars to be improved and a single price ueed, with 
customers paying for shipping. This will produce a alight 
shrinkage in the market, more theoretical than real, however, 
and the brief market study given in the report indicates that this 
will leave enough to operate the plant at full capacity; 

- the sales network is to be reorganized, especially by comparing 
the. profitability of direct storage with that of   coirai orciai 
representatives firms. The earns appliss to the profitability of 
the transportation ssrvice as comparad with specialised companies. 

An attempt must be made to négociât« better conditions for fuel 
oil shipping, for the amount of the fixed allowance in the supply of 
electricity and, if possible, for the exeiss duty. 

There is good reason to believe that, with such arrangements, 
factory operations will begin to break even. In point of fact, the 
economic study shows that with 90.0001 of output it is possible to 
produce more than C 900, 000 in amortisation. However, the business 
is still unable to provide for its survival, and other solutions must 
be examined. 

Feasible divertificatione as well ae the uss of groundnut shells 
sennet provide the basic answer and can only constitute additional 
approaches sometimes difficult to put to work (the case of groundnut 
shells is covered in a special appendix). 

The true solution is to be found in the increate in capacity, and 
the amali amount of information given concerning the probable 197 S 
market shows there could be a twofold expansion. 
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4 - porous surfacee of dimensione probably too «moil to 
pormlt effective fluidltation (and «von if tht porous surfeeee woro 
sufficiently imti*% the aito* e usable homogenlaeble would only bo on 
the order of 6 to 10m. whereas thooo silo« aro 18m. high) (J ). Tho 
IUI height/diaireter ratio must be on the ordor of 1. a to 1.5 to obtain 
propor homogonitaUon. 

At tho prosont timo, now op«rating difficulties probably 
ooono from 

- fouling ot tlio porous surfaces making thorn ineffective : 
tha aatir« installation ahould bt cleaned ; 

- overfilling of tha ailoa which ara now only uaad for storing 
tha ir atarlala 

• sir distribution valva loskmga 

Givan thoso conditions, tho homogenisation installation is 
sot used, and tha ailoa ara uaad virtually solely for storaga purpoeee. 
Tala toaos to nonuniformitiaa in tha composition of tho raw mataríais 
whioh ootnpromioe tho uniform operation of tha raat of tha inatallation 
following mia point and which roappoar in tha clinkar and than in tha 
oamont. 

To ractify this eituation, it ia nacaasary : 

I . For experimental purposes : 

- to modify the inatallation at one tilo to b« abla to blow tha 
rsquired amount of air by volume and pressure ovar a quadrant, tha 
other three booing simultaneously aupplied with "inactiva air" 

• at the same time completely overhaul the inatallation at 
this ailo and ascertain that tha porous surfacea are clean and in good 
condition 

- determine for a fill height of 8 to 9 m the homogenlsatlon 
quality for this ailo : variations in CaCos content must be reduced by 
a factor of at least 5. 

(1) It ahould be remembered these ailoa were designed for wot process 
plant functioning. 
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the amount of porous Mirtee« 
of me 4 silos. 
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it WÜ1 DO M00MAI7 to 
(1) and thus modify (2) th« 

Thus, it v/ill bo po.aibl« to solv« tho homogonisatlon probtem. 
ÛM oth«r probtom. how«vor. will app«ar. *•***• •"^elTST 
•vallati« for BIO rag« purpo.... aine« virtually 3 silos out of ft« 4 will 
b« tak«n up by OM of th« phas«s (filling. horoog«niiation. analysis. 
correction), and it will th«n b« practically impossible to fill th«m by 
mor« than 50 percent. 

To solve both th« homogeniiation and storag« probtom« (to 
uaa thtlr «nur« height) several «ilo« could b« modified by placing a 
homog«niaation «tag« in th« top of «ach with th« bottom boing us«d for 
Blorag« purposes. 

In any «v«nt. it is lik«ly it will b« necessary to Uwroaao 
plant man«uv«r possibiliti«« by building a fifth silo (to bo reserved for 
bomof «nitation purpo«..) to p«rmtt th« prop«r preparation of th« raw 
matorial. To avoid this inv««Un«nt. homogeniiation and possibl« 
correction operations for th« tasks must b« performed very quickly by 
th« laboratory ; as it happons, th« length of th«.« operations is heavily 
influenced by th« quality of th« raw material leaving the grinder and 
by its sampling. 

Moreover, th« capacity of th« fifth silo could bo Urger than 
that of th« prosontly existing silos. 

Io conclusion, th* solution to th« homogenisation probtoms 
will require : 

- either rather lengthy experimentation leading to investment« 
whose utility will have been thoroughly studied, and. in particular, 
sufficiently large samples of industrially ground raw materials must be 
studied at the laboratory and at a pilot plant ; 

(1) For 1 installation of the same type, we would have had a total blown 
air flow of 21 ir3/mn (14 m3/mn of active airatl.atol.4barand 
7 mS/mn of inactive air at 1 bar) distributed over 4 quadrants each 
having a minimum of 8 m2 of porous surface area (instoad of 2 m2 p«r 
quadrant in Sokoto ; (cf. th« Miag Z 39 264-1 drawing). 

(2) This operation will successively require the immobilisation of each 
silo whioh wiU considerably interfere with th« manufacturing proc«««. 
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• er, new inveetment* which can be already decided on (1) 
and which, in any «wit, will be useful to plant Auctioning but which 
might perhaps have been minimised. 

In our opinion, the first of these two solutions is preferable, 
since it will make it possible : 

• to accurately determine requirements, 

• to specify the characteristics (air flow, porous surface area, 
necessary homogenisation time, dimensions and so forth) of 
the required installation, 

• and thus to optimise the equipment and the cost of the 
additional investment. 

Future plant expansion is to be taken into consideration in 
tiüa study. 

The homogenization elevator which should be used solely for 
correction purposec operates without interruption or else the bottom of 
the elevator becomes filled with raw meal and cannot be started without 
emptying this bottom. 

This raw meal can come from two sources : 

- leaks in the by-pass shutters of the air alide« (silo emptying) 

- or more likely (since it piles up to several meters high), the 
décantation of dust coming from the dusty air travelling from 
the silos toward the dust removal mechanism through the 
air slides. 

Reducing the pressure at various points in the dust removal 
circuits, by closing off certain parts of the installation, will point to the 
origin of the dust time collected and indicate the modification to be 
performed on the dust removal circuit. 

Subsequently, if this elevator is used frequently for tank 
corrections, the bottom of the elevator will not have enough time to 
become filled up between two operations (naturally, it will be necessary 
to check it). 

(1 )   - an increase in the porous surface area of the bottom of each silo 
- construction of a fifth silo 
• installation of additional compressors 
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D - Rotary kiln and burning 

The kiln'» dimensioni (length 60m., diameter 3.4m., length/dtametar 
ratio 17.6) are unconventional (1) for a dry process burning installation with 
one stags using 2 heat exchanger cyolone collectors. This ie a consequence 
of the fact the plant was initially built to operate using the wet process with 
a calcina tor. 

On first glance, this leads to high fume temperature and thus high heat 
consumption due to the fact that exchange operationa in the kiln are insuffi- 
dent and that the material reaching the burning «one is more poorly prepared. 

On the other hand, fortunately, the diameter of the kiln in the burning 
cone is quite sufficient for burning the planned volumes. 

A siseable imbalance (a difference of 100* C between the temperatures 
of the gasses entering the cyclone collectors) is seen between the exchanger 
cyclone collectors and the kiln output due to the unsymmetrical use of raw 
meal (8). This problem can be cured. 

The high temperature of the fumes (on the order of 5I0* C following 
the cyclone collector stage) is favorable, moreover, since the fumes are 
used to dry the raw material before grinding ; as it happens, this material 
is very humid (commonly 14 to 18 percem water). 

Dust is removed from the entire gas circuit using cyclone collectors (S) 
some of which were clogged. As concerns efficiency and power consumption, 
electrostatic dust removal equipment would have been preferable, but the 
cost of the investment would have been higher. 

The kiln is operated through control of : 

- fuel flow 
• kiln rotation speed 
. the speed of the rotary kiln feed look ohamber 
- the flow of primary air 

(l) With one stage of cyclone collectors, the length/diameter ratio is mera 
commonly on the order of 30. 

(8) Calibration differences can also explain part of this difference. 

(3) The temperature at the bottom of the cyclone collectors, an indication 
of proper removal of the recovered dust, muet be monitored. 
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Il hiiHM. i» eo*lral ef «M kiln rolaUao apead Mí UM fea* 
ifarontaed. Giva* iiMt MMUIÍOM, any dieruptton ef the 

 „ .    •••t., corréete* by Di« kiln apead, wads lo problema with 
«ht burning whoa« reperoueeiene ara alili felt a long Um« afterward« 
(peana lug empitemene eaueed by #* irregular arrivai of Ih« raw 
malarial in Ine burring sona in turn due lo eonetent feed of Ih« kiln 
deepit« variation« in kiln apead). 

It would b« desirebl« to davtlop and uee a tabla making it ponetele 
lo continually adapt th« opaod of tho loc!: chamba- aupplylng raw 
malarial to th« kiln to the kiln rotation apood. 

It would bo mueh ballar if an automatic machanian* continually 
aynehroaiaed thee« S apead« in ordor that th« kiln operator no longer 
haa lo worry about thia oparaling parameter. 

At tha and of Novootber 1970 th« fu«l oil reheeter (1 ) «aploded. A 
temporary heating aysvean (tha fuel oil circulation ptpee had baan 
locatad parallel to tha kiln at a dieeaAce from tha burning aona of 
appi IM I mat«! j 1 cm) ia in operation, but th« fual «41 ia oaOy brought 
a» a lampara tara of IO lo ?0C (nadar lha moat favorable boating 

daring th« dry parlad) which ia inadäquat« (2) for obtaining 
vapariaption of tha fual oil. Tha temperelere previoueh; daalrad 
aaHia orear of ICO* C. 

Approarimafly ona third of tha Rotary Kiln Control 
no loafer opereta«. CoaooauenUy, aom« »ajar paremeeere for proper 
büa apa ration (far »campeo, praaaura in the ftr«t oooler ehambar. 

air tamparalura) ata aa longer available to ttw kiln 

(1) In 
woaadlik« 
fual oil. 

lo drav, 
tha cherecleciatice of th« fual oil uaad ; we 

attaniioa to lha eephalt probably conlainad in thia 

(!) Wt b«liava that at tha tima thia roport will appear, tha fual oil 
reheaUr   ayatam will have baan ropairad and that, conaaajuanlly. tha 
fual oil uaad will ba at an approprialo tamparalura for pood mechanical 
vaperiiation. 
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Kiln •»•ration le thus disrupted t 

• by the lack of incoiring meal du« to th« fact th« r«««rv« hopper 
ia not fluidi«od (although it it th« job of on« worker to monitor Mil« 
important point) ; 

- ay th« formation of ring« and ball« : th« major cava« of th« formation 
of ring a in th« kiln ia un«r«n operation (both irregularities in the raw 
material aa well a« irregularities in kiln operation and heating). 

On th« other hand, there do not s«em to be too many problema du« to 
oaking in circuita pi 3ceding th« kiln or clogging of th« eye Ion« collector« 
(th« portion pr«c«ding th« kiln waa in remarkably cl«an condition). 

An inspection hoi« (with a radlue of approximately 30 cm) in th« heating 
floor make« it possible to tei what ia going on in th« cooler. At the time of 
our vieit, it waa open virtually all the time introducing cold air into the 
upper part of the cooler, highly und««irabl« for proper thermal operation 
of lb« kiln. 

Lastly, as concerna operation« it would be preferable to determine the 
donetty of the «linker (1 ) from enmele« taken at the kiln output and not from 

taken from th« bucket conveyor in order to reduce the reaponae time. 

The preenur« indicator in th« cooler'« firat chamber doe« not operate 
any more than the secondary air temperature meter. This i« unfortunate for 
au caching efficiency and proper functioning (1) of th« cooler, «specially 
aince die operators do not aeem to have any preci«« Instructions to change 
die apead of the grating as a function of kiln operating incidence. 

This speed must be modified to kiln operating condition« (normal 
functioning or crust removal) and must be marked on die daily output raparla) 
(or recorded). 

(I)Or free Ceo 

(I) One minor detail : th« cooler trapa are often «mpti«d without any concern 
far the removal capacity of the buchet conveyor, thus lending to the buchete 
overflowing when they receive too much material in too abort a period of 
uane (the equipment operatore ehoutd be naked net to open wide the ti 

in order to limit the flow of the fine clinker). 
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flit volume of «Ir blown mr tbo cooler IHM! be modified lo 
ft» epeed of the gratin« oui kiln outpit. li» ce- of b»^*^*"" 
tor the grating .peed, the clinker i. not longer *^^JJ> *'• Y* 
addition, distortion to the frame of Mio oooler lo o peeoibility. Thi. 
ha* already ©©cured coverei Urne, (it muat bo pointed out the quenching 
cooler it o deviee which it very eeneitive to operating mietake.). 

•J - Çomoat grinding 

a) Volume 

TM« grtntísr hot already produced IS to 16 t/h (1). 

Ill April 1071, the volume produced by thi« equipment ***^ 
Ueufflcient in view of it. ehereclerietiee (dimeneioao. power, venttlat- 
la*). Tho moia oourooo of thi. ineufficient volume were : 

. tbo lock of cUnkor quenching, 

. ineufficient Cot: coatoat (Ua? too «mall) 
- edfuetment of grating opening, and chargée la grinding•»*•*** 

ta bo changed. »11 eaoooo which woro woreeaed by Ino difficulty 
la adapting the grinder charge to clinkor of variable quality 
¡ana hardness). 

Ho« caa ttile failing bo rectified ? 

Tbo reieinf partition» remove the clinker very eaatty. aad Ibio 
I a» ail - tHat the firot compartment elwaye eeeena to bo empty of any 
material and ring« very clear. 

The clinker mtiit leave tho firtt oompartmaat very well prepared, 
a»d. for thi. purpoee. aom. of the ©eeateg. ^«^•^^r

l^r ^ 
output from the ftr.t compartment muet bo cloatd t»> la •»ew »r nee 
clinker to «lay long enough in Iho flrot chamber to improve grtador 

(4). 

(1) Ac it ic, la Chapter II (corneal auoiity) wo aaw that eaeaehtag io 
.apooially important in 3okoto. 

(1) From lot September UTO to Ma November l»1t uè plant •»* 
II, tag t. of cement without drawtag oa tbo otook wbioh wao vary law 
•ad oa Iho eame order of atao at both the beginning and oad of thic 
parlad. Tho grinder operated for TfS houra, oorroapoadtag to a 
volume of at leaet IS t/h and even li t/h if otook errore aro •mall. 

(I) By welding otool billet, oome of wbioh will porhapo have to bo 
oUmiaated eubeequcntly if the firot compartmoat becomoo packed tao 

ejatekly. 

(4) It will perhaae aleo be nooeeeary to ohorton the firet compartmaat. 
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modify tho partition botwooo »M Mi dOrd oompartmoato. 

»ImuUanoouiiy, wo will M« whodior or not it it pooaibU^te 
ferttor ventilato the grinder, üHM clogging «* *• opwli,*1?\*# 

gritan between the first end NOMí eompnrtmeata wiu MM » aa 
aggntnnai tone of eherge (wo will booo oureetve« on tito flooneeoof 
flniated product recovered during duot removal which muet be of the 

order M thot of tho deelred flniehed product). 

Wo fool it is dooirobio lo inereeee the volume of tho grUidor 
better adjustment« and through modifying tho quality of mo 

Unió, wo ehould bo oblo to roturo to tho i» to il t/h •lp*** 
animi earlier ond tho grindor will a© longer bo o oient bottleneck. 

Howtvr, if nood bo. uee eon bo modo of the «operator I•*»«« 
•t tho row motorio! grinder although it i« not in .orifico. Uee of duo 
separator will próvido an incroooo in production on tho ordor of io to 
18 poreont but will necesellnta o now odjuotmont of tho ehargoo and 
oooaia«« ainoo uoo of a ooparator coneidorebiy modifia« tho granular 
«•tributi« of dio cornant and thuo aU of ita charoc tor ioti«, eeeeelaUy 

" etrength. 

ia properly adjueted, ia addátioo la 
t. tho ether oporatiag eeaditfteaa 

b)U 

Howovor, even if tho 
tho ajuality of tho flniohod 
bo eloeely monitored (I) : 

volume (rattier long m 
of i lo I mn) 

«Murementa on ** ordor of a minimum 

. coa«umod power 

- chargée in grinding elemente 

If good equipment efficiency il lo bo obtained. 

(t) Tnt« ia aal prooooUy Iho 
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ta apeeift«, it it 

of ttMttir«« 
loyleaea 
for a leni 

I« organica the «yatamatic 
la «pacific, in April Itti. ÌM tell« 

largii im toa tar«« compartment« had not been 
tune. Notably, th« firat oomptrtment had too many amila 
la tao «mall dtamatora by waar. 

Syatomatlc daily or waefcly reloading of th« firat cotnaartmaat 
aaa be performed toy feeding in through toa grinder'a feed chut« a 
certain number of larga balla (an «atimato of hourly operating coneumpt. 
lea la to be mad« ovar a period of tttrea month«. From tola« can be 
determined tha number of boll« 90mm in diamatar to ba added tyatem- 
atieaUy each weak, aa a function of the number of hour« of operation, 
to the flr»t compartment). 

. to regularly (1) detarmina (ueing th« «xiating kWh and number of 
operating hour« matara) avaraga co««um«d powar. 

Thia 1« an «xcallant way of monitoring grinder efficiency. 

o) ^tatof i* eto grinder 

ill toe Urn« of our vialt. the gypeeen bin in toa bay waa «maty. 
W« hope it wa« filled befer« the rainy aaaaoa. aiaee major efftoieaay 
toaeee (dee to clogging) can ba th« raealt of the inoietore in toa gyeeum 
(er ellaner). 

For th« «ama reaaen. it it daairabla to vary likely covar toa 
baeket conveyor traAaporting th« clinker du« to the Heavy eeatmer 
rato« («apocad length, aperoxi irately 10 m. ). 

0) 
iti« 

to toe raw martoriai 
raw material 

far fewer grinder 
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f • «üpmenti 

All of the cement i« shipped in 6-ply bag«, no matter how much 
distance ie to be covered and whatever the meana of transportation 
used is, consisting of trucks followed by the railroad or trucks alone. 
Other, less expensive shipping methods (4-ply baga, bulk) are to be 
studied and probably adopted. 

It would appear the scale is not kept calibrated sufficiently 
accurately. Since the scale indicating clinker tonnage produced by 
fee kiln ia inop rétive, plant output and thus the output of various 
unita in evaluated afterwards by the volume of cement shipped 
following the indispensable stock adjustment«. 

Thus, for this purpose, but also to avoid disputea, it ia important 
te adhere to Nigerian laws, periodically calibrate the scale and 
regularly check the accuracy of the weight of shipments. 

Systematic comparison of the weighing slips for fuel oil trucks, 
before and after unloading, with those of the plant delivering the fuel 
eil, should permit locating any possible variations in respect to an 
official scale on which these trucks might be weighed from time to 



WliMNH continuing, tt» satlrttMr tainiedltMb/ oMttHtt* • 
parato« lo 111« dry prom« oí ttM ««ulan «ot tad ti We ava 

i, whoua« Ut« saving a Ut IM oorrottoadUif 
which oouW only lead to operating diftiettltèaa. 

Moreover, it would not appear  that «officiant offert WM 
bolli in Hie cholo« of foreign «toff »nd in the training of lotti 

working at th« plant. 

Thus, fi von «ueh condition«, it i« not surprising tho rotoli« 
obitlmd with ttM «tart of operation« in th« middle of IM? war« 
rathor mediocre on th« whole ; particularly mediocre M ooonsrn« 
ouoiity. end the considerable shortage of c«mont oorftag too post 
fow yoare in Nigeria ooverod over tbia deficiency wMoh WM vory 

for th« futur«. 

Th« rooult« were «loo «ediocre in term« of «uontlty. the 
dry process capacity of 111.090 t. never havlAg 

tapinili- if   «ine« th« average for Ih« 4 years of oporoti 
liTlMt. 

•ueh low output could only load lo major financial looaoa «as\ 
in «pacific, the liability to dovolop the funds for amortisation «Moo 
would hove mod« it possible lo man« the i«atallme«4 payments 
«a with ttM general oon troc lor, paymsts which ertgdaally lolalad 
$ If «fa.ottQ par yaar with intere*, «van more, ttM CCMfa 

lo próvida Ino • —ruñara alatee witt» aorlai« 
ttte company Witti «atremely hifh 

eould not be completely oovored in II 
la ta additional operatine déficit. 

Thu«. thia ted lo a mojar hindrono« for ttM 1 
atto*, t* IMI, inherited tao laitbUdasis and. in eaaotfic. tao 

of ttM installment«, aio»«, la addititi«, UM foderai 
it which guatanti id the torvtoe «ublrecfd ttM amount froan 

il «ubsidiee It normoily awarded theo« alato«. Tona. ttM 
latter, worried about a situation they eould «e« we« hardly imarovinf, 
bottaio eoaeorned «bout ttM peno*'« future and eobed tao UNIDO ta 
«tango in a oosnplete «xamlaatioa of UM uajdtrttblag HI at dar ta abad 
agat a« aba pallai«« lo be adaptad. 

Thia oammination wat alligai! la ttM SnoidM    ~ 
ti asoMi (aVDIO tt Fartai «Mab 

tal af Iba ttaaldaf dtt ClmatM LeJargjt. Tbit 
earrtad tat it Wftrai daring «aril 11 TI tttt «M aban 

M ProJMO during ttM ata* tbrtw aesattM. It par Heu lar, doMvory tf 
a delay ef 
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II . EXAMINATION OF PRISENT CONDITIONS OF LABORATORY 
oTBOrriôyAND RtTOMMlMpAf lòtta  

A • Building and equipment 

Laboratory operating condition« ara poor : 

• th« building it in poor condition : vtry larga cracka eue to 
eettliag of terrain. It ia not air conditionad. 

- esceeaive vibration tranamitted to the ecalee conaidarably altara 
ttta accuracy oí weighing oparationa. 

• th« aand uaad for mechanical atrength taata ia not etandardized 
aand. Th« aubatitutt aand uaad muet ba subjected to at laaat 10 timea 
aa many taata aa have bean performed in tha paat bafora being uaed. 

- th« methoda uaad for atoring tha priama employed in atrength 
taating ara inaufficiant. The temperature of water uaad for atoring the 
eamplee ia unregulated and frequently exceeda 30* C, thua fictitiously 
inoraaaing mechanical atrength valuea (1). 

Laboratory équipaient muat be modified. In apecific, the following 
ahould be obtained : 

- a damp cabinet for die atorage of test priama before immeraion 

- veeeele kept at a conatant temperature by a regulation making 
it poaalble to perform E So atandarda taata under better conditiona. 

- a gaa analyais unit of tha Oraat type (the Hermann Morite unit 
ia more complicated) making it poaalble to aecertain that the kiln 
outlet fumea do not contain too much Oj and thua that there ia not too 
much eaceaa air which increaaod heat consumption uaeleaaly. 

(1 ) Syatematic «xperimenta have demonetrated that, for concrete with 
a concentration of 100 kg/m J mixed with a water/cement ratio of 0.66, 
tha lncreaae in mechanical atrength when going from 18* C (normal 
atorage temperature) to SO* C ia on the order of 500 pai. 
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Muet Ih« mechanical «trvngth of « semant primarily dependa on 
CeO, it is this substance which will infer««t ut first of all. 

In general, the magneeia behaves aa an inart •ubatane«, but in 
oertain caaaa it can bt dangeroue (ef. Chapter II - II/C) ; thus, it 
niuat a« analysed separately. 

Tit« method used in Sokoto to analyse the raw notarial, a 
volumetrie mathod, in reality firet measure« tita total amount of 
carbonata« in tha material : oaVcium carbonate and magnesium 
oarbonat«. Thau, by a «aparata anelyeia, tha amount of MgCQ3 is 
obtained and tha amount of CeCOg by a différant method. 

Normally, tha laboratory only anelys« e  tha amount of total 
aarbonataa ; wo have a»v«r «a«n the MgCG3 and CaC03 in raw mataríais 
analysed succesaively. 

r oreover, in the laboratory records we found no analytic result« 
far the CaCOj and   Iv gCü3  analyae« of the earn« raw material. 

Sina« àia reault« of theae ordinary analysa«, performed by 
o paratore at continuous elation*, were expreesed eol«ly in tarma of 
oalctum carbonata, the maaaurad result for CaO exceed« tha actual 
value, since tha 2 to 3 percent of largar amount of magneaium carbonate 
waa ignorad. 

In addition, thia m«thod do«« not mak« it possibl« to determine the 
amount of Urn« which might be präsent in the raw material in any form 
other than carbonates, auch aa eilieatea or phosphatée. 

la studying these various points, we took a eeriea of «amples which 
we had analysed by the three ohemietry technician« in the laboratory 
reeaonsibl« for continually monitoring the quality of the raw material. 
Theae samples ver« then analysed using the «ame method along with 
fluoroscopy at the central laboratory of CIlvIENTS LAFARGE at Viviera. 

Tit« resulta of these tests r in die following table 
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~1 

3e«iple 

114 
112 
100 
IOS 
109 
117 
116 
101 

I  
Operator 

1 

+-- 
77,50 
77,75 
74,75 
74,50 
72,50 
77,25 
77,25 
77,50 

SOKOTO 

Operator 
2 

77,50 
77,25 
75,00 
73,75 
72.50 
77, ¿;o 
77, 5L 
77.75 

Operator 
3 Î 
—i. 
77,75 i 
77,75 
74,75 | 
73,00 || 
78,0€ I; 
77,25 
77,50 ¡| 
77,75 

LAFARGE 

Volumetrici 
Analysis  '• 

79,10 

75,80 
74,90 
73.90 
79,00 
79,10 
79,00 

** 

Fluoroscopy 

CaO 

44.95 
44.95 
43,10 
42,90 
42,00 
44.65 
44,75 
44,55 

iLgO 

1.15 
1.10 
1.25 
1.25 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.15 

We should note : 

• that the dispersion between the various Sokoto operators is low 

- that the results of the Lafargt volumetric analyses are higher 
than those obtained in Jokoto. The difference between the two varies 
between 1.05 and 1.75. This systematic error (1) may be the result of 
inadéquat« calibration at the Sokoto laboratory. The contradictory 
analysis of the same sample performed by several laboratorios, would, 
in the future, make it possible to avoid such systematic errors or 
deviations. 

The difference between the Lafarge volumetric and fluoroscopic 
analyses is due to the unoombined lime in the form of carbonate : this 
lime is combined in the form of silicates and phosphates. 

It is on the order of 2 percent CaO or 3. 5 per cent CaCOj if we 
refer to the fluoroscopy analyses carried out in obtaining Graph V and 
those performed on the 8 samples above. 

(1 ) If they are constant, the systematic errors are much less of a 
nuisance for the manufacturing process âwn random deviations. 
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Ai for tht entire deposit, the MgO contint would be on the order 
of 1.4 percent or 2.3 percent MgCO». It oui be seen the unanalysed 
CeO of the raw material is more or leas compensated for by the 
MgC03 |1). 

The complete analyses are made by gravimetry using a method 
more than 40 years old. Too commonly, the analysis total is different 
from 100, thus demonstrating the analyses are erroneous (cf. the 
December 1970 table showing clinker analyses, Chapter II, n/B) 

In conclusion, the laboratory must try to better determine the 
values of the raw material leaving the crusher and the rasr material 
leaving the grinder. Thus, it is necessary to systematically perform 
the complete analysis of the raw material much more often than that 
of the cement (the latter is the consequence of the former). 

In specific, for the same raw material it is necessary to frequently 
determine : 

- the CaCÜ3 and MgC03 contents 

• the CaO content determined from the CaCOg 

- the MgO determined from the MgC03 

• tht total CaC content 

and determine fröre this the procedure to be followed when only the 
CaC03 + MgCOs or CaCOg alone are known. 

Uily this method will make it possible to place in the kiln raw 
materials having a correct CaO content. 

(1 ) In point of fact, the amount of M§C03 measured in the raw material 
leaving the grinder is less than the MgC03 leaving the crusher, sinee 
the MgCOj ia partly decarbonated in the dryer where it is in contact 
with gas at 500« C. 
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C - Sampling 

Proper sampling of tht products is perhaps the most difficult 
problem to resolve in the manufacture of cement ; the Sokoto plant 
il not an exception to the rule. 

Sampling at the crusher output is difficult to achieve due to the 
material's granulometry. It is necessary to sample several tens of 
kg. to determine the average analysis to a good approximation. This 
if rarely performed in Europe ; in Sokoto, they are very far from this. 

The sampling system using several levels in the homogenization 
silos ie not used. This is unfortunate. 

Sampling of the clinker at the output of the kiln for purposes of 
operating it is made from the bucket conveyor. The response time, if 
a kiln operator's action is required, is too long. 

Sampling at the cement grinder's output does not correctly repre- 
sent the finished product, since the fines produced by dust removal 
from the ventilation circuit are sampled haphazardly , depending on 
whether the dust removal discharge occurs at the time the sample is 
taken. 

Given the present status of the installation, it is simpler to agree 
to only sample the cement at the grinder's output, and for this purpose 
it is necessary to keep the dust removal valve closed while the cement 
simple is being taken. 

Thus, samples of similar origin are compared (the systematic 
difference between the Blaine finenesses of the product sold to customers 
and that of the ground product sampled at the grinder's output is dus to 
tht sampling method). 

Naturally, it is necessary to frequently check that the dust 
collected in the dust removal device is always of the same fineness. 

Is operating the cement grinder, it is preferable to determine the 
specific Blaine surfaces from these samples rather than from the 
rejects on a screen. 

In point of fact, the specific Blaine surface better "integrates" 
the granulometrie composition of the cement and its hydration potential 
than rejects on a screen. 
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Lastly, the plant normally praparaa averagt sample« from 
camtnt a ample a taken over a 24 hour period and studies them. 

For the manufacturing process, it is necessary to use both 
average samples and instantaneous samples (in specific, in grinding 
the raw material). 

On the other hand, in determining the quality of the finished 
product it is desirable to   use instantaneous samples since, in the 
final analysis, customers work successively with "instantaneous 
samples"and not with average cements. 

D - Quality checking 

Effort to be made in those areas preceding the kiln will be 
highly worthwhile, since the quality of the raw material and its 
uniformity are essential factors in the manufacture of uniform, 
good-quality clinker and thus of good cement. 

In other words, onee the raw material (ready for the kiln) has been 
stored before reaching the kiln, it is difficult to repair measuring 
errors and effectively modify the characteristics of the cement which 
dependa on its chemical composition (good burning is essential and the 
proper addition of gypsum is necessary, but the latter must be applied 
to good clinker produced using good raw materials). 

Thus, it is necessary to concentrate most laboratory effort on the 
preparation of the raw material, even if this means fewer controla 
(if there is a lack of personnel) of the clinker or cement produced. 

Given present conditions, the laboratory must produce the raw 
material of the highest possible concentration compatible with : 

- quarry characteristics 

• burning characteristics 

Subsequently, as soon as the personnel has been trained, the plant 
must be operated at the lime saturation factor (1 ) which takes into 
account the various capacities of the siliceous, aluminous and ferric 
phases of the raw material for holding lime. 

(1 ) LSF = lime saturation factor 
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IV - TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS 

Plant operation is irregular (long kiln stoppages, shorter cement 
grinder stoppages, but nevertheless of highly variable length depending 
on the month). This leads to highly irregular consumption of power, 
fuel oil and various consumable materials (balls and bricks). 

Consequently, only averages for rather long periods of time are 
meaningful, especially since errors (inevitable when measuring the 
stocks) can completely falsify the results of a given month and cause 
maximum or minhrum figures to appear which have not truly been 
obtained. 

At the end of each paragraph we estimate those coefficients which 
should be obtained when the plant is best adjusted, when the renewed 
control and reorganization currently underway have bo rae their fruit, 
and, lastly, when the set of improvements mentioned earlier has been 
instituted. 

CLINKER / RAW MATERIAL RATIO 

The output of a kiln at a cement plant, not equipped with a scale 
to weigh manufactured clinker (1), is estimated : 

- daily, by multiplying the amount of raw material consumed 
during the day by the clinker/raw material ratio (2) 

• monthly using the same procedure, but also by calculations 
performed using actual (or so estimated) stock of clinker and cement 
as a base. The calculations make it possible to estimate changes in 
the clinker/raw material ratio. 

In point of fact, this ratio combines : 

- the ignition loss of the raw material (essentially CO3 lost 
by the carbonatec and removed in the fumes) 

• all losses in the form of dust (kiln chimney, cooler chimney, 
various handling operations, and, possibly, leakage and so forth) 

- all possible measuring errors and so forth 

(1 ) The one installed in Sokoto is inoperative and would have given 
"satisfactory" results during a very short period of time. It would 
appear it was neither sufficiently reliable nor accurate. 

(2) See Chapter I-II, paragraph C. 

V - 6 

We believe this training must be carried out using active methods : 

Have the workers discover by simple experience : 

- the operating principle of the major pieces of equipment that they 
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0,05 

0,60 

0,55 
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The ratio ueed In Ih« calculatione «hanta* according to th« diagram 
below : 

1960 1070 1971 

12 ¿ay« of 
kiln operation 

• days of 
kiln operation- ^ ^ 

kiln operation 

Using a high dinkar/raw malarial ratio it is easy to obtain erro- 
neous output» 10 to 15 percent high. 

V/e believe that 0, 57 should be ueed in the calculation». This 
figure is the clinker /raw material ratio for a 10 month period : 

produced clinker 
raw material usecf 

47, 238 t 
8¿, 80S 

0.57 

thus, there is a good chance of minimising stock errors. 

A - FUEL OIL 

At the end of May 1967, during the acceptance tests which lasted 
three days, the announced heat consumption for a clinker/ raw material 
ratio of 0. 35 was 1.050 th/t. Operating recorda and documents for that 
period to which we had access did not allow us to confirm this conclu- 
sion. 

In Marc 1C71 we observed 1,180 th/t. 

During the last 10 months, the plant consumed : 

- according to kiln meter readings : 5, 820,0001. 
- according to stock and received shipments records (Mobil Où 

bflls, fuel Ott at 40a C) : 3. 015, 0001. 

V- 7 

4/ - available space and copy equipment for documenta, since the 
trained personnel will like to be able to refer to the documents they 
will have helped produce or have understood. 

5/ - lastly, that the plant1 a executives express their interest : 
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(entries, in the books art not always coherent, but, on tha whola, thi» 
figura agraea with Mobil Oil fuel oil billa paid without any tarma of 
payment). 

Estimates of temperature«, stocks and poaaibla meter variations 
explain thaaa differ anees. 

We will uaa this last figura. 

Tha lowar heat value of this fuel oil is : 

8, 814 mth/kg (ef.Appendix) 
or     17.635BTt7/lb 

for a density of 0.950 at 40*C. 

During tha last 6 months, with tha 0.9? clinker/raw material ratio 
the plant should have consumed 121 kg oi fuel oil per t of clinker, 
giving a hast consumption of : 

121 x 9.614  '- l,186th/t. 

In point of fact, due to poaaibla irregularity in fuel oil consumption, 
it would appear prudent to uaa a slightly lower value for tha affective 
heat value, for example 9, 300 to 9,700 mth/kg. 

V/e feel the well-known causes of exceaaive heat consumption at 
this plant ara to be found : 

- in poor consumption due to the temperature of tha insufficiently 
heated fuel oil, 

- in the poor reco vary of heat In the cooler (secondary air tempe- 
ratura too low. In addition, unhealed air ia drawn in through tha 
inspection hole located in the kiln operatora,floor, an inspection 
hole which ia very often left open). 

- unquestionably in the excess amount of air in the fumea (the plant 
cannot measure the 0. content of the fumes, and the automatic 
Siamene unit never functioned). 

V - 8 

V/e hope other Nigerian and neighboring cement pianta (or other 
companies) will agree to the principle of such traineeships. 

It muet also be recognized that certain types of training, for 
•Mmnlâ urBT>ol\rtii^LC m»nnrfomo   t     nmn nlftrk htm r»rovirfi»H at a eomoftnv 
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- fai uneven raw material quality creating irregularities In kiln 
operation, 

- in the large number of kiln stoppage requiring many reheating 
operations. 

Following the elimination or reduction of some of these causae, 
we feel this plant will consume 1,100 th/t. 

B - ELECTRIC POWER 

During the first 9 months of the fiscal year (June 1970 to February 
1971) the plant : 

consumed 6,160,000 kV/h   
(minimum November 70 379, 000 kWh 

maximum December 70 1, §06,000 kWh) 

produced 42,7001 of clinker 

ground 40, 5001 of cement 

shipped 40, 5001 of cement 

corresponding to an average 148 kWh/t of cement. 

At the present time, the distribution would appear to be as follows 

90 to 100 k\7h/t of clinker 

30 to 50 kWh/t for grinding and shipping of the cement. 

Following proper adjustments, we feel it will consume approxima- 
tely 110 to 120k,Th/t. 

C - GYPSUM 

Since estimates of gypsum stocka are not performed regularly, 
gypsum conaumption can virtually only be determinad by analysing (1) 
the products. 

(1)  Account must be taken of the fact that a amali portion of too S0% 

In the cement la provided by fuel oil sulfur. 

V - 9 

II - MAINTENANCE 

As concerns tools, it is unfortunate that each qualified maintenance 
worker does not have his own personal tools for which he is responsible. 
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Willi an average 1.8 to 2 percent 80, in the e«D«t and gypsum 
with an SO, concentration of 28 to SO portent, w« foal tha addition of 
gypsum la on the or dar of 3 to 7 perçant. 

It should be noted it la in tha plant'a intereat to add to ita cement 
tha largest amount of gypsum compatible with good quality {since, 
in Sokoto, tha gypaum costs a lot laaa than the clinker). 

D - TORN BAGS 

The number of torn baga ia notad vary carefully every day. It ia 
poesible to count on breakage of approximately 1 percent. 

By perfecting the installation, it ia unquestionably possible to 
obtain a figure of 0. 3 percent for good-quality 6-ply baga. 

£ . PERSONNEL 

In April 1971, the Sokoto plant staff (including Gusau, Kaduna and 
Malauguri depots) totaled 247 people (cf. distribution, Chapter V, 
paragraph A). 

Following reorganisation, we believe plant personnel will total 
170. The reduction in the number of employees will affect all the 
departments, but, especially, the general services (offices, courtyard, 
gardeners, chauffeurs) and manufacturing services (including labora- 
tory technicians on the production line). On the other hand, the number 
of personnel in the electrical maintenance division should be increased. 
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V - CEMENT PLAUT PRODUCTION CAPACITY 

A - ENVIRONMENT AND OUTSIDE CONDITIONS 

Although weather conditions are favorable to the manufacture of 
cement during the dry season, on the other hand during the wet season 
rainfall and extremely violent atorme considerably disrupt the manu- 
facturing process : 

• by the dampness in the raw materials used, 

- by the shortage of electric power« 

- by the flooding of certain pite. 

Moreover, many weaknesses in the supply of electric power to 
the plant cannot be compensated for by the plant's power generatore 
which are not strong enough to operate the kiln-dryer line (the same ia 
true for most cement plants, but, on the contrary, the supply of 
electric power is more reliable even during very stormy periods). 

The Sokoto plant is located far from a major industrial center ; 
consequently, major breakdowns last longer due to the inability of 
the plant's maintenance service to call on competent companies or 
obtain the necessary supplies. Thus, the maintenance service is 
frequently forced to use makeshift solutions (cf. dryer roller, fuel oil 
heating). 

B - IMPROVEMENTS TO BE MADE 

From the production point of view (1), we feel it is urgent : 

- to use the correction material hopper by filling it with limes- 
tone having the highest possible concentration of CaCO- to more 
easily obtain the desired grinder output concentration, 

- install an automatic sampler at the output of the raw material 
grinder to better analyze the average raw material entering the 
homogenization tanks, 

- to properly operate the homogenization proceses (check its 
proper operation by sample taps located on each tank) after 
overhauling the entire installation as well as the motore driving 
the air distribution valves. 

(1)   We will examine the other aspects, including management and 
administration, below. 
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• to operate tht manufacturing proceee with hour-by-hour cal- 
oulatione of tht iiwmtd CaCO. concentration in the tank being 
filiad and by corraci in g for DO faible limeetone ehortagea, 

- to ratura to earvica inoparativa maaauring equipment, warning 
aignala and aaiaty ay ataro a, 

- to improve clinktr quenching (by an incraaaa in tha volume of 
air blown ovar tha firat coolar chamber, poaaibly to tha detri- 
ment of tha volume blown ovar tha eecond chamber), 

- to adjuat tha opaninga and tha charge of tha cement grindar a* 
aoon aa uniform cllnkar it produced, 

- to atandardita tha plant1 a laboratory for battar quality control. 

- to reexamine tha problam of replacement parta in light of paat 
experience, 

• and to bagin a larga-acal« training operation. 

C - PRODUCTION CAFACITV 

Thoao unita wa faal conatituta tha bottlanacka AT« : 

• tha hot a gaa fan« 

- tha homogenization eyetem, 

- tha quanching coolar cooling fan» 

• and tha bucket conveyor. 

However, we feel the entire plant (Including the coment grinder). 
In well blanced and eubeidiary plant equipment all hae good enough 
character letica for proper operation of the facility. 
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In Soleólo, és* to : 

- technological difficulties   in operation of ta« homogenUation 
process and, consequently, of the entire manufacturing proceso, 

• increasing wear of equipment (1) and damage to some machines 
subjected to makeshift repairs, 

- bad weather conditions during the rainy season, 

- and Industrial isolation (difficulties in obtaining local repairs), 
we believe that, if all the personnel were European, this plant 
could only produce 90 per cent of its normal capacity in Atrope. 

For another few years we feel it is still necessary to add an 
additional 10 percent reduction to take into account the shortage of 
qualified staff personnel fully familiar with the plant as well as the 
inadequate training of the workers. 

D - CONCLUSION 

In Europe, following a few improvements (especially homogenise - 
lion) this cement plant would be capable of producing at least 110,0001 
of clinker (2) or more than 115,0001 of cement. 

In Sokoto, in view of current local conditions, we believe this 
plant oould produce approximately 90, 0001 of clinker or 95, 0001 of 
cernant. 

Should efforts at organising production (in specific as concerns 
raw material quality) alrer.dy undertaken by the present general mana- 
ger continue : 

- if plant maintenance can be organised within a short period 
of time and, as such, preventive maintenance substituted for 
incident-by-incident repairs, 

(1) There have been few failures in electrical equipment until the 
present time, toot the situation Is worsening. 

(2) UOt/daUf for 11 months. 
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if porooonol training «an bt wyiodid. whlcfc BMMI too Wring 
of t ouffiolont mmbtr of ooaao«ant «Uff. 

tMs plan» oould approach 100,0001 clinker ftonunlly, «d wt boittvt 
UM miniimim timo rtqvirtd to rttch tbit output ltvtl will bt on tlM 
ordor of S to S ytort if tat *bovt oondttions or« not. 



CHAPTER V 

PERSONNEL ANO MANAGEMENT 

I . PERSOÎTNEL 

A - Prêtent condition« 

Changes in the number of worker and employed personnel 
(leering out steff end foreignere) have been ee follow« : 

rtonth 

(•amber 

1608 

IM 

1 
1069 .' 1070 1971          ! 

12   !  1 

282    287 

6 

251 

12      1 

284     245 

5 

251 

4 

214 

It la presently dietributed as indicated in the attached table. 

The turnover in etaff personnel has been very high. Briefly, there 
were 5 different technical directors over a 5-year period. 

Almost the same has been true for the other staff por i lions, and it 
would have been virtually impossible to redraw the company'a past 
personnel structurée if we had wanted to due to : 

• a lack of sources of information 

- somewhat unclear organization, with functions and responsibilities 
poorly defined with functions overlapping each other. 

Certainly, whenever necessary, the company structure must be 
adapted to present ctaff personnel, but it ie the goal of the general 
management to organise the plant along conventional lines. 
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To use this criterion, it will be desirable to introduce to the 
laboratory new methods of analysing raw materials, much faster than 
the methods presently used, including analysée by complexometry 
and colorimetry (analytic methods using fluoroscopy which are very 
rapid, have now been perfected but require the use of equipment which 
is still very expensive). 

b) Clinker quality 

It must be ver if i 3d that clinker density io indeed a parameter 
characteristic of burning (at many plants we observed that clinker 
density could not be considered to be a characteristic parameter of 
burning and that we had to use the free CaOcriterion. This led to regu- 
larly determining the amount of free CaO in the clinker by the kiln ope- 
rator or a laboratory technician) and, for this purpose, statistically 
study the correlation between free CaO and clinker density. 

c) Gypsum quality 

It will also be necessary to examine the uniformity and quality 
of the gypsum by studying a large number of samples taken at the 
grinder's input to determine the risks involved in the addition of too 
much or too little gypsum. 

Moreover, the number of trials required to determine the time 
required for the cement to set can be considerably reduced (this is a 
lengthy, imprecise determination to which is to be preferred 
determination of the 3C3 percentage). 

If this determination is to be continued, the operator can be 
satisfied with seeing whether or not setting ic rapid. 

In the future, the study of the optimum amount of gypsum will 
make it possible to take the best advantage of clinker characteristics. 



NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AS OF APRIL 1971 

, i 

Total          [• 
Type of Employee« 

Grade 1 Grade 2     !      Grade 3 

PLANT ""               i ! 

I 
- Quarry 12               | 

1 
3 6           j          3 

- Iv'anufacturirjf posts 41 7 22            !        12 

- Shipping 13 3                    10 
i 

• Laboratory 
i 

20 8 1         6           !         6 
1 

• Courtyard .., guarde u 1 
1 

7                   26 
1 

• Chauffeurs 
i 

33 1 22                      8 
j 

• Truck maintenance 18 8 |         9          !         1 

- Machina maintenance 30 8 
¡                        j 
t       10                      4 
i              ! 

• Electrical maintenance 8 2 j       3         ;        1 

- Office 

TOTAL 

18 !         2            ¡        18 

314 36 
1                   i                        I 90            I        88 

WAREHOUSES 

. GUSAU 15 
l 

- MAIDUGURl 3 
i 
i 
! 

-KAOUNA 

TOTAL 

3 

!   " 

1TAFF 

TOTAL 12 

ALTOGETHER : 247 
! • 
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The general manager, who receives hi« instructions from the 
board of directors, is to have under his orders : 

- a production manager responsible for the entire manufacturing 
proceis including the quarry and laboratory, 

- a maintenance engineer 

- an individual in charge of the administrative and financial 
services, 

- a sales manager to be responsible for organising sales and 
administering possible deposits. 

It would seen the plant suffered badly in the recent past : 

- from the disagreements among the foreign personnel. A large 
number of laboratory documenta, with or without any value, is said 
to have been destroyed by the chief chemist when he was fired. 

- from the excessively fast turnover in staff personnel. One of 
the effects of this turnover is a lack of knowledge of the documents 
supplied by the various constructors with the equipment. 

Sometimes there are mistakes in these documents, and a few 
revisions have not been made. However, on the whole they are well 
put together, and the user should be fully familiar with them, although 
this is hardly the case. 

A very large share of the plant's personnel can neither read nor 
write. Consequently, the professional qualifications of both electrical 
and machine maintenance personnel leaves a great deal to be desired. 

Laboratory personnel are more apt to properly perform their work 
(unfortunately, as we have seen, their working conditions are very 
poor). 
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B - Recoir menda tiona 

The goal to be attained io plant operation and the manufacture 
of good quality cement with the emalleet possible number of personnel 
and especially foreign personnel. However, and this is a national duty, 
it is also necessary to raise the general level of the personnel's 
knowledge. 

Thus, we are propooing the following action : 

1/ - INVENTORY OF PERSONNEL AND C U%S3F ICA T IONS asa 
function of schooling but also as a function of the understanding of 
phenomena which determine the plant's operation for : 

- the organization of classes 

- possibly better adaptation of the men to their Jobs by transfers 
between divisions. 

2/ - JWCREA3E IN GENERAL KNOWLEDGE. 

Thi organization of school-type courses after working hours will 
permit : 

- teaching all those desiring it to read and write 

- raising the average level of those who already have some 
eduettfton. 

Attendance at these classes will be facilitated if there exist : 

- financial encouragement (remuneration or attendance bonus, 
prise for good results), 

- or a discouragement, whoever does not know how to read will be 
dropped from the plant. 

It is desirable that those classes be shared with other companies 
and that they be run by men from the teaching profession. 
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*/ * TRAINING OF MANUFACTURING PERSONNEL 

For this training, it is desirable : 

- to create a fourth team (below called O if the three team» which 
work normally are called A, B and C), 

- to have two men on each team having the qualifications of manu- 
facturing foreman. 

We propose the following diagram to organise the presence of 
personnel : 

H OUIl S 

The kiln operator's       during 
job, for example, is     normal 
to be held by a team       tin? e 
member , ——  

j during 
¡ training 
i period 

When team's kiln ¡ 
operator is being | 
trained 

6 7 8   9    11     12   13    14  15   16    17   18   19    20   21    22 

! A 

D 

B 

B 

Thus, the work schedule of team D, called the replacement team, 
is on a daily baeis. Each team, A, B, and C is to receive two weeks of 
training out of every three. 

However, it also may be desirable if some of the workers from a 
team remain on the job for their 8 hours to provide   uninterrupted work. 
Only then will a part of teams A, B and C be receiving training. Either 
the best or those most likely to advance most quickly are to be chosen. 
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V/e believe this training muet be carried out using active method! : 

Have the workers discover by simple experience : 

- the operating principle of the major pieces of equipment that they 
use« 

• the sense and raison d'fitre of the measuring units allowing them 
to better operate the equipment. 

At the same time, it is necessary to develop analytic thinking. 
Advantage of this can be taken to : 

- have the best workers or foremen draft "guide jobs" using for 
this purpose the notions and information concerning setting up, use and 
maintenance operations supplied by the constructor, 

• put together the corresponding technical reports • 

This means : 

1/ - that personnel, at least one engineer and one advieor (1), be 
hired for this purpose, personnel whose sole responsibility will be 
training. Otherwise, this personneTwiìì too often be assigned to tasks 
of immediate interest. 

2/ - that this personnel have : 

• easy contact with the others 

- an excellent pedagogical sense 

- a taste for education 

3/ - that this personnel reach an agreement beforehand with the 
members of the staff in order that there be no mi sunder standings 
concerning the teaching. 

(19 Perhaps also an instructor. It is in the plant's interest that the 
following basic training : 

- in reading and writing 
• in plant knowledge 

be acquired rapidly in order that the employees oot lose their interest. 
For this training, qualified individuals on mission and assigned to the 
Sokoto ministries can be used. 
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4/ - available »pace and copy equipment for documents, fine« the 
trained personnel will like to be able to refer to the documenta they 
will have helped produce or have understood. 

5/ - lastly, that the plant'o executives «press their interest : 

- in the training program 

- in raising the level of the knowledge of the personnel. 

4/ • K131N3 

Among others, hiring must be aimed at rapidly raising the 
qualifications of plant personnel and favoring the training of existing 
personnel. 

Thus, as soon as possible, it is necessary : 

- to increase the number of Nigerian engineers on the staff, 

• in Nigerian industrial cities to hire already trained electricians 
and mechanics or hire young men who have recently graduated from 
schools in Zaria and So ko to. 

- to interest young people attending the Sokoto schools in the 
plant (1 ) and hire a few young men having the necessary basic knowledge 
but who have demonstrated their aptitude for leadership (for example 
in the army) in order : 

- to increase the number of competent plant personnel 

- and, to facilitate the training of the others 

The best, if they recognise they are not being used sufficiently, 
will leave the plant to the plant to the nation's greatest benefit. 

*/ ' TRAINEES!IIPS 

V/hile waiting for the personnel to be placed in ciiarge of the 
training program to be recruited, efforts can be made to increase the 
knowledge of the Nigerian staff members by appropriate traineeshlp«. 

(1) Traineeships during school vacations. These young men are to be 
followed and guided by the personnel in charge of training who will thus be 
able to make a selection for future huring. 
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Wt hop« other Nigerian and neighboring cement pianto (or other 
companies) will agro« to the principio of auch trainatahipa. 

It muet also be recognized that certain types of training, for 
example warehouse management, can also be provided at a company 
other than a cement works. 

It can be noted that scholarships are sometimes awarded by the 
French government as part of the aid program to Black African nations. 
First of all, if necessary, these scholarships include an audio-visual 
traineeship making it possible to learn French. 

•/ * FOREIGNERS 

It would be desirable to agree to the necessity for : 

1) • longer contracta than the 18-month contracts (including three 
months of vacation) presently in «/feet, 

3) - adapting the mode of remuneration to the new Nigerian laws 
concerning the transfers of capital abroad but also permitting : 

- the hiring of truly qualified personnel concerned with handing 
over their knowledge to the Nigerian personnel, 

• and making the stay in Sokoto bom desirable and lasting , 
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II . MAINTENANCE 

As concerns tools, it is unfortunate that each qualified maintenance 
worker does not have his own personal tools for which he is responsible. 

Similarly, it is unfortunate the repair (machine, electrical and 
garage) shop is lacking in some equipment (for example a milling 
machine). However, when this   shop is compared with the correspond- 
ing shop at the ECN power plant in Sokoto, it is superbly equipped 
(moreover, the cement works often helps out the power plant). 

Above all, however, the maintenance division (machines, electrical 
and garage) is lacking in qualified personnel, both staff and workers. 
Thus, as soon as possible, they must be recruited from Nigerian 
technical schools. 

The presence of qualified workers will facilitate the implementation 
of a preventive program. This maintenance technique,* which requires 
systematic inspections by an excellent maintenance worker, is indispen- 
sable if the maintenance division is not to be inundated by unforeseen 
breakdowns preventing any form of organization. 

It should be noted the Ferrostahl Company has supplied the CCNN 
with lists of operations to be systematically performed and with the 
desired frequency of repairs. These lists are very useful, but the work 
described is difficult to perform if no qualified foremen are available. 

This applies both to the machine and electrical maintenance division, 
and for the latter, it is necessary to hire at least two electricians 
responsible for maintaining electrical or monitoring equipment in good 
condition but also training their fellow workers in the repair of the 
measurement devices used in operating the cement plant. 

In point of fact, the proper functioning of the plant is highly 
dependent on the proper functioning of temperature, pressure, speed 
and other indicators at the installation's various strategic points. 

Finally, it will be very difficult to make the personnel "maintenance 
minded" if the plant does not have a group of competent individuals in 
the various maintenance divisions. 
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Tha mmitmmtym devialo« i« Highly depondent on •»• atock of 
rapa» a H int parta avallabas at tho plant. Thy«, it ia naeeaaary lo 
••I of off oc ti v« eupervla.on of i tomo entering and leaving tao warehouae 
Mi well »a of the rcaiduai atoek. 

Hain« out of a took of córtala i to mo la eepec tally undo«i roble alnce 
Ih« plant ia located a long way fro» iadoetrtal cantara. 

*      Admlnletration of the warahoaae in torma of quantity and vaina 
ta naturally vary dooiraole, but at tha ou toot odm ini etra tion in tarma 
of quantitlee can bo aettlod for. 

Jf eouree. in thii instance tha book value of warehouae atoc¿, will 
not be bottar known tliaa la preeently th« cava. It wiU bo aeeeeaary to 
nonti nue to «ntar aa e*peudtture« tha «pare parta or warehouo* uupplia« 
a« toon aa thay roaeh tha étant. 

tubaeojuently and aa aoon aa poaalbla. heavy or expeneive porta 
or tikooo eoaily refereaced (for esanipl* bricka, balla, fan turbina a, 
kiln roUora and ao forth) will bo adminiatorod in tarma of value. 
Gradually, «dininietrattve recordó «ill ba kapt of other parto of loaa 
importance. 

A a concern« o,dora, it ia unfortunate major ordera (balla, bricka) 
are .lanette* via th* intermediary of Ferroatahl. 

Lastly, th* paint muat ba or goni a ad in ordor that epocific 
replacement parta may gradually bo orderHI alao diroctly from tha 

(liuttnerwerke. Siemens. Potere and ao forth). 

^asolai attention muat bo givo« to inepection by tha receiving 
department and to the atora,,* of replacement parta, (t ) 

(I) la apewilic, attention to the doeomile bricka for tha boroing aona, 
Tassa arieke ar* vary difficult to atora. Tha container« moat ba 
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IH - •OOKKIBHN 

TIM esaminano« of all annual plant spending clearly indicata« 
lamt teal and power cpftOLiing are very large factors in the cost of tht 
osèrent and that it a desirable to take action concerning the«« two 
•tornante. 

Thue. it la not accessary to aat up highly detallad budgetary 
edminietretion. ^lowever, wa feel it would be deairabla to plan for 
IM futur« and thus organile plant bookkeeping to know the order« of 
•ise of the operating coot« of the major «hope among which must 
basically ba distributed : 

- labor 

- power 

. fuel 

- and «pending for replacement parta 

Diatribution of the amount of electric power used is possible by 
misns of the 8 individual meterá installed in each of the main shops. 
Headings are taken daily, but it would not aaem they are used in a 
systematic meaner. 

The satinata of 3tocks (clinker, gypsum and csment) should be 
made monthly (by 2 ox 3 individuala independently) to batter determine 
their influence on coste and better év.-úurt«; equipment pruduction. 

IV - QUGAWZATIQN 

The staff of ¡Migarían eng inaerà should ba expandad. As part of 
»ilitie« they are assigned, thay must sea to : 

. DM maintenance of discipline 

• the updating of documsnts concerning the plant, for eiaimple : 
- manufacturing fila« 
- the reeults of taats carried out 
- the condition of replacement parts and so forth 

• finally the maintenance of continuity in the organisation. 
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d) Cernant quality 

A major effort is to be made at ascertaining that the quality of 
the cement indeed corresponds to BS3 standards. 

In specific : 

- the storage conditions for the teat cubes must be improved 

- more extensive comparative tests must be performed on the 
cand replacing the standardized sand. 

Moreover, it will be necessary to ascertain that the undesirable 
effects of the magnesia are not of any worry (tests in a laboratory 
equipped with an autoclave) or, what would be even better, that the 
clinker quenching is cuffieient. 

E - Attending to manufacturing and checking 

For a cement plant it is essential to monitor changes in the 
characteristics of the raw materials, clinker and cement manufactured, 
Thus, it is necessary to use the same equipment or be familiar with 
the calibration of one in respect to the other if equipment is changed. 

For example, several screens of different meoh sizes have been 
used at various times to measure the "90>/   -^lactic n" without any 
accurate knowledge of the dates or changes which took place and the 
characteristics of the corresponding screens. Thus, given these 
conditions, it is difficult to compare the various obtained results (1). 

Production line volume and finished product quality are basically 
a function of the uniformity of the products being processed. 

Efforts are to be made, thus, to standardize the entire process 
starting with the initial link, a uniform raw material, and samples are 
to be kept representative of the raw materials, clinker and cement 
for possible subsequent comparisons. In specific, a check is to be 
made of clinker hardness, for example, once a week, by determining 
the Blaine fineness obtained for a certain number of revolutions of the 
laboratory grinder (it is advised to make one grinding operation with 
a certain number of revolutions), the rejects corresponding to the 
N" 900 screen are to be measured  and one other grinding operation 
is to be performed at a higher speed of revolution to determine the 
Blaine fineaess obtained. 

(1) If desired, the screens used to operate the grinders may be screens 
made in Jo ko to, thus less accurate than standardised screens, provided 
it is regularly checked (intervals to be chosen by the laboratory head) 
that the correspondence between the standardized screen and screen 
employed does not vary. 
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As soasaras labor relations,   ws feel that contact between 
divistoli heads could be organised in a more systematic manner 
(il is true that when we visited the plant the number of foreign 
personnel had been reduced to two individuals). 

We feel this number is insufficient (and the plant director shares 
our point of view), and more systematic briefings should be organised 
to reduce the response time when the plant's staff has been increased 
in number. 
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CHAPTER VI 

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

As already stated, this study is to be carried out for a market si- 
tuation and profitability which are considered to be normal,    that is after 
the correction of the observed defects, while maintaining a margin of secu- 
rity in the form of "contingencies and miscellaneous". This means that the 
figures used and thus the profitability situation will be attained only after at 
least two years, that is around 1973-1974. 

Since there is no analytical accounting method used at the factory, 
it has not been possible to evaluate the cost of each distinctive operation, 
such as : raw materials (from quarry) - clinker - cement- maintenance - 
administration - capital charges. Thus the expenditures taken into conside- 
ration are such as those of overall salaries, fuel, electricity, packing, etc. 
As already stated,  the depot or warehouse expenditures have not been taken 
into consideration for the present estimation details with the cost ex-facto- 
ry. On the other hand, the Sales Manager, considered as indispensable for 
marketing of the product has been included in the calculations . 

The expenditures have been divida! into two types: 
- Variable expenses 
- Fixed expenses 

I - VARIABLE EXPENSES 

These are expenses or costs which are directly connected to the quan- 
tity produced. In the present chapter will be considered: the quarry costs; 
since they areesp«cially comprised of personnel costs, cost of equipment or 
of the land , they can be incorporated in the fixed costs or expenses. 

The variable expenses involve fuel, electric power, packing and mi- 
scellaneous items. 

A - Fuel 

Fuel is delivered to Gusau by the marketer at 21.2 d a gallon and has 
a density of 0.95. One metric ton thus costs £ 20.5. To this must be added 
the cost of transport from Gusau to the factory. The fuel is currently transpor- 
ted by means of large trie trucks owned by the Kadara Associated Traction, 
a fully owned branch of NNDC. From December 7, 1970 to February 18,1971 
the tank trucks made 22 trips carrying 63 000 gallons of fuel for a total cost 
of £ 664/9/1, thus 2.54 d a gallon or Nigeria £ 2.47/ton. 
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By taking into account tome loss during storage and handling, 
it can be estimated one ton costs £ 23.4 which can be considered 
as taking into account as well an extra amount due to the filling 
of the kiln with gas  oil when in operation (gas oil being worth 
twice that of fuel) provided that the  stops are not very frequent. 

Since the net heat value is 17  000 btu,  or 9 600 Mthermies"/t 
and with the technical coefficient adopted being 1  100 "thermies"/t# 

the cost turns out to be  : 

'M*1 10° •   £ i.ss/t«. 9 600 ' 

The international price of fuel is currently rising and thus it is 
quite probable that this figure will become higher in the near future. 
However,  this rise will affect all cement factories  in the world and 
will certainly have an influence on the price of cement. 

B - Electric power 

At present,: the average consumption of electric power is 
137 KWh/t. The technical coefficient adopted is  110 (it should be 95 - 
100 for such a cement factory in Europe). 

In view of the fact that cost rates decrease with the quantity 
consumed (see Appendix II provinding the rates per bracket),  it is 
necessary to provide several estimates depending on the production 
volume. 

Moreover,  the subscription involves a large fixed sum of 
£ 2 200 per month since the subscribed power is 2 200 KVA - the 
incidence of which,   it is felt,   is too high and will of course vary 
inversely with the production, The comment of the foregoing para- 
graph will be used to integrate the fixed cost,   since it represents 
about one-third of the total,  with the variable costs  - that is a sum 
of £ 26 400 a year. 

The variable rates on the basis of the KWh are as follows : 

For 5000 KWh 20 000 d 
the next 5000 KWh 
(up to 10 000) 17 500 

the next 40 000 KWh 
(from 10 000 to 50 000) 120 000 

the next 100 000 KWh 
(from 50 000 to 150 000) 250 000 

407 500 d <£ 1 697.9) 
Thus 407 500 .    «  717 H/mvh 

150 000      2'717 d/KWh 

Above 150 000 KWh and up to 1  000 000 "2d 

The following table is thus obtained : 
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C « Packing 

At  the present, all the production is sold in 6-ply paper bags manu- 
factured by the Paper Sack Ijora of Lagos. Thus , as outlined in the Chapter 
on Marketing, 80% of the production delivered to the North Western state 
(i.e. theregion of Sokoto) could be packed in 4-ply bags. From the standpoint 
of a new market distribution, the 50 000 to 60 000 tons required for the North 
Western state (of which i0 000 to 50 000 for Sokoto) could be supplied by 
CCNN. This means that as of now half of the production could be packed in 
less costly bags and this is precisely the hypothesis which will be adopted 
for the present evaluation - by taking the cost of the sack as being the average 
of the two prices. 

The 6-ply bag was worth up until February 1, 1971 £38.25   per 
thousand ex Lagos. An excise duty (10 + 5)% is to be added; this price has 
risen to £ 40.75. By adding the rail transport cost to Gusau (£9/ton), the 
dividing into consignments and road transport from Gusau to Sokoto 
(£2.5 / ton) a figure of about £ 51.2 per thousand bags is obtained and 
taking into account a 1% loss duo to tearing, the approximate price is 
thus   £ 51.7 per ton of cement (20 bags):£ 1,034. 

The quotation for 4-ply bags from the same source was not known in 
Sokoto. It is assumed that the relation between the types of bags is same 
as in Europe: 

Type  of  bag Weight of bag, gr.     - Relative price 

3-ply   (1) 185 56 
4 -ply 245 70 
6-ply 375 100 

On the basis of the same ratios,    the 4-ply bag would thus be sold 
at £ 28.52 per 1000, thus delivered, including freight: 

£  35.4 per 10C0 bags 
thus with losses £   0. 72 per ton of cement. 

According to the analysis of the market situation it can be assumed 
thftt at least half of the deliveries could be packed in 4-ply sacks, thus at 
an   average packing price of   £ 0, 875 per ton and a slight decrease with 
the quantity produced since it will be sold mostly on the local market. 

(1) The 3-ply bag is widely used in Europe for short distances  ; it has 
not been kept for Sokoto. 
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D - Gypsurn 

The average consumption of gypsum is 5 % of the weight of 
clinker. The price currently paid for collected gypsum is £ 10/t 
delivered to the factory. This appears to be high. In fact, at 
Malbasa   for a collecting distance which is hardly greater and 
with salaries and transport costs being higher,  the cost is £4.5. 
It is thought that the Sokoto price  is due mostly to inadequate 
organization,  and the price taken into consideration will be that of 
Malbasa   plus the transporting to Sokoto (200 km) which results in 
a price of £ 7. 5 /t, this price moreover comes within the factors 
subject to increase for contingencies. 

The price of gypsum per ton of cement is as follows : 
5 * 7-5   *    o 375 

E - Consumer products 

There is first of the gao-oil used by quarry equipment which 
can be estimated at 35 000 gallons/year for 80 000 t of cement,   i.e. 
at a price of 45 d/gallon for delivered gas-oil,  this amounts to a 
cost expenditure of £ 6 500. 

To this must be added on the one hand the ingredients (oils, 
grease,  cleaning cloth) estimated at about £ 2 000 and general 
accessories (tubes,  sheet metal,   iron sections,  electrodes,  hand 
tools) for about £ 8 500. 

The total variable expenditure to be taken into account is 
17  000 
80 000 

£ 0.212. Excluded from this figure are the consumption 
figures for lorries and personal cars. 

Excise tax 

This tax levied directly at the factory for each delivery on the 
account of the Federal Budget amounts to 20 sh/t of £ 1/ton. It is 
subject to the temporary extra tax of 5 %, thus £ 1. 05/ ton. 

G - Mineral royalty 

It is based on a rate of 6 d/ton of raw material,  thus more or 
leas a lump sum of £ 0.04/ ton of cement. 
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II - FIXED EXPENDITURES 

Personnel costs 

This is one of the most difficult aspects of the new organization. 
In fact,  it has been previously indicated that the factory was cur- 
rently suffering  frorr  : 

- too many workers,  in particular in the laboratory and offices,   at 
the kiln and for driving of véhicules 

- a lack of technical executive staff. 

The reorganization should be carried out along the following 
lines and be  based on the  figures below : 

A - Executive staff 

The Nigerian staff should be comprised of 10 managers or 
department heads, namely,  general manager,  administrative and 
financial manager - and assistant - personnel manager  - saleB 
manager and a commercial assistant  - head of quarry department  - 
head of laboratory - an assistant head of production and an assistant 
head of maintenance. 

The technical executive staff should call upon 5 expatriated 
experienced executives,   namely, 

- a technical manager,   in charge of general organization and cost 
prices, 

- a head of production. 

These two men being cement specialists. 

- a chief chemist, in charge of quality matters both for the orient An 
of quarry works and for factory controls. 

- a mechanical maintenance chief 

- an electrical maintenance chief 

- a 6th executive in charge of setting up analytical accounting and the 
organization allowing for control of the cost price,   Wjuld not neces- 
sarily have   to be an expatriate ; his mission would be limited to 
one year.  The cost of this executive has not been taken into account 
in the final total,  for he would have to be convered by the interim 
costs for putting things  in order. 

The current salaries  paid to expatriates in Sokoto do not appear 
to be high enough to allow to have personnel with the required 
competence   and authority. 
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In fact,  on the one hand salaries are constantly and rapidly 
increasing in all industrialized countries,  and on the other hand, 
it is necessary to provide for the necessary social security and 
pension which are generally available in Europe and all the more 
so since the person involved must contribute to them with his own 
funds,  since the CCNN does not offer these services ; it should at 
least take on the holiday pay. 

To sum up the financial situation could be as follows : 

a) Nigerian staff 

one at £ 3 500/year 3 500 
three at £ 2 000/year 6 000 
three at £ 1 250/year 3 750 
three at £ 750/year 2 250 

15 500 

+ benefits and gratuity    2 000 

b) Expatriate staff (1) 

17 500 

one at £ 6 000 6 000 
two at £ 5 000 10 000 
two at £ 4 500 9 000 

25 000 

+ extras (trips,  gra- 
tuity, medical care, 
holidays) 7 500 

32 500 

50 000 

Although it may appear to be paradoxical for 5 people under the 
General Manager to be paid more than this manager, there are 
however quite legitimate reasons for this in view of the rarety of 
competent personnel and the large demand for such people in 
industrial countries. 

(1) As far as expatriate staff is concerned, the salaries and benefits 
indicated heresi are still lower than those offered by the new cement 
factory in North Cameroon (F1GUIL) which is currently recruting its 
executive staff. 
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The caie ig not exceptional in Africa and it it possible to pay 
part of the salary outaide Nigeria. The difficulty of finding voluntes 
taera with experience for working outaide their country indicatea 
that although   thia higher price ia at present practically an ineluc- 
table condition. Or else,  only candidates not accepted elsewhere, 
and thus unsatiafactory,  will be available. 

B - Worker a 

It haa been eeen that the labor force ahould be reduced 
to 170,  not including those in warehouaea on the basis of the 
following breakdown. The current rate has been slightly increased 
•o aa to take into account the riae in the coat of living. 

Monthly allowable Monthly amount 
rate    (£) Number (£) 

Grade HI 12 68 820 
Grade II 20 68 1  360 
Grade I 31 36 Ì 120 

172 3 300 
Increase of 15 % for overtime, 
transport allowance,  medical care 500 

3 800 
Thus for a year 45 500 

In total,  the peraonnel item cornea within the fixed coata for 
an amount of £ 95 500 which will alao c: o within te amart aubnitted 
for contingencies. 

C  - Sparc parta 

Thia ia a very important matter and no accurate eatimate 
can be made on aite,  becauee of the initial atock and operating 
accidenta of which aome can be conaidered aa being abnormal. 

It haa been deemed to be more rational to baae oneaelf on 
European conaumption figures and multiplying them by a high factor 
in relation with the severity of climatic conditiona (heat,   seasonal 
humidity),  the limited experience of the executive ataff,  the leaa 
regular production operationa,   aa well aa to take into account the 
aize effect of the factory in relation to European factoriea if the 
•pare parta are dealt with in terma of the number of tona    of cement 
produced. 
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This coefficient has been evaluated at between 30 and 60 % ; 
40 % hai been adopted for calculation«. 

Another important point is the difference in cost at the European 
factory and the cost at Sokoto. The analysis of several invoices 
revealed a markup of between 120 % (in the case of   bricks) and 
50 or 60 % (in the case of electric motors and mechanical parts).(1) 
In fact the FOB price includes the cost of special packing for 
shipping and marks up the price in Europe  ; in addition one  must 
take into account that in certain cases the products were sent by 
plane. For these  reasons,  the average markp of 100 % on European 
prices  should be  applied in Sokoto. 

Our reference for normal estimating will be the consumption 
of all the French cement factories of the Société Lafarge (14 factories 
for 7 million tons in 1969). This consumption of spare parts was 
4.50F/ton or £ 0. 35/ton. By applying the preceding factors,  we 
thus obtain a forecast figure of 0. 35 x 1.4 x 2 = £ 0. 98. In order to 
determine the total annual expens,  this unit consumption will be 
applied to the average production of 80 000, corresponding to an 
annual expenditure of £ 78,500. 

In fact,  we estimate that for 1 000 t or more the consumption 
will hardly be greater ; and that similarly it will be reduced only 
slightly for production volumes of 10 000 to 20 000 tons less. If 
the consumption of balls for sockets is in fact decreased,   weardown 
due to more interrupted operations and the eg effects of thermal 
shocks and expansion in the kiln,  the cooler and dryer cause prema- 
ture wear down. 

The sum provided for the spare parts will also be taken into 
account under contingencies. This markup will also cover certain 
exterior repairs which may be required during the year. 

D - Overheads 

This tiem covers : 

- work insurance covering personnel 
- stock insurance (petroleum products,  bags, warehouse,  supplies) 
- equipment insurance (building, cars) 

(1) As an example,  the following is an approximate estimate for a 
92 t consignment of bricks from Germany : 

CIF price   £    4 350 
Shipping 1 300 
Duty 2 150 (rate 33 % + 5 %) 
Transport 1  700 

£    9 500 
Thul»' 9 5°" ¡5Q 

35°   = 119 % markup on price in Europe. 
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Tht best equipment and finest personnel, however, do not protect 
a laboratory from unsuepected déviation«. To avoid them, or at the 
very least detect and correct them, it is necessary to perform frequent 
calibration. For thiß purpose, it i6 necessary : 

- to compare the results obtained in Jokoto with the raw materials, 
clinker or cement with the results obtained on the same materials 
by other laboratories, cement plants, official Nigerian laborator- 
ies or other nations. 

- test in Sokoto Üaooee cements considered to be standards 

- test the cement test press using crushers 

• lastly, using standard cements, test the sand used for the 
mechanical strength tests (large lots of this sand are to be 
prepared in order that the cost of checking its quality may be 
acceptable). 

In specific, it will be necessary to ascertain that this sand 
contains no impurities capable of speeding up or slowly down 
the cement setting process. 

As concerns production volume, ignition loss is to be determined 
most frequently (1) in the laboratory, and it will be compared with that 
resulting from stock calculations to compare, on a month-to-month 
basis, changes in the clinker - raw material ratio with changes in 
measured ignition loss. 

Lastly, it is highly desirable that the laboratory be rebuilt as the 
plant managers have been planning, and that it be equipped with 
aircouditioiiing. 

(1 ) In the laboratory we only found two values for raw mats-rial 
ignition loas. 
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- administrative expenses (paper,   PTT,   approvals,  business trips) 
-- accomodation expenses for executive staff (maintenance, water, 

electricity,   gardening,   keeper) 
- gasoline consumption of vehicles assigned t, personnel about 

15 300 gallons/year 
-legal services  and Board of Directors costs, (audit. .) 

With-ut going into the details of this item,   it is estimated that 
the forecast provided by the CCNN, namely (administrative personnel 
and medical costs accounted for elsewhere will be  excluded) 
£ 45 500, is too high and a serious effort should be  made to bring 
it dewn to £ 25 000 including contingencies.  It may be possible to 
make certain savings  (insurance,   participation cf personnel involved 
in accomodation costs,   gasoline consumption). 

E  - Working capital fund 

Although working capital funds  are ,to a certain extent 
variable with the production output,  they should be considered as 
fixed costs within the limits cf the production anticipated. 

These funds should cover direct production costs during about 
three months. With these direct costs being about € 11 /ton, a fund 
of £ 250 000 is required for an annual production  of 90 000 tons. 

The corresponding capital will be  assumed to be borrowed from 
regional banks at an interest rate of 8 To. Thus the annual cost of 
£ 20 000 will be adopted and taken into account under contingencies. 
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IH - ÇQ6TSAND DEPRECIATION 

By applying the data Just given to cement plant output of between 
40,000 and 100. 000 t. we obtain the following table for per ton coats. 

It should be remembered this output combines all increases in 
productivity detailed in the previous chapters. Since some can be 
very difficult or very long to achieve so long as no experienced 
personnel and organized stock of replacement parts are on hand, we 
have provided for contingencies calculated, as is the rule, on 10 
percent of the total. 

In point of fact, the factors not requiring any efforts at productivity 
should have been left out, these being the excise duty, royalties and the 
bags. We have kept them, and this means adopting contingencies of 
approximately 12 percent. 

Output in tons  ! 
per year 

Cost of factors                 i 

40.000 50.000 60.000 70.000 80.000 90.000 100.000 

intf                             j • 

• 

Fuel oil 2,68 i 

Bags 
Gypsum                             ' 
Consumables                   ¡ 

i ,   0.875 
0.375 

1    0.212 
Excise Duty 
Royalty 

5,232 5.232 5,232 

1.05 
0.04 
Olì 5,231 5,231 5.232 

Electricity 
Personnel 

1.676 
2.387 

1,417 
1     1. 591 

1,417 
1.591 

1.345 
1,364 

1,287 
1,193 

1,244 
1,061 

1.209 
0,955 

Spare parts 
General expenditures 
and bank agios 
Total 

1,962 
1.125 

12.382 

1.308 
0.750 

11 133 

1.308 
0.750 

10.298 

1,121 
0,643 

9,705 

0,981 
0,562 

9,255 

0,872 
0. 500 

8.909 

0.785 
0.450 

8.631 

Contingencies 
10% rounded off 

1,238 1,117 ,    i.032 0,975 0,925 0,891 0.869       ! 

Direct cost 13,62 i   12,23 11,S3 10,68 10.18 9.80 t. 60 

1 

Theae resulta ara e in the attached graphi 
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TM« leaves capital eosts to be taken iato account, in other word« 
depreciation and interest on the loan«. In doing thia, wa do not take 
MM past into account, in other word« the excess amount paid for the 
construction (resulting, for example, from excessive «hipping cost« 
for th« equipment, losses involved in changing currency, the over- 
estimate of th« quarry), of certain auxiliary facilities auch as the 
depot«, since we are baaing our calculations on the ex-factory price. 

la addition, we are not taking into account successive operating 
deficit« covered by a part of the loan«. Also, we will calculate 
dépréciation on the total aa given in Chapter I and which, in our opinion, 
represents an approximate figure which i« fairly correct although at 
least 10 percent higher than the true value. 

We will not depreciate the purchase of the land, the latter being 
considered to maintain its value. 

Investments and depreciation are divided into 3 major categories 
who«« approximate total« are as follows : 

• Buildings, varios« «tructure« and quarri«« 
$  Ì50.CC0 
Depreciation over 20 year«, or yearly 32. 500 JtN 

- Production equipment : 3.200. 000 |t N 
Depreciation over 10 year«, or yearly 330. 000 |¿N 

• Dampers, vehicles, office equipment and 
household equipment 
*N 15C, 000 or over 4 year« 4.000. 000 pi (1) 37.500 JÉ-N 

390.000 p$ 

Thus, it appears immediately that even for 90,000 t. of output 
(áspc« o ist ion is then #N 4.33/t), they cannot be completely covered 
(t. M of direct cost + 4. S3 = 14.33, a figure exceeding the sale price). 
Ttats, «Here is no question of being able to cover the interest on the 

funds (supplier credits or other«). 

(1) This figure of #N 4,000.000 corresponds to If, 35/t yearly of capacity 
far a dry process plant, which, a« we have said, would have a capacity 
of 115,000 t in Europe. As it happens, such a plant located there would 
seat approximately 16 Jt/t., thus giving an increase factor of 2.2 which 
is acceptable, accepted figures varying between 1.3 and 1.5 for a plant 
asar the coast and up to 2.5 to 3 for a plant located a long distance 
from the port and access railroad (but all with little duty taxes). 
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In point of fact, however, this treatment of the problem, orthodox 
in terme of depreciation, doti not seem preciee enough to us in term» 
of financing costs, since the reserve« for depreciation are used in 
repaying the loans, and annual interest will thus gradually diminish. 

Consequently, we will examine possible viability using another 
method which, moreover, is indispensable with a view towards financial 
restructuring of the company. 

IV - FINANCIAL VIABILITY AND RESTRUCTURING 

It is important that each year the company produce : 

- the sum corresponding to periodic purchases of equipment 
which depreciates rapidly and tor minor work or productivity 
purchases. This sum is estimated at a minimum #N 40,000 
and preferably 6C.00C. We will take 50.000. 

- the constant annuity on the interest and depreciation of that 
part of the capital to be consolidated as borrowed 

- possibly (statutory or other) interests on the capital which can 
be evaluated at 5 percent or, here, #N 80. 000. We will forgo 
this entry, since, as such, the stockholder states benefit 
directly through cheaper supplies 

Precedently, the calculations of direct costs led us to the 
following margins produced by the company : 

Annual Output 

Per ton margin 
(difference at #.13.5) 

Total produced in |6 

Total available apart from 
annual needs (£ 50,000) 

50.000  i     60.000    ,   70.000 

 1 '  
1.25 2,17 2,82 

80.000 

3,32 

90.000 

3,7 

62.500   )    140.200     197,400       265.600    I  333.000 

12.500 9C.200     147,400     S 215.600    !  283.000 

Given different possibilities concerning the borrowing time and 
interest rate, the available margin corresponds to the constant annuity 
of a loan whose figure is given in the following table for the 90, 000 t. 
output considered to be normal. 
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Rate Coef. < 
 1 

10-year loan 
1  

Coef. .12-year loan Coef. i 15-year ban 

6 % 15,59 2.080.000 11,S3 ! 2.380.000 
j 

10,30   ¡2.750.000 

7   % 14,24 ' 1.980.000 12,59 1 2.250.000 10,93     2.590.000 

II   % '           14,90 
1  

i. eoo. ooo 13,27 12.125.000 11,68      2.410.000 

The major elements in a financial solution to company 
restructuring appear as follows : 

1/ - a reduction by 50 or, even better, 75 percent in the capital stock, 
since this capital can never be paid back in its original amount. Thus, 
the new total would be 400, 000 %. 

2/ - An increase in this capital for a new inflow of fresh money to pay 
for company reorganization. As an example, a twofold expansion would 
make available J¿ 400,000. 

3/ - Elimination of the company's present indebtedness which has 
passed its due date 

4/ - Consolidation of present indebtedness in an amount to remain less 
than or equal to % 2,000,000 for a 7 or 8 percent rate over 12 years. 

The %.  2, 500,000 figure given in the preceding table as the 
maximum amount which can be made profitable and depreciated 
corresponda closely to the present undepreciated value of the plant. 

In point of fact, the latter has operated for 5 years of a total 
lifetime of 15 years (4,000,000 x 10/15 = 2,700,000 Jt) which means 
entering the depreciation annuities paid until now in the profits and 
losses column. 

Other solutions can be examined (for example current account 
advances, convertible following the reorganization into stock or bonds) 
which had the advantage of creating greater flexibility for the transition. 

It will be up to experts and accountants to determine with the 
NNDC directors the most appropriate method of defining a viable 
structure adapted to the company's potential. 
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I.' oreover, a change in tht production plant« for example an 
increase in production capacity, would considerably modify financial 
results including the ability to pay back capital alrtady invested or 
capital to be mobilised to carry out the change. 

From a realiatic point of view, fir at of all it it important to 
reorganiit the preaent financial structure. However, the chancee of 
obtaining good profitability can militate in favor of a structure reserving, 
to a certain degree, the rights of the first lenders who have agreed to 
the cancelling of their debts. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE MARKET OF THE SOKOTO 
CEMENT 

It should be recalled first of all that in the term« of reference 
of the contract only cursory verification of this factor was required 
in order  to determine whether or not this was  an obstacle to 
satisfactory operation of the company. 

A comprehensive study was  in fact  requested for the  specific 
surveys in each of the consumer sections both public and private 
in all the Northern States among   competitive  suppliers  in the south 
and transport organizations. The whole  study taking into account 
the middle term of both the reconstruction phase  after the war 
period and the expected major petroleum product developments 
which will make  it possible to intensify the  public  investment effort. 

These factors cannot be considered from Sokoto,   and especially 
within a short delay. However,  the lack of information on the future 
marketing problems turned out to be  important for the  study of the 
future prospects of the  cement factory  (marketable  quantity at a 
profitable price).  Thus,   in view  of the  above  mentioned shortcomings, 
it has been felt necessary to examine  this problem more carefully 
than expected. This was done more  or less under the poor condi- 
tions in Sokoto and without statistics  on imports  and production for 
each state which,   due to the recent troubled period in the country, 
was not very significant.        As an indication,   given in the table 
below is the total consumption in Nigeria since 1966. 

Year 
Imported       \ Imported Nigerian 
clinker (t)     ,  cement-(t)    ;      production 

T 
1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 
(6 months) 

93 000 

38 000 

42 000 

49 000 

37 000 

160 000 

137 000 

80 000 

108 000 

214 000 

1 002 000 

750 000 

557 000 

564 000 

292 000 

Total in t cement 
with 5 % gypaum 
on clinker         

1   260 000 

927 000 

681 000 

723 500 

545 000 
(rythm of 

1  100 000 t/year) 
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It can be ««en that the event« from 1967 to 1969 resulted In 
difficulties. The 1970 consumption a» compared with that of 1966 
fthowt that a potential demand wai certainly not satisfied. 

There are three possible ways of approaching the marketing 
problemi from Sokoto : 

I - Designation of the geographical areas constituting a true market 
for the cement factory in the near future,   which would be 
competitive with the factories of the south and the consequence 

of this. 

II - A rapid survey among consumer services of the state of Sokoto, 
with the intention of combining the first approach. 

Ill- Indicative evaluation of the order of magnitudes of consumption 
in the Northern States through an economic correlation. 

It should be pointed out again that this document is incomplete 
and possibly contains some uncertainties, thus it would be advisa- 
ble to carry out such a study in greater detail. 
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I - GEOGRAPHICAL MARKETING AREA 

It has been previously stated that the Sckoto cement factory was 
built by the  group of six Northern States in  order to ensure  a part 
of their supply of cedent.  But this is justified only if no  other 
source of supply  is available  at lower prices. This is to be exami- 
ned by comparing the prices  of the cement  fron  Sokcto in the  six 
states with the  delivery conditions fron   other sources. 

Comptetition from imported cement will be excluded  in the 
present analysis.  In fact,   the  CIF price  of this cement is normally 
from £7 to 7.5 (s o me imports  arrive at dunping prices,   l^wer than 
£6 to 6. 5 and cannot be  a reliable  and regular source,   but only 
several opportune  occasions).  To this price  must be  added a very 
high customs duty  (43 %) and various other  taxes. Thetdai reachs so 12,5 to 
13 £ at the part   which compared    to € 13.5exSokoto does  not 
leave enough difference for transport for this imported cement having 
a chance of being competitive  in the north. 

Thus,   there  remains essentially the Nigerian cement from the 
south.  This cement is currently produced by  : 

- the Ewekoro     factory with a capacity of 250  000 t in two kilns 
Which provides cement under the trade name "Elephant"  at £ 10.5/t 
in 6-ply bags. In 1971-1972, this cement factory will increase  its 
production to 840  OCO t by the  installation of a third kiln.  This  factory 
is provided with a siding track and is located some  30 miles  south 
of Abeokouta. It is  operated by APC. 

- Nkalago factory,   with a production capacity of 200 000 t, but is 
currently closed down,   however it should be  reopend in 197 3.  This 
factory uses coal from Enugu which is closeby (32 miles).  The 
engineering services are provided by the Danish firm  Schmidt. 

- the Vkpila factory project (to be located between Auchi  and Nbiala), 
although planned to be small,   will be discontinued due to difficulties 
encountered with raw materials for correction,   for the limestone is 
too pure. 

- milling clinker from Lagos  (Lagos Cement Works) : this factory 
has a small capacity and processes imported clinker and gypsum. 

- the Calabar factory appears to have been completely destroyed by 
the war. 
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HI - MANUFACTURING CONTROL 

A • Present situation 

To easily feed the crusher during the damp season, large stocks 
of raw materials are assembled during the dry season near the crusher. 
We are afraid the plant will encounter crushing problems when using 
these materials which will have soaked up water. 

In the storage bay the crushed material is separated into 2 heaps, 
one with a low CaC03 and the other with a higher CaC03 content (1). 

The travelling crane feeds the grinder hopper from these two heaps. 
It is unfortunate that the orders given the travelling crane operator do 
not take sufficiently into account the CaC03 content of the full tanks (as 
could be estimated from the measured concentrations of instaataneous 
samples taken at the grinder output). 

The grinder output raw material is sent to the tanks, and the 
laboratory tries to feed the kiln with a raw meal containing 74 to 74. 5 
percent CaC03> but the means it uses to obtain this result are very 
limited since it is virtually impossible for it to determine what is 
actually in the tank (due to a lack of homogenization) and correct it. 

At the present time, since there is no correction material (1) 
available and the concern with cement salea cornos before quality, the 
laboratory is virtually trying to produce the raw materials having the 
highest possible concentration and use the highest concentration tanks 
(2)   to feed the kiln. When it successfully manufactures an overproport- 
ioned tank, it mixes it with an underproportioned tank or simultaneously 
feeds the kiln with the two tanks (here arises the problem of mixture 
quality and uniformity, difficult to obtain from inaccurately adjusted 
silos). 

(1) Cf. Chapter III - II/A/C/4. During our stay  the heap with the 
higher CaC03 content contained 76.3 percent of CaC03. This material 
may not be considered as correction limestone and could virtually be 
sent to the kiln as is. Cf. Chapter III - 11/B. 

(2) In general, these are under proportioned. 
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The first two factories,   assumed to be  completed or in opera- 
tion,   are  in a good position to compete with cement form Sokoto : 

- in the case  of Ewekoro,   because  its current extension will make 
it possible to lower its  selling prices probably down to  £ 9 and 
will even be  a dangerous competitor for Kadunu. However,   the 
requirements of the south are  such that competition should be 
limited. 

- in the case  of the Nkalagu factory,  since  it sells at  a lower 
price than Sokoto and it is  in a better position for serving Kafau- 
chan,   Jos,   Bandi,  Gombé and the north-east generally  speaking. 

At present,   the ex-Ewekoro price applied (the only factory 
capable  of handling deliveries) is  £10.5/t packed. Therefore,   it 
has an advantage of £ 3 which may balance   a longer transport to 
the north. 

A concise  examination of how these data appear on the  compe- 
titive situation of prices in the  major cities  in the north is  provided 
herein. These  cities  are possible  outlets for the cement from 
Sokoto either via road alone  or road and rail whereas there  is rail 
alone from Ewekoro. For this factory,   only this mean  of transport 
have been examined,   but it  must be kept  in  mind that like  in all 
developing countries,   the  most distant areas from the  coast  are 
greater exporters than importers  in terms  of tonnage and that the 
unbalanced traffic situation can allow for return shipping at 1 -w 
rates. This is not the case  for rail,  the  rates  for which arc  stric- 
tly applied,   but there  may be deliveries by trucks looking for 
filling up  an empty return trip.  It has been assumed that this could 
only involve  small volumes  of cement. 

The concise comparison results will be presented in a table. 
For rail transport we have usde the official tariff schedule n* 7 
which supercedes n* 6  of 1962  (N* 7 is valid as of November 1970) 
local cement  is classified under index B, by sometimes  rounding 
off the distances from Ewokcro.  This rate is given in Appendix. 
Road transport is performed on an average  rate of 3.2 d/ton-mile 
which depends  of course on the condition of the  road and the capa- 
city of the truck as well as the  return trip cargo. In certain cases 
a bracket has been indicated which in fact appears in the invoices 
of shippers. 

Road transport from Sokoto to Gusau as far as the railroad has 
been estimated at £ 1.6 (134 miles with transport rates barying 
between 1.5 and 1.75) and the division into consignments in Gusau 
has also been taken into account. 
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In order to estimato the cost of the latter, the cost of opera- 
ting the warehouse of Gusau which appears to be high has been 
taken into account. In fact,   the total 1970 salaries of the" 3   ware- 
houses were about £ 5 500, that is including Kaduna and Maidugari, 
but   have   only a local role  and are not very costly in comparison 
with Gusau  ; Gusau has in addition renting and amortization costs. 
The role  of Gusau is mainly to redistribute cement (since the trans 
port of fuel ex-warehouse  is now direct) with a minor function of 
receiving railroad consignments. The transport of cement  involved 
some 4 350 t in 1970,   and the cost of handling and dividing consig 
ments exceeded £ 1/ton,  however this latter figure will be used 
in our calculations. 

With the  above data the following table is obtained : 

From Sokcto to Zarla   Kaduna   Kano    Jos     Maldugari 

By direct road 
in mile» 

Coot in £ 

by Yoad via Gusau 
handling« (£1) and 

Total coat 

245        300 340       400 715 

3.3        4 4 to 5       6.5       9 to 10 

4.2        4.8 5.7       6.6 8.8 

From Abeokouta to 

by rail (via Kaduna,   g53        5Q5 

Kafouchan) in miles 

Cost in £ 

thus for Ewekoro 
(+ 30 miles) 

5.1        4.8 

5.3 

640 

5.7 

6 

675      1  050 

5.9 7.8 

6.1 8 

The railroad station« in the neighborhood of Jos (Kafouchan, 
Banchi, Gombé) show the advantage of the railroad,  since the route 
via road seems to be longer. 

For greater accuracy,te took* cost figures via rail will have 
to be  increased by an additional disadvantage in the range of £ 1/ton 
•c as to take into account the handling up op arrival for delivery to 
clients  ; this division into consignments is not required in the case 
of direct delivery via truck. 
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Thus,   it can be noted that  : 

Sokoto ha« an advantage in delivering by road over Zaria 
Kaduna,   Kano and probably Jos. In the case of Maidugari the 
costs arc  about the .awe,  especially if it is kept in mind that 
the warehouse handles  deliveries. 

by - the transport advantage  of Sokoto via direct road over ¿wekor 
rail compensates the difference in price ex-factory (which is 
£ 3) only to Zaria and runa the risk of being jeopardized by the 
lower price which could normally result from the extension of 

Ewekoro. However,  the balance iß attained for K-ùuna, and it is 
almost attained for Kano. It can be thought that if a good direct 
road existed for heavy trucks between Gusau and Kan. the  advan- 
tage would be certain owing to the possibilities of quick,   door-tc- 

dcor deliveries. 

It would seem on the contrary that once the present poor 
condition has disappeared,  Sokoto will no longer be in a position 
to supply the north-east market within economical terms,   except 
if it lowers its selling price,  thus its cost price or if it takes 
advantage  of a premium for quick delivery which it can provide 
through its warehouse. 

The best solution would certainly be to provide a cement fac- 
tory for the north-east and this has in fact been contemplated with 
reference to the limestone dey  sit  of Aschka. 

The  above facts will be checked by examining the present 
Situation for deliveries from the factory of Sek oto. 

It has been said that the latter,   s^t up by the 6 states,   should 
provide these states with quantities according to the regulations 
each month on the basis of the share  of these states in the capital. 
At the present time,  the shares are as follows : 

North Western State 26 % 
North Eastern State 19% 
Kano State 19 % 
Bcnue Plateau State 14 % 
North Central State 14 % 
Kwara State • % 

In actual fact, sales respect these percentages very little 
and this is in particular duo to the fact that the outstanding 
amounts for a State cannot be carried over to another month 
and are thus divided among the other States. 
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The breakdown  of deliveries has benn trade for the period 
June 1969 to March 1971, by taking into account the redeliveries 
fror- the Gusau warehouse. 

Thus the following table is obtained,   in  which the second 
figure,   wherever it exists,   corresponds to this redistribution 
from the Gusau warehouse  (due to certain differences stemming 
from the various documents consulted  : certain figures have been 
rounded off).    (Sec table of Tonnage delivered) 

The total  including givate su; plies  amounts to 50 000 t, 
whereas the  records of the factory previously examined showed 
54 914 t for the year 1970. The  difference arises from the fact 
that the private sullies of the first  5 months were  not indicated, 
or that there were  certain differences  between the  sales  and e e 
delivery services  of Sokoto, Kaduna and Gusau. Whatever the  reason 
may be, the percentages indicated below have been calculated in 
relation to the  sum.  of only the  geographically identified tonnages, 
that is 46 450 t (50 000 - 3 550 privately delivered). 

The same analysis for the first three months of the year 1971 
give the following results  : (See table  of Tonnage delivered) 

Upon examination of the table of Tonnage delivered, it can be 
immediatly noted that : 

1 - Kwara obtains cement from    thor sources that just the Sokoto 
cement factory 

2 -  Benue Plateau  and North Eastern states  do not take their quota, 
which reveals the  importance of the coat of combined road + rail 
delivery,  especially for certain markets directly served by rail 
from the cement factories in the south. 

3 - North Central state (Kaduna,   Zaria) use up more or less their 
quotas. 

4 - Sokoto and Dano states not only take their quotas but also 
take advantage of the cement left by the others. 

The natural »ales area for the cement factory thus appears 
to be essentially comprised  of the states of Sokoto,  Kane and the 
North Central state (Kaduna, Kafanchan. Kwai) with several outlets 
in addition in the North Eastern state (Maidugari,  Gombe,   Banchi) 
and occasionally Benue (Jos,   Bukuri, Kefi,  Gudi,   Makurdi, Atempko). 
But it is certain that the latter sales reflect in part the shortage 
of cement which existed and continues to exist in Nigeria. 
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The decrease between 1969 ani 1971  in the purchase«  of cement 
by the North Eastern and North Central states would ten! to confirm 
this fact,   whereas Kane maintains its purchase level and Sokot? is 
increasing its  own,   with Benuc  regaining marginal an 1 Kwara disap- 
pearing from the u<arket of Sokoto. Anther indication as to  the 
instability  of the present situation is the existence  of a black market 
for cement,   prices such £ 18 seem to be  applied in Lagos  and 
£ 22 to 24 for small quantities in Kaduna,   Kano,  Maidugari.  This 
will of course  disappear with the cement factories which are to be 
put into operation again in the south. 

The following conclusions can be drawn drom the  above  facts  : 

1 - The capital buildup of the CCNN could be  modified so as to take 
into account the relative  interest of each state  in the  operation of 
the cement factory. Such change3  are currently made in petroleum 
refineries  beloging to several companies whose  participation fallows 
the evolution of the portion  of the  delivery that each company 
assumes from the  refinery. 

An example of such a breakdown in view of the present transi- 
tional period could be as f Hows  : 

NW : 43 tc 45 - NE : 10 - NC : 15 to 17 - Kane    : 23 to 25 
BP : 8 to 10 - Kwara : nil 

Urtes, it could  appears t ; be preferable to adopt im mediately a 
breakdown  only between NW - NC and Kano states. 

2 - As far as the future market situation from 1975 en is concerned, 
it can be  adopted that Sokcto would supply  : 

- the whole market of Sek oto 
- most of the market  of Kano 
- a decreasing part of the market of the North Central state 
- a small part of the  market of the. North Eastern state. 

3 - As far as the role of the   warehouses is concerned,   it can be 
noted that their operating costs are relatively high,   in particular 
for the equipment which has to be amortized over small quantities. 
It would appear that under these conditions a better solution would 
be provided by an agreement with a representative already  installed 
and equipped who could write  off his expenditures and his equipment 
on a group of products or demi-products. 

The Gusau warehouse alone,   since fuel no longer needs to 
be delivered by truck from the factory,   should be re-analysed in 
these terms. 
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Truck deliveries should nino ta» better organized by road 
carrier* in order to be able to i¡11 empty return trips. 

4 - However,  if one let« the economic conditions follow their natural 
Beth, the offensive notion o/ the developed and modernized cement 
factories of the south may turn out to be dangerous for the Sokoto 
factory and even if the market of the south is not completely satu- 
rated , in fact,  all that is needed is that the profit gained from 
certrin points in the north becomes greater than certain profits 
made in the south. 

It is recalled that this phenomenon is quite generally encountered 
in all developing countries.  The mont favored areas are those 
•round ports and such factors as production costs, size of local 
market and thus the sue factor facilities are to their advantage. 
To this is added the possibility of obtaining marginal return trip 
cargo on the basis of the normal rates. 

It would thus rppear that on the scale of the Federation,  and 
within a voluntary policy for development of areas which are less 
favored, it would be legitimate to apply certain measures for assis- 
tance by acting on the cost factors or the taxing procedure. Some 
of the measures which could be taken  are as follows : 

- lowering the price of fuel delivered to factory, by acting not on 
the ex-refinery price (which would benefit all the factories) but 
on the transport cost (applying a very degressive rate for hau]age 
over long distances). 

- lowering the price of industrial KWh, especially the fixed 
premium for the large industries in the north (even if certain 
residential or commercial rates have to be increased,  for the 
present difference between the rates at certain levels is,  in our 
opinion, too little. 

- exempting the basic products processed in the north from half 
or even all of the excise tax. This appears all the more legitimate 
since the customs duties collected by the Federation heavily 
affect the price of spare parts and new equipment. 
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H - CONSUMPTION IN THE STATE CF SOKOTO 

The consumption sectors are essentially comprised of : 

- construction of administrative facilities, buildings, housing which 
is carried out by the Ministry of Public Works acting on the behalf , 
of the other ministries and which represents at least 80 % of the 
demand for cement (currently : main hospital,   2 other hospitals, 
Secretariat General Offices, Sokoto College, water services,  etc. 
for about  £  15 million for the 3 years to come). 

- construction of roads, both for the state of Sokoto (      3, 5 million) 
and the Federal Government ( £   13 million). 

- the requirements of the Ministry of Natural Resources involving 
300 t/year for small works and 90C t/year for irrigation dams 
(400 t/year for small structures and 500 t/year for the Bobo Scheme 
over 3 000 acres, to be continued by the Bakalory Scheme amounting 
to  £   10 million). 

- private construction and maintenance, representing only 5 to 
10 % of the public demandbut which ; re in the course of development. 

- private or semi-public contractors ; the demand in this case is 
very low for the present but certain large projects have been planned 
(tannery and hotel at Sokoto, oil factory at Gusau, high voltage line 
from Zaria to Gusau and from Kainji to Sokoto and Dosso,  etc. ). 
This sector would then correspond to 15 or 20 % of the public needs. 

For the first two items, which are the most consequential, the 
needs are estimated at about 45 000 to 50 000 t/year : t the present 
pace.  Since the Sokoto cement factory could not supply this tonnage 
owing to its low production and its obligations to the other states, 
it has been necessary to slow down or defer the works and even import 
cement from other sources. This is how cement was purchased from 
Lagos during the last year : 6 C00 t of cement at 12/6 a bag,  that is 
22/6 delivered to Sokoto, thus leading to an overrun of more than 
50 000  £ as compared to the price which could have been obtained 
locally. Another proof of inadequate supplies is the appearance of 
a black market,  although limited in quantity,  it is very high in 
price. 

t  
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If the needs outlined above for the sectors are summed up, the 
total present needs amount to about 55 000 t and should grow 
considerably in the next years so as to attain 62 000 to 65 000 t 
in 1975, thus a higher figure than that provided in the theoretical 
calculations in part III of the present chapter. 

If we   divide this quantity by the estimated present population 
of 6 900 CCO inhabitants, a figure of 8 kg of cement per capita 
is obtained, which is much higher than the present situation ; the 
deficit corresponds to forced restrictions, especially in the private 
sector. 

Finally, it should be noted that 80 % approximately of the needs 
of the state come from the province of Sokoto itself, the remainder 
coming from the province of Niger and that this factor can allow 
for savings on packing, or even its elimination in the c;.se of major 
site operations where a silo can be provided, which would be fed 
in bulk from the factory. This should of course be examined in 
a more detailed study in view of the special equipment which would 
involve, however, it can be noted that this method is currently 
being used in Dakar. 
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IH - THEORETICAL DEMAND FOR CEMENT IN THE NORTHERN 

STATES 

Assuming that the general objectives of the Plan are attained, 
the consumption in 5 years will be estimated.   The theoretical 
solution is quite simple : since the product is a consumer good 
the elasticity factor for demand in relation to income is calculated 
(r-tio between the percentage of consumer growth and the percentage 
of "income growth) and it is then assumed that this coefficient is 
valid for the future, which accurate enough if this period involves 
few        years    Since cement is an intermediate product, the 
problem is slightly more complex for the choice of the consumer 
is not made directly for this product and thus the demand tor final 
consumer goods must be assessed and the consumption of cement 
is to be calculated by using technical factors from an inter-sector 

enchant table.  It should be pointed out that in view of the present 
state of the national accounts of Nigeria it is not possible to use 
this method. 

As an alternative to this analysis, a study can be made of 
the compared evolution of the gross domestic product and the 
cement consumption. The correlation thus obtained can be 
extrapolated for future years.  This correlation between the 
per cppita product at constant prices and the consumption of 
cement in kilograms per capita is generally very good for developing 
countries with a major and diversified public and private economy. 
It is not as good for countries with a low per capita income (and 
thus a low consumption of cement) for the per capita consumption 
is influenced to a great extent by programs for the construction 
of major basic facilities.  This is the case of Nigeria, and in 
particular that of the states of the north for which the National 
Plan makes no distinction within the Federation.  For example, m 
the state of Sokoto, the Puhlic Building and Civil Engineering 
Sector accounts for 80 % of the consumption of the cement. 

The last possible approach has been adopted herein, that 
of international comparisons which consists in determining the 
gross domestic product of these states and placing them on r 
curve which provides information on a group of countries on 
which statistics are available in terms of two elements : 
per capita income - per capita consumption of cement. 
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However, it is necessary to see that this solution, which leads to 
all kinds of difficulties in terms of clinker uniforrr ity and quality, is 
but a makeshift substitute already not very compatible with production 
requirements and desired cement qualitv if the plant's future is to be 
guaranteed in the face of foreseeable competition from plants in the 
South. 

The clinker leaving the kiln is veryununiform (citable in Chapter 
II-A/C) and it is thus very difficult to correctly add the gypsum. In 
addition, it is still necessary for the SG3 content of the gypsum used 
to be uniform or that its limits of fluctuation be known. 

Lastly, given the conditions of inaccuracy in which the plant is 
operating, it is virtually in possible to obtain the organized, economic 
manufacture of uniformly high-grade clinker. 

B - Recommendations 

The major preoccupation in the operation of a cement plant should 
be the obtaining of homogeneous, uniform raw material properly 
proportioned when entering the kiln. The CaC03 content must be suffi- 
cient to obtain the maximum possible amount (compatible with good 
burning) of C3S responsible for good mechanical strength and easier 
to grind than C2S. 

It would appear this operating approach was accepted at the time 
the plant was built and is now still being followed. However, these 
consequences have not been extrapolated far enough. 

A major share of the plant's problems will be eliminated if attention 
is given to the raw material from the very start of the manufacturing 
cycle, in other words at the quarry. 

It is necessary to be able to mix the raw material at the time of the 
crushing process and correct it at the time of the grinding process, or, 
as a last resort, at the time homogenization is performed. For Sokoto 
this means : 

- having carefully studied the quarry, having full knowledge of the 
various zones exploited and having arranged the working faces in 
such a fashion that the shovels can extract the material at several 
different points. 
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Such a curve should be used with certain reservations as to its 
exactitude.  In fact the notion of income per capita in dollars allows 
only an overall classification, for example one cannot compare, 
without committing errors, a country with a high local consumption 
and a country with a more sophisticate market. Moreover, the 
transposition of revenues into dollars brings into play an arbitrary 
exchange rate and poorly reflects the structure and the real value 
of the production. 

The very definition of income is often not the same within 
the international accounting ; the differences with the G. N. P.  are 
fortunately much lower in less industrialized countries. 

In the absence of a better method, this analysis has been made 
and the curve appended has been prepared (previously for works 
conducted by the SEDES - 1960) and thus provides certain results. 
Logarithmic scales have been used for the magnitudes,   so as to 
compare the relative variations ; such a graph immediately 
provides the elasticity coefficient for consumption on relation to 
income by reading off the tangent at the adjusting curve (1). 
In order to diminish the difficulty of an abnormally high cement 
consumption through the implementation of major works, whenever 
possible, the averages for the 3 successive years were taken. 
Whenever data for a country was available for a larger number of 
years, we have also shown a arrow <.-..,•  the slope of which is equal 
to the elasticity resulting from the temporal correlation.  The 
general direction of these versed sines (the slope of which is 
generally greater than the corresponding tangent at the adjustment 
curve) shows that the evolution of cement consumption should be 
greater than what is obtained from the graph. In other words, the 
present elasticity of demand in the country in relation to per capita 
income is equal to   £    100 (log 100 = 2) will be greater than the 
slope of the tangent at the point 2 along the x-axis. 

(1) It is known that the    slope of the tangent is expressed as 

dy d (log c)        ~c^" which is the definition for the 
dx    =   d (log R)   =—dy—       consumption elasticity factor. 

y 
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A second graph with ordinary coordinate axes provide« the 
data for the second year of cement consumption and the income of 
the developing country (1936) (1). 

A straitght line is shown for visual adjustment and confirms 
the preceding curve. 

At this point, there remrine to determine the gross domestic 
product, on the one hand, for the states of the north and the growth 
rate which will result from the 1970-1874 Federal Plan along with 
the investment budgets of the States, which is the main directive 
element of their development and,  on the other hand, the 
corresponding evolution of the population. 

The only data available is the evaluation of the gross domestic 
product on the Federal scale and the growth rate adopted for the 
second National Plan (1970-1974) at constant 1962 prices. 

In the Plan prepared in 1970 for the period 1970-1974, the 
following data has been obtained for the whole of Nigeria : 

(1) Source:   consumption of cement   : Cembureau 
1, rue St- Charles -   Paris. 

income and population    : World Bank Atlas - IMS 
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Past period 

(limited to 1966-67 since the 1966-1989 war lowered the GNP) 

~l 

Population 

Gross domestic million £ 
product at factor 
prices 
current prices 
(constant prices 1962) 

Building and cons- 
truction sector 

Unit 

million 

1962-63 

G.D. P. £/capita 
US $/capita 

(£ x 2,8) 

£ 
$ 

(recorded) 

55,67 

1 315 

1 315 

57,5 

23,6 
66 

1965-66 

(estimated) 

58,2 

1   540 

1 540 

1966-67 

80,6 

26,4 
74 

(estimated) 

59,7 

1  605 

1 583 

82,7 

26,8 
75 

Annual growth I 
rate _ 

I 

2,5 % 

5,2 % 

4,75 % 

9,5 % 

3,2 % 
3,2 % 

For the coming period (1970-74) covered by the Plan,  the values 
adopted will be in current £, although for the estimate of quantities (as in 
the case of cement),   it would have been better to base oneself on the 
constant monetary value. The following three  reasons explain why it is 
felt that the consumption would be underestimated  : 

1 -  The price of cement should remain relatively more constant  ; this is 
a basic product whose price should be maintained as constant as possible 
Factories in the   south will moreover tend to stabilize it.   And if assis- 
tance is to be provide i for the production of the north,   it would be 
preferable for it to be a direct or indirect aid periodically révisable than 
an increase in the price. 

2 -  The GDP appears to be evaluated slightly too low (the United Nations 
provide a figure of £ 80 for 1966) perhaps as a result of the difficulty of 
evaluating the local consumption. 

3 - The portion of the construction sector which is the largest consumer 
of cement grows more rapidly than the GNP in the Plan forecasts. 
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Projected period (in the Plan) 

Unit 
1968-69 1970-71 1973-74 Annual growth 

rate 

Estimated 
population million 62.7 66 71.2 2,S % 

GDP at factor pricei 
(current price•) million £ 1  870 1  743 2 281 7,7 % 

Building and cons- 
truction sector million £ 77 88,1 116,7 8,65% 

GDP £ /capita £ 25 26,S 32 5,1 % 

GDP $/capita 
(£x2,8) 

$ 70 74 90 5,1 % 

The figure of $ 90 per capita, shown in our would consumption curve, 
gives a value of 22.5 kg per capita, which would correspond to a total of 
1 600 000 t in 1974-75 for the whole of Nigeria. 

A regional breakdown is to be provided for this figure of £ 90 eo 
ae to determine the consumption of the northern statee (that is mainly 
North Weetern, Kano and North Centrali The Nigeria national account 
provide no breakdown for the Btates and the estimate provided herein 
are debatable and are only provided as an indication of the possible 
methodology. 

The population and the GNP muet be estimated for each state. 

Population 

A 2 5 % is allied to the only available sensus and which U quite 
old, the'one of 1963. More particularly, the new migratory phenomena 
whether or not due to war, are not taken into consideration. 

In 1983, all the norther itates repregented 53, 3 % of the population 
of Nigeria. 
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Domestic Product 

The only source of information is the ottimate of tax revenue« of 
each state of the whole of Nigeria, as given in the Plan on pages 301 
and 302  and it is assumed that the  relation between these revenues  is 
a reflection of the  relation of the GDP for each state. This is certainly 
not exactly so however it does provide,   in the  absence of other data, 
an order of magnitude. The relationships between the tax revenues  are 
as follows  and these coefficients are applied to the  overal revenue« of 
Nigeria previously obtained. Considered in relation to the population, 
we thus obtain the per capita GDP. 

State 

Nigeria 
Northern States 

North Western 
Kano 
North Central 

North Eastern 
Benne Plateau 
Kwara 

% Revenues 
GDP £ 10     Population 101  GDP £/capla 

70-71 73-74   70-71 73-74 [70-71. 7 3-74 

Gfirro^r 
i 

70-71 - 73-74 

In terms    of the current budget revenues as a whole, the southern 
states represent : 

- Lago and Western : more than 30 % 
- and with Mid-Western : more than 40 % 

There is no nesd in recalling the little actual value of the fore- 
going estimates on the per capita GDP for the northern states. In any 
case,  by referring to the general consumption curve, the following 
table can be drawn up : 
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1 

State i 

North Weitern 
Kano 
North Central 
North E aitern 

North otates 
combined 

Whole oí Nigeria 

1970 per capita     11974 per capita 

Revenues 
in $ 

Consump* Revenues  Cons 
tlonkg/hlin $ 

51 
68 
75 
49 

60 

90 

kgÜL 

Total consumption 
rounded off in tons 

1970 1974 

31 500 
65 000 
55 000 
-10 000 

250 000 

100 000 

55 000 
100 000 

86 500 
68 000 

420 000 

1650 000 

The two figures coincide with those given in the table of consumption 
at the beginning of the chapter. 

As already explained,   the states of B. P, and Kwara have been omitted, 
since they will provide no natural clients for Sokoto in the future. The 
data are primarily for the north-western states and Kano and one part 
(perhaps a third) for the  north-central state as well as several occasional 
sales in other states,   representing perhaps some twenty thousands tons. 
Thus for 1975 we obtain a potential market in the  range of 200 000 tons, 
by assuming that the cement factories  in the south are in a position at 
that time to produce about 1  200 000 tons and that they can freely 
compete with the north.  These figures  are only approximations. 

Nevertheless,  they are encouraging enough to reasonably raise the 
question as to whether the Sokoto cement factory should be doubled in 
size and capacity. This,   of course,  would have to be analyzed in detail, 
however,   this is not the purpose of the present study.  Moreover,   for 
reasons outlined previously,  it is deemed herein that it would be a mistake 
to make such a decision at the present time,  in view of the unsatisfac- 
tory operations of the cement factory of 1967,  for quality will be a 
major factor for success on the competitive market of the future. 



CHAPTER VIH 

THE  FUTURE 

In the previous chapters we BAH that present operating conditions 
prevent taking full advantage of the existing production plant and that, 
effectively, a peaking out exists both of quantity and quality not 
corresponding with the technical potential and which might risk 
compromising the company's future. 

From a detailed examination we deduced a certain number of 
technical and administrative corrections which should improve both 
qualitative and financial results. 

Commercial réorganisation has also become necessary in order 
that saleo be concentrated in profitable markets, in other words, those 
near the plant, without becoming involved -- and naturally we are fully 
aware the company has been acting in this way out of necessity and not 
lightheartedly -- in a price war which would be lost before it started in 
distant markets. 

Two conclusions« however, have also emerged : 

- corrective maneuvers, which we have called the reorganisation, 
will take a relatively long time. In our opinion, they could be spread 
out over at least 2 years due to the training they require for all of the 
personnel, a point which scemo to have been overly neglected until now. 

• even once this reorganixation hao been carried out and the 
indebtedness o eliminated, there will nevertheless still not be enough 
funds to provide Tor the minim im depreciation needed for "self 
regeneration" of the production plant, in other words the self 
finaleuiu o; its survival. Even by limiting sales to the closest markets, 
which are the mo3t profitable, operations will nevertheless be very 
delicate. 

Consequently, the conclusions are not optimistic and could only 
lead to an attempt to determine if it would be possible either to increase 
income or reduce certain spending using new technical means. 
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A - DIVERSIFICATION 

An increase In income would obviously mean (independent of a hike 
corresponding to an increase in factor eoe te) an increase in sal« price« 
which is very certainly not in the general interest and would further 
burden the investment budgets of tha states. 

In addition, this would probably also not be in the interest of the 
company which would thus be more vulnerable to shipments from cement 
plants in the Jcuth. 

With the exception of this policy, there would be diversification of 
CCNN activities, in other words involving the sale of cement already 
valorised in the form of a semifinished or by-product. 

Such products include : 

- hollow blocks and lintels, at first glance not very profitable due to 
transportation losses (as much in combined materials as in delivery 
costs) 

. precast concrete products including tanks, claustra, fences and 
enclosures, large and small pipes. These unquestionably constitute the 
most conventional and the most reliable application, and it would be 
necessary to perform a market study of contractors and users without 
exaggerating the extent of me improvement such activities would provide, 

- asbestos cement products, flat and corrugated plate, pipes and tubes. 
The precence of a sufficient plant in Raduna makes the examination of 
such an application untimely. 

B - SAVINGS 

Direct spendinj can only be reduced substantially, apart from 
productivity efforts reviewed, by concentrating on fuel oil and electricity 
costs. 

For the first, while verifying that ex-refinery conditions are 
equivalent to those extended to cement plants in the South, this would 
mean concentrating on transportation costs, and this is a general 
problem which can and must be raised by the CCNN but which cannot be 
solved by it alene. 

This could also consist of replacing fuel oil with another, cheaper 
fuel, in other words of local manufacture. The only possibilities we can 
see would be farm waste and, primarily, seed husks (peanuts, cotton). 
A special study, published in the Appendix, shows that even at the coat 
of considerable organisation and collection efforts this rather difficult 
substitution would not provide the needed help. 
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- using the grinding correction material hopper filled with 
limestone of the highest possible concentration 

- being able to mix 2 tanks if required. 

Given the present condition of the quarry, it is possible to produce 
raw material for correction purposes having a CaC03 content exceeding 
80 percent, but this will require the sorting of high-concentration 
limestone blocks (which will considerably increase quarry operating 
expenses). 

Without taking a step of this order, it will be difficult to regularly 
produce high-quality raw material, and the plant will be virtually 
obliged to feed into the kiln raw material with an insufficiently low 
CaO content. 

Thus, we assume that quarry operation will be organized to produce 
correction limestone (1). The manufacturing process can be carried 
out according to the following outline : 

In the storage bay are made : 

1 - a heap of ungraded, underproportioned raw material, as 
homogeneous as possible, by feeding the crusher simultaneously with 
two shovels working different layers. 

2 - a heap with the highest possible concentration on the order of 
80 percent CaC03, or more if possible, to be used as correction 
material. 

The raw material grinder is simultaneously fed with : 

1 - ungraded quarry material while the crusher is operating 
normally and ungraded material coming from the bay during the night. 

2 - high-concentration limestone using the existing correction 
hopper. The CaCG3 percentages determined every hour must make it 
possible to vary the addition of correction limestone. 

Following a certain number of hours of grinding in a silo, using the 
measured concentrations and grinder volume the laboratory is to 
calculate the tonnage contained in the silo and its concentration. The 
laboratory judges that the ungraded material will not change and 

(1) or that the plant has been organised to receive such limestone from 
outside (the exploitation of another quarry, the purchase of limestone 
and so forth). 

V - 3 

The general manager, who receives bis instructions from the 
board of directors, is to have under his orders : 

- a production manager responsible for the entire manufacturing 
process including the quarry and laboratory. 
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TWB lMfio ulectric ppwar for which it would Wir that 
negotiations brìi sing out fee factor« of long duration, daily regularity 
•ted nighttime consumption without a peek period effect should próvido 
fes advantages of a preferential rate in comparison with all other 
industries not offering the came power factor. 

It is even possible thnt. during peak operating periods, the cement 
mill would be disconnected thus allowing the ECN to get through the 
peak load période which are always so difficult for a public power plant 
without any problems and at the coot of adequate organisation of work 
•t the CCNN and better hourly productivity at the mill. By adjusting 
both the fixad rato and proportional rates, it would not be impossible 
to annually save more then J, 20. OOC. 

lio\ ever, naturally without excluding the factors Just quickly 
mentioned   it is certain the best dilution is to be found in the convention- 
al method studied for any company whose direct fined expenses comprise 
a large citare of the costs. As it is, in the case of 3okoto it can be seen 
tbsns expenses (apart from capital expanses) (Chapter HI, Costs) 
totalled 3 J percent for 80,000 t. annually and 27. 5 percent for 90. 000 t. 

An increase of X percent in output which would only bring into play 
the direct proportional expenses would theoretically permit a reduction 
in eoat3 oí about 32/X% ; in other words, in the case of a twofold 
easjattsion at 1 oi. 000 t. a considerable sum on the order of 110. 000 1/ 
annually would be available. 

Timo, it "2 ;i2C3seary to more closely examine the various aspects 
of this point.   ^ auch, the CCHH has already been thinking about them. 

C - TKE_mCT:EA iE IN T'lE CAPACITY OF PRE0ENT E'?U1P^ENT 

e 'lave already indicated t!*at we feel that all plant equipment is 
well balanced. Any major increase in output would require the 
installation of 1 dryer, I raw material grinder, 1 kiln and 1 cement 
grinder with all their accessories. The other installations' will either 
be sufficient [crushing and shipping operation! working with 2 posts) 
or will have only to have their capacities increased (for example 
heanogenisation ). 

A variation can be studied taking into account our previous  remark« 
about kiln dimensions and the plant's high heat consumption. In point of 
fast, we believe the fekoto kiln equipped with a tower with a Humboldt 
type «achangar (1 ) with 4 cyclone collector stages (there is only one 

(1) Now all cement mill equipment buildera construct towers of this type. 
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at tha präsent time) could produce At least 500 t. daily of clinker with 
heat consumption of lees than 900 therms per ton. 

Given this possibility it io certain that : 

1/ - the dryer would not be fed with hot enough gas, but the 
existing auxilliary furnace should permit, by supplying 
additional hot air, adjusting the temperature of kiln fumes 
to that needed to dry the raw materials, 

2/ - the raw material grinder, equipped with the existing separator 
should approach the necessary production (perhaps by grinding 
a bit more coarsely). 

3/ - homogenizetion with 5 tanks should be sufficient if progress 
is made with the proceso. 

4/ - the capacity of the cement grinder will have to be doubled. 

This solution is highly attractive from 2 points of view : 

• investments, since the unit cost of the additional capacity 
(measured in tons per year) is less than that corresponding to the 
installation of a second kiln, 

- fuel savings, in view of their share in the coat, 

v n the o her hand, this has the drawback : 

- of being nore difficult to implement than the conventional 
arrangement, which lias nevertheless proven its worth in Gokoto, 

- of limiting output to approximately 150,000 t. annually, although 
tomorrow's markets appear to be even larger. 

D   *  A TV/QFQLD INCREASE IN CAPACITY USING A 3ECOND KILN 

In view of what has juet been said, it would be interesting to 
conceive of the r ?^ond output with advanced heat exchanger devices 
in order to save as much as possible on fuel oil. V7e will limit 
ourselves to examining the case of a second production line closely 
modeled on the first. 

Several aspects of the problem require examination. 

The market 

To avoid being subject to the initial restrictions, we would only 
plan an increase in capacity for profitable markets, in other word« 

1 
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in Accordance with the conclusion« of Chapter VII, these constituting 
the 3 states nearest the cement plant and adopting 1975 as the first 
year of possible production. In the previous chapter, we saw that, 
under these conditions, a market of 150,000 t. was foreseeable. Since 
the plant is to have a production margin at the time it is set up, the 
construction of a second kiln with an effective capacity of 100,000 t. 
is to be planned. However, this market must first be examined more 
concretely than we were able to do, in other words by on-the-spot. 
surveys. 

The quarry 

As was outlined in Chapter III, the problem of the availability of 
high-quality raw materials has not been solved, even for the present 
plant. Thus, it is important that the indicated prospecting be started 
Immediately, keeping in mind a twofold increase in output for the 
exploitation. As has been said, there is every reason to believe 
suitable solutions can be found but with such a margin of imprecision 
that the cost cannot be evaluated. We assume it will continue to be of 
the same order. 

Electricity 

As is stated in the corresponding appendix, the present supply 
remains precarious and there is absolutely no question of building a 
second kiln given the same condition«. 

Power available from the Kainji Dam and the planned high-voltage 
network will provide a suitable solution, but the construction timetable 
must be carefully studied and adhered to. At least partial help can be 
provided by the present diesel power plant, should th« line fail. 

As has been said, we can hope for a 5 peroent rate reduction 
which we assume will be obtained. 

Fuel Oil 

A larger contract should make it poesible to obtain better prices. 
Ove to their instability, we will not take this possibility into account. 

Investment« 

In Chapter I we indicated that the cost of a twofold increase in 
output would require an additional investment of f. 3,000,000 in wie 
form of equipment. This applies to an equivalent plant having an 
average capacity of 90.0001. When considering a 100,000 t. facility, 
we will use the # 3,300,000 figure for the investment. 

A prestudy will have to be carried out to define the characteristics 
and list of specifications of the new plant. It will probably differ from 
the present facility in the homogenisation. Advantage will be taken of 
mis to better study the controls and simplify adjustment procedures. 
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Operating account 

Proportional expenses, leaving out electric power, naturally 
rtmain unchanged in respect to our improved balano« sheet for Ine 
present plant. 

Aa concerna personnel, no additional foreigners will be required, 
and the ataff will remain unchanged. ' 

Another 50 Nigerian workers should be hired and trained, with the 
following approximate distribution : 

Production (drivers, quarry and manufacture) If 
Maintenance (work«hopa and electrical) It 
Clerks and secretaries I 
Packing • 

»0 

Corresponding annual expenses can be estimated at $N IS, IOC. 

Operation of the 2 kilna it to be organised in auch a manner mat 
no additional supervisory personnel will be required. 

Direct operating costa can then be estimated as follows far 
of between an effective 70,000 and 100,000 t. 

70,300 t.    80,000 t.    90,000 t.      10%MO t. j 
 ; j , > 

!   Proportional spending 
'   (see above) I    5,232        5,233       ;   5,333 1,333 
i   Electricity (-5%) '    1,3T8        1,333      !   1,183 1,149 
,   Personnel 0,317        0,190 0,189 0,118 

Spare Parts 1,543        1,000      ;   0,888 0, 
General Expenses and 
bank agios 

Total 
Contingencies (10% rounded off) 

Total i 

0,425 !   0,378 \ 0,333 0,100 
W ' 87615 ; TOT '   Tm 
0.8Í5 O.teO I 0,778 i     0.T87 tjr tr or or 

Depreciation and profitability 

By keeping the sale price at JtN il. S/t the margin produced ay «is 
output from the supplementary kiln added to the first oas thus takes on 
the following values : 

70,000     80,000   80,000 ¡ 100,080 

Difference at |í, ll.S 8.84        4.88 !   4.98   !     8.10 
or, in absoluto value, j j 
w Total 178,000874,400 441,800 818,080 
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Ai it happens, taehniosl depreciation oui total : 
Total Depreciation 

- for building, quarry installation, 
depreciation over 30 years 400,000 20,000 

• for squipmsnt to be depreciated ovar 
10 years 7,700,000 270,000 

- for rapidly depreciated equipment 
4 years 140,000 95,000 

Thus, it can be seen that, starting with approximately 80,000 t. 
annually, operation of the new kiln can begin to pay back the invested 
capital, and a calculation made as above, using the constant annuity 
method, makes it possible to throw light on the question. 

Presuming the entire investment comes from a CCNN loan at 
8 percent amortised over 15 years (with payment deferred by 2 or S 
years which will be necessary but which we will not take into account 
here), the annuity totals : 3,300,000 x 11.68 » JÍ.N 385,000. 

By adding to this the JÍ.N 35, 000 annually needed for the ordinary 
purchase of replacement equipment for the plant (in specific quarry 
transportation equipment for instance) it should produce an annual 
figure of #N 420, 000. It can be seen this amount is reached between 
85, 000 and 90,000 t. 

It is possible to see the fundamental importance of the long period 
of loan amortisation within limits compatible with the technical 
lifetime of the equipment, since, if we wanted to amortise over 10 
years at the eime rate (annuity 14.90 percent), it would be necessary 
to annually make available more than |LN 500,000, in other words as 
soon as the plant was placed in operation begin working at full output 
or otherwise only borrow money at 3 percent interest. 

A comparison of this balance sheet with the one established for 
corrected operation of the kiln presently in service would permit 
combining the two sets of resulta and possibly correcting the data for 
tao financial restructuring. 

in connection with what will be said at the end of this chapter, we 
did net fool it useful to perform this integration, wnioh, moreover, 
involves no problems, the principio of the calculation having boon 
sufficiently outlined in preceding pagos. 
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Th« twofold increase in tht sis« of th« plant Um« would 

provid« a logical, effective and perhaps th« only solution to tha 
company's financial problema. 

However, axperta can only formally advise th« CCNN against 
undertaking this at the present timo. In point of fact, they believe 
they have shown that, as it ia operated at the present time, irregu- 
larities in raw materials, ineffective controls, the stagnation of 
insufficient productivity and the dispersion of profitable and unprofit- 
able markets make ita future uncertain in the face of the competittoa 
it will be moat likely facing from plants ir the South in the near 
future. 

The reorganization of production and marketing operations and 1h« 
improvement in the financial situation should thus come bafore any othar 
consideration. The efforts of the present management, which appear 
to be fully aware of these problema without perhaps having all the 
technical solutions in hand, cannot be allowed to become spread over 
other tanks which, moreover, put into practise would only complicate 
and interfere with present production. There is no need to increase it 
if this means running the riak of an increase in the total deficit (even 
if this resulted from a reduced per ton deficit). 

Moreover, the fact must not be hidden that th« financial results 
advanced for the twofold increase remain very fragile. The investments 
have not been truly studied, and th« problem of th« futur« quarry and 
ita exploitation, which are moreover related to correction problems, 
has been defined but not concretely solved. 

The question of increasing salea has been examined as concerns 
more the method than an on-the-spot survey. As it is, all these 
questiono are fundamental. As such, the experts, extremely reaerved 
about any decision pertaining to an immediate expansion, can on the 
contrary only encourage the CCNN and NNDC in immediately undertaking 
tha study, since this would be a true, logical solution to the company's 
difficulties. 

The experts, however, cannot overemphasis« the fact that this 
study, carried out aa thoroughly and completely aa possible, constitute« 
the preliminary step to any decision if th« Investing organisation« do 
not want to run the riak of becoming involved in a new financial 
adventure. 
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determines the amount of high-cone en trmt ion limestone to be added to 
obtain the desired concentration.  Such calculation« are to be performed 
every hour atar ting when the tilo containa 5 to 6 m of raw material 
(or 60 percent of the height determined to be valid in obtaining proper 
homogenixation). 

Thus, in Sokoto tank« having within two pointa of the desired 
concentration« can be obtained, and in most instances this will give 
a concentration lower than the desired concentration due to the rather 
low limestone content of the various layers being worked (1). 

Following homogenixation, the necessary correction must be 
performed using the homogenixation elevator and taking the nee essa t y 
quantity of overproportioned raw material stored for this purpose in a 
silo. New homogenization (and, aa required, a new check) will make it 
possible to send the properly proportioned raw material to the kiln or 
intermediate storage silo kept in a state of homogenization. 

A better solution would consist of setting up at the raw material 
grinder output a sampler (acceptable equipment is available) permitting 
the determination of the average quality of the ground raw product 
during each one-hour period and thus the more reliable determination 
of the correction to be made to bring the silo to the desired concentrat- 
ion. 

Lastly, ideally, a scale should be available at the grinder feed, a 
scale which would permit the determination of which tonnage corresponds 
to the average hourly sample. 

However, the feed scales, although easy to use, are difficult to 
maintain if they are to produce accurate, faithful readings (2). 

(1) If there is 3 percent MgCOj in the raw material and if 75 percent 
CaCC>3 is to be obtained, this will give tanks having between 73 and 76 
percent CaCOs. 

(2) In Europe and the USA, modern plants are now equipped with : 

- a prehomogenization installation permitting minimum corrections 
at the grinder input ; 

• or els« continuous sampling combined with continuous analysis by 
fluoroscopy and a computer. This computer continually adjusts th« 
correction quantity required to fill the tanks at the desired 
concentration. 

V - 4 

B • Recommendations 

The goal to be attained is plant operation and the manufacture 
of good quality cement with the smallest possible number of personnel 
and especially foreign personnel. However, and this is a national duty, 
it is also necessary to raise the general level of the personnel's 
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LUectric f*wer Supply 

A/ . E.C.N. Power Station 

The cement factory in connected to the Sokoto network which 
1« supplied by a power • tat ion located 13 mil«! away« aloof th« 
Cuaau road (cf diagrani) (1). The ait« of th« power station waa 
selected aa far away due to th« fact that the resistane« of th« soil 
waa sufficient only on this location ; elsewhere, piers would have 
been required, ¿lowever, the absence of water on the selected ait« 
has necessitated cooling in a closed circuit. This station was built 
in ISMS at the «aire time as the cement factory and it cost %, 630.000. 

The power station is presently comprised of S MAN sets with 
a capacity of 1.500 I W and supercharged with 9 cylinders with a 
tOO r.p.m. speed and coupled to SIEMENS alternators with a 
capacity of 1900    VA.A place has been prepared for a fourth 
generator aet which at the final moment was sent to Kano. 

The three generator sets are overworked, respectively 
totalling 21.200 hours and 1600 hours for N* 1 and N* 2 in March 1971. 
Only N* 3 has recently been overhauled and since this tin-e totals 
2000 hours. The average consumption of these sets is ü.60 lb/fuel 
per fC"h producaci. '.   e fuel is delivered on the basis of the same 
conditions and by the ^aire ueans as for the cement factory.The 
total operating labor force is comprised of 36 men. 

It should be noted that there is a large shortage of spars parts 
and a lack of workshop equipment (no machine tools), thus the major 
repairs must be performed by outside services, and in particular 
at the cement factory. 

The generator sets supply a common trunk and two antenna« 
by mean« of two 5000 I VA transformers ; one antenna leade to Sokoto 
and the other 33 i\V antenna leads to the coment factory. 

(1 ) This distaile« required the installation of a permanent short 
wave line between the factory and the power station 
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The totter baa a SOCO KVA S3/11 KV terminal transformer at Hit 
•xit of which the compacting takes placa. Tbc 11 KV Una feada a 
I WO KVA 11 KV / 6 1 KV transformer. Tha factory ia In fact 
•applied with ö«(>;> V widen is tha voltage of tha motora of tha raw 
mill crusher (500 K   ) mad the camant crusher (650 KW). Two 
1150 KVA «•OO/230-^OO V tranaformara supply tha other ancillary 
equipment. 

11/ « **.'«J>ow?£. ^PPly Condition* 

The fact that there are only S generator acta at the power 
station means that the guaranteed power ia 1500 kW (the overhauling 
of a aet requires 3 or •* weeks and in this interval, one of the sets 
whieh remains in service could have a failure and the normal 
maximum power is 3000 k\V. The peak power capacity recorded in 
A arch 1971 is 2850 and waa provided by two motora of which one 
waa considerably worn down. 

The power absorbed by the cement factory ia 1 SCO KW with a 
normal power factor of 0. 8 and a relative conatancy. There ia, of 
course, the possibility of turning off the cement mill (750 KW with 
acceaaories) whenever necessary. 

The city of Jokoto currently absorbs 600 Lw , but the power 
eonaumptlon does not correspond to that of a city of 100.000 
inhabitanta and demand ia clearly quenched. It is increasing, however, 
by 200 1 \Y a year and new extensions are progressively provided 
(Secretariat General of the Government, new hospital, collage, 
continuation of general electrification, public lighting, tannery 
project requiring i 50 KVA). 

The present situation may thus be considered critical and 
measures have buen taken by the E.CN. to solve this problem. 0\i9 • 
to the arrival of current from Ute dam of Kainji to the Kano atation 
several months ago, the MAN set of this station has become available 
and la currently being tranafered to iiokoto where a place has already 
been provided Tor it. 

This operation should be completed in the summer of 1971 but 
the alate of fatigue of the generator aeta 1 and 2 requires overhaul 
without any further delay and the operations should be planned with 
thie factor in mind. After this overhaul, the guaranteed power will 
be 1000 KW and the normal power 4500 KW, thereby allowing for the 
extension programa planned for this network. 
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Within two years these extensions should be completed and 

with the normal development of the consumption of the town, the 
situation will become tight. For example, it will not be possible 
to plan the doubling of the cement factory. 

However, a project has been included in the Plan for drawing 
a 132 KV line from Zaria to Gusau which le part of a high voltage 
network (330 and 132 KV) (Grid) supplied by Kainji. 

This latter hydroelectric station designed for 12 Kaplan 
turbine generator sets with 80 MW, has already received four in 
1969 which at present do not operate at full capacity. Thus, it would 
be advisable to encourage, as of now, the project for a line from 
Gusau to Sokoto. 

The power stations of Gusau and Kano could then be closed 
down, those of Kaduna and Sokoto being maintained for standby 
power which is necessary for reliable electric power for towns. It 
may be inadequate for the industry in a region where tornadoes 
are formidable (12 towers knocked down in 1970 resulting in 4 days 
without power) and where the stopping of operations in a factory are 
very costly (for the Sokoto cement factory ^ 1580/day for fixed costs 
alone). 

The 132 KV Kainji-Sokoto line forming a loop should also be 
encouraged ; this line goes directly from Kainji to the norm via 
Yelva and Birnin-Kebbi with a high voltage station at Argungu  (from 
where the Sokoto branch would leave) in the direction of Dosso and 
Niamey. The provision of the line from Kainji to Sokoto is included 
in the Plan and should be installed for 1974. 

C/ . Tariff rates 

The following extract is taken from the E.CN. Tariff Rat« 
Schedule C which beare on the industrial tariff ratee and which applies 
to the cement factory. 

As complementary information we are providing the monthly 
rata« for the other low voltage applications ; 
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ICMBOÜLC C 
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ANNEX II 

DETAILED RUN OF THS FAÇTÇftY 

~i 
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" " of complet stop, 
number of wonting-hours of tuo Iain for the month 
tonnage of clinker produced intho month (calculated for the estimated raw materia] 
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In all inatancee, further attempts can be made to improve the 
raw malarial entering the kiln by olmuítanaously drawing from 2 (or 
•ran throe if a fifth haa been built) ailoa containing meal ready to 
enter the kiln. 

In conclusion, it can never be overemphaaized that good cernant 
la already prepared otarting at the quarry. In Sokoto, preparation of 
th« raw meal meana : 

• complete knowledge of the deposit, 

- and, no matter what solution ia adopted (1 ), the possibility of 
exploitation at aererai apota of well-known average compoeition 
in order to begin the mixing at the crusher*• output. 

(1) Unlaae a prehomoganisation «alt ia Ina ta lied. 

V- 5 

5/ • TRAINING OF MANUFACTURING PERSONNEL 

For thia training» it ia desirable : 

- to create a fourth team (below called O if the three teama which 
work normally are called A. B and C), 
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lo 6h50 18hl0 so  W4,»f 4.4f i.tr 44.1*   JSL Mt 4*4) 

P.M. 

on the 

17 of April 

I8I1I5 

lRh20 

81 

82 

44*f 

44,ff 

44o 

4,4* 

4,\S 

l.bo 

42.4* 

4(,*> 

-f.So 

o,4% 

o.Ll 

0,14 

18h?5 83 4*,* 4.0f 4M> 44, if 4,40 0.46 :# 

18h30 84 4Ì,tf 4.0S 4.SC 4t,»t 4,4o cjr é.t* 

18h35 85 4Í.ÍÍ 4- 4o 4.4o 41,<Ì À 4,U>\   o.4¿ 0.4% 

18h40 86 4$.ir 4,o S 
1               ' 

$r,fo 0,4r 

18h45 87 44,*r\ 44° ^Vo'^i^l -'   .         -/i o.4S~ 

18h50 88 4%,1S 

M,tr 

i.lo 

¿4-0 

4.4r\-:JS>\       ..! e4* 
1                 I 

0.44 

0.41 101 4,1f\4flat> 
1 

4S*'\   C.4Ì 

102 . 4<u l.4o 4.rr 44 lo 4.c-r\ o,44 :<* 

103 44,4o i.4o 4JS 44 h> 4,4 0 o.4$ *44> 

Raw six 
104 44,1* J. 40 4Jc 444$ 4, (to 0.4 i 0.4r 

105 44, I0 #.jr 4, to 4f?r 4.4 Ï ù,44 *r.n 0,4t .. 

106 44,1f *•• 4,fp 44M 4, to ù44 9,42. 

107 44.10 If 4.1Î 4ft — 4,4o 0,44 •,'t. 

108 44,1% U% 4,U 44,4c » 4.4 ù c,4Ç •.4$ 

109 J4.U #,#• 4L HH 4,4r 0.4T :'% 

I  



PROSPECTION 

SOKOTO  CEMENT 
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166 

À+So 
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MM 
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HÎCKQ8C0PIC STUDÏ of CLINKERS 

FROM S0K0T0 

The examination under the microscope hao been 
of polished aectiona of rejects from the cement mill and of 

clinkerB picked in SOKOTO hall. 

1 - LIST of SAMPLES 

S, 73   - Dark clinker, manufactured April 1971 

8C. 10  - Clinker considered as poor, manufactured before 
July 1970. Euch cample shows a particular aspect t 
grey, beige or black coloured with variable apparent 
porosity. 

SO» 37   - Projects from cement mill, ground April 1971 
Rounded partici 3 - 5 mm diameter. 

••«/••• 



2 - COMPARATIVE MICROSCOPIC STUDY 

- 2 - 

Alite 

Belile 

Celitc 

Free 
Lime 

Magnesia 

Porosity 

S 73 

Prevailing pharse     <V 50 f> 
Polygonal crystals 
Clinker having stayed 
for too long in the 
burning zone (ovcrburnt) 

Normal pharse        W 25 7> 
Crystals slashed 
into loracllas 
with cometimos 
1 series of strias 
Beli tos show themselves 
as well enough dis- 
tributed areas ^ 600 ym 

Entangled aspect 
C4AF > C5A 

Some areas ^¡ 200 \u 
Irregularly 
distributed 

Plentiful isolated 
and joined crystals 
5-20 um diameter 

Medium to great 

/VI5 # 

0-1 # 

2-3 # 

SC   10 - 11 - 12 - 13 - 14 

Scanty phase (very        t,i 30 7° 
small for SC 13 4 10#) 
more or less well 
formed crystala 

Abundant phase 
Slashed aspect 
Belites show 
themselves around 
the edges and as 
areas up to 1000 urn 

C-ik crystals 
C4AP > C5A 

Areas \< 250 jun 
in SC 12 - 13 - 14 
no    detected in 
other samples 

Plentiful isolated 
crystals 5 - 20 pm 
diameter 

Great Lesser for 
sample SC 14 

40-50 fo 

<u 15 

1-2 $ 

2-3 # 

• • •/ • 
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NOTE ON REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

The attached table and map, drawn from the report by Â. D. Little, 
briefly indicates the results of the geological surveys carried out in 
the Sokoto region by the G SN. 

It would appear that, for the 30 borings, including 21 located 
outside the Kalambaina area, we only know the thickness of the forma- 
tion crossed; that seems not enough to us. It would have been desira- 
ble to also know the percentage of core recovery and the chemical 
analysis of each formation. These informations would be very precious 
for a prospection of limestone outside of the actual claims of the plant. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IV 

Futi «ampi« analyt« 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VII 

C«n«nt railway tarlile st km 



Anmute the Chapter VH 

CEMENT RAILWAY TARIFICATION 

(from tarification n* 7 - November 1970) 

For nigérian cement ; epecial rate n* 2 - tarification B 

For imported cement : tarification D 

M ile§ 

10 
20-30 
30-40 
50 
60 
80 
100 
125 
150 
175 
200 
225 
250 
275 
300 
325 
350 
375 
400 
425 
450 
475 

B 
(•h/t) 

12 
13 
14 
16 
17 
22 
28 
35 
42 
48 
52 
56 
59 
62 
66 
70 
74 
78 
80 
85 
90 
92 

D 
(•h/t) 

Mues 

18 
19 
21 
24 
27 
32 
38 
45 
52 
58 
62 
70 
76 
80 
84 
93 
98 

103 
106 
111 
116 
118 

1 500 
525 
550 
575 
600 
625 
650 
700 
725 
750 
800 
825 
850 
675 
900 
950 

1000 
1050 
1100 
1150 

B 
(•h/t) 

94 
100 
102 
105 
108 
113 
115 
120 
126 
128 
132 
135 
137 
140 
142 
147 
152 
157 
162 
172 

D 
(•h/t) 

120 
126 
128 
131 
134 
139 
141 
146 
152 
154 
158 
161 
163 
166 
168 
173 
178 
183 
188 
198 
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APPENDIX 

Uce o   'Toundnuts sheUs 

The chapter en profitability showed how important was the 
share of fuel in the ma ing of the cement price since that share 
reaches at present almost 24 % and will not decrease beneath 
2  7    = 20 % 
13 5 

The only resource oJ Sckoto State in fuel   except woc-d 
teems to be the shells cf son e seeds (groundnuts, cotton) the 
calorific value or which reaches 4 VOV kilo calories per Kj,  en 
the con: pletely dry product 

The importance of the local puntata CM»   (1) which is fully 
exported under the shelled form and the example of the H.'albaza 
cement factory in Niger naturally lead to raise the question ox 
• instituting, partially and even completely   the groundnut shells 
to the cement plant fuel 

In the countries producing groundnuts or cotton   you will 
often find that the shell around the seed is used as fuel for burning : 
hereafter are a few examples. 

1) - Inte the five groundnut oil plants in Senegal    which buy 
groundnuts in their shells, the shells are burnt under relatively 
low pressure boilers of the classical type.  The steam is used 
inside turbo ¿roups which may reach thousands of KW and supply 
the integrality of the driving power, the refining included    A 
variant solution (the case of Krele cotton oil wor :s in Ni.th 
Cameroon) uses this steam inside less powerful piston steam 
engines. 

2) - The initial project cf a cen ent factory in Bargny near 
Dakar,  prepared in 1939,  provided for the gasification of ¿round 
nut shells into gas generators. The gas produced was delivered at 
poor gas motors. The equipment was bought then, but not erected 
because of the war.  The cement factory was built in 1948 on a double 
scale and this type of power was given up for diesels of the classical 
type. 

(1) The crops would have reached, under shells form, the following 
tonnages in the Solcete State : 

82 - 63     108 000 t 36-87      142 0C0 t 
33 - 34 - 100 000 t 37 - 88 -    9n 000 t 
34 - 65 -   94 000 t 38-69-81 COO t 
85-36-119 r"0 t 89 - 70 -    .5 000 t 
The figure of 7C-71, yet not well known, seems to 3tand around 

45 C00 t, commercialized in Nigeria   (bad weather conditions ; a 
few sales to Niger). 
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3 - COBCmsiONS from the MICROSCOPIE EXAKIHATIOH 

8. 73 

lormal clinker. Overburnt. Alitic phase t 
Malum • 

SC 10 - 11 - 12 - 13 - 14 

Very heterogeneous clinker, und e rsa tura ted 
very abundant belitic phase, especially in sample SC 13, 

Samples SC 12 - 13 - 14 correspond to weathered 
clinkers. The quantity of C02 in those 3 camples could causo false set 
dwe to carbonates. 

The' periclasc, distributed aß isolated crystals, 
indicates the dolomitic nature of the limestone. 

* 

Porosity is greater than for clinker S 73. 

8. 35 - Casto from cement mill 

Alite      t      very scanty phase more or less well 
formed crystals 

Salite    I      very abundant phase { the C2S areas 
correspond to a grain size 5 tun 

Calite    t      C5A crystals, C4AP > C5A 

Five Itine not .observed 

Magnesia!      ioolated crystals 

Porosity:      low enough 

< 10 # 

50-60 fo 

15-20 fo 

for all those clinkers, the C2S with 1 «eriea 
of striae, corresponds to a rather low burning temperature, under 14iJ0°C. 

of the liquid phase. 
the reaction is easy because of the abundance 

••»/••• 



3) The Malbaza cement factory which produce« 110 t/diy uses 
pulverized groundnuts shells.  They are directly blown in the fuel 
noz ale of the lain.   The proportion t.i' shells corresponds to 30 to 
60 % ci' the calories to be supplied.  The nom al running seems to 
be 30 to 40 %.  This last process is by far the least expensive as 
regards the investment requirements.  It seems to be the most 
appropriate in the Solato case.  Nevertheless, before examining 
its profitability,  it is necessary to state   precisely the scale of 
tonnage and price of available shells,   for this is one of the n ost 
critical points   and probably the stun bling bloc,  wf the problem 

1 - Available tonnage and price of the shells 

In the present study, we shall systerr atically choose 
optimistic assun ptions in order to reach a maxim urn possible 
profitability.  As previously stated,  the average crop   in shel'ed 
groundnuts, nay be evaluated to 9C OfT tons, if we suppose thr-t 
the dicrease of the last few years is accidental or that it results 
from a leakage towards Niger due to a temporary shifting of the 
quotations and of the exchange rates.   This tonnage corresponds 
more or less to 45 000 tons of shells ; the output    of the shelling 
process,  i.   e.  66 %,  is not excellent in the system used which is 
the shelling on the workings by little hand machines (1) operated 
by won en.   But, these shells are scattered in all countrymen's 
fanr.8 and few are gathered on n ar ,ets.  Thus   the total shells 
the ìxain part of which is rejected and lost unused,   are not in 
fact available and due to their low density they are hardly 
transportable. 

It is thus impossible to know beforehand which could be 
practically n ade available.  It is a question of paym.ent of the 
additional transport which should be as ;ed then to the producer 
including the cost of the necessary corresponding packing. 

(1)   The price of each small hand shelling machine,  is   12 £ N 
The two thirds of this price are subsidized by the Marketing Board. 
The working of these machines is rudin entary and it causes a 
lost of seeds.  The output    in Senegal is 70 % in central stations. 
Such an experin ent was attempted in Katsina with Boby machines 
but was not carried on. 



Aft«r ieveral tal  s cbout thi« question in Soke to and in 
Raduna,  we r jreed on the price of 2   £   per ton paid to the producer 
This price corresponds : 

- for two thirds,  to the purchase of the product to the 
Marketing Beard which is re¿uk rly the only one enabled to deal 
for this pr.iducl.   This an ount,  i    e.   1   7 €    a In ost corresponds 
to the half oT what was required, but ruA yet obtained,  by SONARA, 
a shelling con pany of IV albaza,  at the exit of the station -djacent 
to the cement factory.   But it n.ust be noted that the fuel oil n° 1 
used in ]\ albaza is worth nearly twice the price oí the fuel oil in 
Sokoto. 

- for one third to the transport,  to the amortization of the 
packing,  to the wei {hing expenses and to the loadin,> of lorries 
in the collecting centers. 

For rjuch a price,  taking into account the reasons hereinbefore 
explained,  it vili be in possible to collect most of the shells. 
Lacking of n ore precise information    we supposed it would be 
possible to recover almost half oí these    i.  e.   2'    notons. 
Let us notice that these additional 2   £  en ? weight corresponding 
to half the shelled peanuts weight (paid 31 to 32  £  /ton) only adds 
3 % to the payment of the country n   n. 

2 - Transport to the factory 

We noted on a nap annexed hereto the principal collecting 
points for the shelled groundnuts of the 1970   1971 crop,  as we got 
them officiously at the So.:« to Natural Resources Ministry. 
We admitted : 

- that the shells should be available there within the same 
quantities ratios 

- that,  during the norn.al years of production (twice 
that of 7C-71 campaign),  the tonnages will increase proportionally 
in each market. 

Cne may notice that in actual fact there are no markets 
within a radius less than SC miles from Sokoto and that the 
average transport distance,  calculated through big centers 
spaced out from   3uisru to Shinkafe,  particularly Guisau    Kala, 
Namanda and Magagi    exceeds 100 miles.   Let us remind that 
Guisau is 134 miles from the cement factory by road.  Taking 
into account Talata Mafara and Tarbawel (located S.W. ) it is 
difficult to bring down the average transport distance below 
ICC miles 
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It remains to evaluate the price per ton ir ile Tor such a 
product.  Considering : 

- the low density which,  sin ilar to that of the cotton-seed, 
reduces the normal loading of the lorry by hall, 

that in their greater part transports will be without any 
return freight, 

- the condition of the tracks to be used, 

- the equipn ent of the lorries for bulk transport, i.  e. 
sideboards and tarpaulin cover,  without any pressing.  The weighing 
will be made by n arkets weighing machines 

We agreed on a price of 7 d/ton n ile    i.   e.  2 9  £ for 
100 miles.   In addition are the unloading expenses on the arrival 
and a few losses due to blowing cif,  so that the total is : 
3 £ /ton of gross shell, i.  e.   60 000 £ N for 2^ 000 tons. 

Cne must note that the gross shell contains on the one hand 
moisture (a content of 7 to 9 % seen,s normal),  on the other hand 
earthy particles which may involve a cleaning on the arrival.  A 
12 % decrease seems to be justified in order to obtain the theoretic 
tonnage of completely dry shells.  In practice complete dryness 
shall not be obtained and the calorific value will be proportionally 
decreased.  It will be equal to 4 000 x r,88 = 3 500 calories for 
12 %  impurities.  The 20 0CC tons of gross shells will thus be 
taken -s equivalent to 17 300 tons of ICO % dry shells. 

3 - Technical process and v/or ;ing cost 

The sun n ary flow sheet annexed  hereto shews the general 
running of the device used in IVnlbaza   studied in 1964 by 
FIVES-LILLE Company and erected in 1967-38. 

The shells kept in bags are put on a belt conveyor and  lifted 
up by a 12 m bucket elevator into an hopper.  Reclaiming is n ade, 
with the help of hopper vibrators, by a multi extractor.  The 
grinder is fed by an apron distributor. This 12C HP "-ondard grinder, 
weighing almost 3 tons and running at a speed of 3 : CO r. p. m. 
is equipped of 36 hammers.   Drying was formerly n ade by circulation 
of exhaust kiln gases, but,  due to fire risks    such process is no 
longer used. 



PRINCIPLE   SCHEME 
FOR SHELLS  UTILISATION 
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Pulverized shells go through a décantation cyclone and are 
collected in a storage hopper with a volume oí several ten cubic 
meters.  Fron  there they are extracted by a multi-screw distributor 
the output of which is adjustable iron   300 to 1 8r0 Kg/hour.  Then 
they "all in a special venturi placed for such purpose into the 
kiln fuel nozzle.  Air cirjulaiion is created by a fan (25 KV/ 
8 r00 c. m. /hour under a pressure of 40' n n  W.   :. ) exhausting the air 
from the décantation cyclone and blowing it through a dedusting 
cyclone toward the prin ary air fan o." the kiln.  Therefore the 
primary   air blowing must sustain a certain modification.  The dust 
are carried to the storage hopper. 

The running seems satisfying en the technical point of 
view.  The normal operation is obtained with a mixture of 
30 f pulverized shells and 7C % cf fuel oil (calculated in thermies). 
This percentage of shells can be easily exceeded, but in fact 
the limit comes from the lack of shells from the SCNARA next 
•helling center. 

Cne may note two imperfections which moreover do not 
affect the operating principle : 

- Reclaiming from the SCNARA stock is n ade by manual 
bagging and hand conveying when,  due to the short distance, 
a blowing device could be used. 

- Shell bags are storec' near the drying and grinding 
equipment, which involved assured fire ris s. 

Cne may notice that the high silica content of peanut shells 
leads to a very in portant wearing of the hammers which are 
made of ordinary steel (12 hamn ers per day).  When ree oning 
the raw mi::es to be burnt,  such silica n ust be ta en into account. 
Cn the other hand,  the al.alies content (12 to 14 % K2C) of the 
•hells does not entail running perturbation» in the kiln,  at least 
as regards the adopted percentage of »hells. 

The total electric power consumption is high,  about 
70 to 80 IfWh/ton cf pulverized shell«.  In the case of Sexto 
(17 6C" tens) the consumption would amount to 1 320 000 KWh, 
which,  at the marginal co»t of the KWh,  corresponds about to 
14 B0C ÇN. 
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The important wearing of the grinder hammers involves 
a high cost which, in addition to other consumptions of materials 
and spare parts, brings into the evaluation some dubiousness. 
In consideration of lVtalbaza experience (change of the hammers 
every 3 days) and of the very abrasive nature of the groundnut 
shell,  we were lead to estimate it between 0, 5 and 1 £ N   per ton 
of pulverized shell.   For the 17 500 tons needed in Sokoto, this 
would give an annual expense of 14 000£ N. 

The production staff is fairly reduced. One may account 
for a running in two shifts with two workers, one oí them only 
being well skilled,  for a period of 11 months per year,  i.  e.  a 
total of 44 months-worker.  The corresponding expense (with 
overtime) may be evaluated to 1 200  £ N. 

Low agios on stock must only be taken into account because 
they are balanced with the fuel ones, though the storage period 
be longer (as a matter of fact the groundnut crop only lasts 3 or 
4 months and the storage must last almost 8 months). 

4 - Characteristics and cost of the plant 

We planned a storage outside the plant in order to decrease 
fire risks, but this storage will be under a very simple form 
(cemented areas surrounded by walls in order to receive piles 
covered with tarpaulin). 

The plant is expected to treat 20 000 tons during 11 months, 
i. e.   1 8CC tons per month, and to pulverize 17 600 tons of  dry 
shells,  i.  e.  59 tons per day when working 300 days as works 
the kiln. However pulverization work will be made only in 2 shifts, 
which corresponds to a grinding capacity of 59 = 3,7 tons per hour 

or more if the dryness is not complete. 

With such a rhythm, the shells bring per day 
59 000 x 4 = 236 000 thermies when the production of clinker 
requires 330 t x 1 100 th = 363 0C0 thermies, i.  e.  a proportion 
of 65 % brought by the shells and 35 % by the fuel-oil.  This 
percentage is much higher than the one of Malbaza (30 % of shells) 
but does not seem impossible to reach. However an adjustment 
•hall be made which, in the optimistic assumption we adopted, 
we shall suppose already implemented. 

Malbaza plant includes only one grinder capable to 
produce 1 to 1, 2 tons per hour of pulverized shells, but 
it is possible to plan a grinder more powerful with an output 



of 1, 5 to 2 tons per hour. Two machines of this type would 
theoretically suffice, but it would be judicious to plan three of 
them. However we shall limit the plant to two grinders thus 
running 2C hours per day, but a complete third grinder will exist 
in the spare parts.  We thus shrill have 2 grinders of 160 to 170 HP 
with 48 hammers,  reaching on the whole 250 K\V. 

The cost of the equipment F.C. B.  of the Malbaza plant was 
about 20 CGC £ N in 1967.  It is necessary to add 4U 0C0      N for civil 
engineering works and local supplies (sheet-steel work,  framework). 
Considering the very expensive transports, the erection and 
ajustments which took quite  i long time, the total cost reaches 
about 70 OCO  £N for the plr.nt in operating conditions. 

In the case of Sokoto where two grinders,   each having a 
50 % higher output,   would be set in parallel and where the 
equipment particularly for the shells storage would be more 
complete, the expenses to be contemplated, taking into account 
the increese of costs,  would be twice as big at least.  However 
due to the acquired experience and to the fact that the transport 
expenses and the costs of local prestations are much lower,   we 
shall admit an increase of only 85 %,  i.  e.   130 000 £.    This 
involves too that,  within our intentionally optimistic views,  no 
custom duty be exceptionally paid on the entrance in Nigeria. 
A cross-checking of this amount of 130 000 £ can be approximately 
made by the estimation of FIVES-LILLE Company worked 
out in 1968 for a slightly more powerful plant. 

To this amount of 130 C00   £   corresponds a constant annual 
charge for a capital borrowed at 7 % and amortized in 8 years 
(the product being particularly abrasive), i.  e.   : 

130 000 x 16,75 % = 21 775 £ N. 
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In Sokoto the profitability of the operation is essentially 
cancelled by the distance and th« coat of transport. Even a 
éecreus« of SO % on the anticipated coat-price, which ia hard to 
imagine, would not permit a sufficiently attractive profitability. 
Moat certainly the operation could show itaelf more interesting 
in the future with the sensible riae expected on the price of fuel-oil, 
but it ehould be advisable then to reexamine entirely the problem 
With th« Marketing Board,  in order particularly to sound the 
farmer« reactions and to state preciaely the purchase and approach 
expenaes. 

fat the preaent state of the running cf the factory we think that 
it must devote itself wholly to its re-ordering as described in 
this report,  without dissipating its efforts on this aspect of its 
present economy which may be interesting at the State level, but 
is for it very secondary. 
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Chemical analysis 

Iteeignation Si02 A1205 FegOj CaO MKO SO3 C02 
H20 -f 
Vol. M 

K20   Na20 
"Total Ti02 Total ' 

SC 10 23,60 6,35 3,60 62,50 2,60 0,30 0,05 0,10 0,33 0,04 0,00 99,67 

SC 13 22,40 6,00 3,30 58,50 1,25 0,60 2,00 4,80 0,22 0,04 0,20 99,31 

SC 35 23,«0 6,60 3,75 60,60 2,60 0,45 0,10 0,65 0,32 0,09 0,40 99,36 

SC 73 22,20 5,90 3,20 64,90 2,55 0,10 0,05 0,20 0,22 0,05 0,00 99,37 

Désignation 
Freo 
Lime 

A k A ne K20 
ßoluble 

Na20 
collibie 

sc 10 

sc 13 

SC 35 

SC 73 

0,15 

2,10 

0,50 

0,75 

16,5 

24 

20,5 

9,5 

IG 

18 

21 

e,5 

0,10 

0,07 

0,10 

0,05 

0,02 

0,02 

0,03 

0,03 
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fotential composition 

C3S CgS C3A C4AP Freo 
Lime 

Undeter- 
mined 

Liquid at 
1450°C 

SC IO 26 48,3 10,8 11 0,15 3,75 30,1 # 

SC 13 3 62,5 10,3 10 2,10 12,10 26,9* 

8   35 12,2 59,5 11,2 11,5 0,50 5,10 31,2 % 

S   73 » 27,8 10,3 9,8 0,75 3,35 27,7 # 

% 



x 200 1 cm a 50 vim 

Etching : Sodium citrate 
+ gaz H.F. 

Grey : CjS crystals 

Dark : C^S crystals 

A 5791 

O/S 99 616 - SOKOTO » Clinker S Ti> "Good  clinker" 

*»*>       .< i «J 'it £     'iV j   -/ t ~Li :     0 jrtA^i   ir/ift t4 4j x 750   1 cm = 13,3 vim 

E telling : alcoholic 

HNO5 

Slashed crostalo of 

C^S oornetiraes vn th 

1 rerietj of strias 

A 5792 



A 5794 

x 200   1 cm » 50 Jim 

Etching : cod i um citrate 

+ caz HP 

Grey    s C^S cryataln 

Dark    : CgS crystals 

Clinker rich in CjS 

0/S 99 616 - S0K0T0 » CLINKER SC 10 
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x 750   1 cm = 13,3 pm. 

Etching : alcoholic HNO3 

Slashed crystals of C¿S 

with 1 r.cries of etrius 



O/S 99 616 - SOKOTO - CLINKER SC 10 

Silicates distribution 

A 5796 

x 35. 1 cm = 285 V® 

Itching j sodium citrates + gaz HP 

Dark : belite nreaa - thoao areas are numerous and 
up to 1000 um 



O/S 99 616 - SOKOTO - CLINKER S 73 "Rood Clinker« 

Silicates distribution 

A 5793 

x 35 1 cm « 285 ym 

Etching « Bodium citrate + gas HP 

Dark t belite areas 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER H 

Ifttt on regional geological »urv«y 




